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Abstract

This thesis concerns Peter Tomory's nine years as Director of the Auckland City

Art Gallery, between 1956 and 1964. The main theme that emerges in this study

concerns the emphasis Tomory placed on professional practices, both at the

Gallerv and in the visual arts in New Zealand as a whole.

'The discussion is broken into four chapters. The first chapter sets the

corrtext for Tomory's directorship: his professional background, the New

Zealand art world of the 1950s, and his initial vision for the Gallery. The second

chapter is devoted to Tomory's development of the Gallery's permanent

collection, and the third explores the ambitious proglamme of temporary

exhibitions undertaken at the Gallery during his tenure. These broad topics are

considered with reference to Tomory's policy statements, and through the close

study of selected case studies. The final chapter examines the history of New

Zealand art that Tomory developed over his twelve years in New Zealand

(including both the texts he pubtished while at the Gallery, and those he wrote

while lecturing at the University of Auckland School of Fine Arts from 1955 to

195S) and his call for a more professional approach to art writing in this country.

A bibliography of Tomory's published texts is included.

A special effort is made in this study to consider Tomory's activities at the

Gallery and his writing within their original historical and art-historical contexts,

and also with reference to the way these actions and texts have been interpreted

and employed by later commentators, especially post-nationalist critics. In this

rvay, it is revealed that the history of New Zealand art formulated in the 1950s

ancl 1960s was less homogenous, more complex and more contentious than it has

more recently been portrayed.
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Abbreoiations

Footnotes

As this thesis is concerned largely with the analysis of written sources, there are a

significant number of footnotes. For this reasoru footnotes are not numbered

continuously, but begin afresh within each of the five sections.

Short titles

When a text is repeatedly referenced, a short title is used in the foobrotes in preference to
'op. cit.'. The short title is given at the end of the first full reference.

Abbreviations within the footnotes and bibliography

Within the foobrotes and bibliography, the following abbreviations are used:

AAG archives Auckland Art Gallery Toi o Tamaki Archives
ACC archives Auckland City Council Archives
AGMANZ Art Galleries and Museums Association of New Zealand

Listener New Zealand Listener

NZH Nant ZealandHerald

Star Auckland Star

Auckland City Art Gallery

The Auckland Art Gallery Toi o Tdmaki was known as the Auckland City Art Gallery
during the period under study (although it was also referred to as the'Auckland Art
Gallery' and the'City Art Gallery'). The Auckland City Art Gallery is called'the Gallery'

throughout this text, except on those occasions where for the sake of clarity its full title
or the description the'Auckland Gallery' is used.

Anne Kirker's interview with Peter Tomory, 25 December L985.

The original interview (on two cassette tapes) is held at the Museum o( New Zealand Te

Papa Tongarewa archives. The interview was published in an edited form in two issues

of Art Neu Zealand in 7986. Both the unpublished and published versions are referred to

throughout the text, and are differentiated in the footnotes.
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Peter Tomory's principal texts

A full list of Tomory's published writing is included in the bibliography. Those of
'Iomory's published writings referred to most frequently in this thesis are abbreviated as

follows; a short surrunary of these texts is also provided.

Tomory, Neza Zealanil painting $9561.

Peter Tomory's catalogue essay for Nats Zealand painting: an exhibition arranged by the

Auckland City Art Gallery and the Auckland Society of Arts on the occasion of the 1956

Auckland Festiaal of the Arts, Auckland: Auckland City Art Gallery, 1956'

This is Tomory's first text of significant length written in New Tnaland, and his first
attempt at mapping the development of art in this country. The exhibition brought

together New Zealand painting from the mid-19th century to the present, with the goal

of determining whether any stylistic trends could be seen to have developed in this

hundred-year period. In his catalogue essay, Tomory discussed early artists' attempts to

master the new landscape, the exodus of artists to Europe between 1900 and 1930 and

the impact of this exodus on the development of modern New Zealand art. He gave his

opinion of several earlier New Zealand artists, but did not discuss contemporary art

except to express a hope that New Zealand would soon see the development of

independent artistic styles and conceptions.

Tomory, Landfall (1958).

Peter Tomory, 'Looking at art in New Zealand', Landfall46, vol' 2, rto' 2,195$ pp. 153-

169.

This essay, broken into three sections but intended to be read as a whole, is the

published version of a series of three radio talks Tomory gave in 1957.In the first part

Tomory described how aesthetic sensibilities are shaped by visual experience. He

argued that New Zealanders had, over the previous century, developed a different
aesthetic sensibility to Europeans, through the combination of their lack of exposure to

great works of European art and the visual impress of the landscape in this country. The

second part dealt with the experience of viewing paintings. In this section, Tomory
made clear distinctions between 'serious' art and art which was merely'illustration'. In

the third part Tomory gave his assessment of New Zealand art criticism, asserting that

the poor state of criticism in this country, written by amateurs whose main concerns lay

with New Zealandliterafure, meant that viewers had become accustomed to illustrative

painting-especially the New Zealand school of neo-romantic painting-and found

serious art hard to understand. In addition to criticising the use of conventions drawn
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from British neo-romantic painting in order to depict the New Zealand experience,

Tomory also criticised those artists who mimicked European primitivism by
incorporating Maori rnotifs in their work.

Tomory, Connoisseur (1959).

Peter Tomory, 'Unifying art-in New Zealand' , Connoisseur,May 1959, pp.9'11'-

This article was written by invitation of the editor, who in an introductory note

expressed sympathy for the lirnitations that had been forced on the Gallery by the

Government's import restrictions of the late 1950s. Tomory here discussed his intention

to build a collection at the Gallery that would educate the audience, and would show the

development of New Znaland art within the wider context of European art history.

Tomory also described the theory (which could broadly be called'regional') that

underpinned his selection of works for the collection.

Tomory, Distance (196,1).

Peter Tomory, 'The visual arts' in Keith Sinclair (ed.), Distance looks our way: the effects of

remoteness on Necu Zealand, Auckland: Paul's Book Arcade for the University of

Auckland, 1.967, pp. 63-78.

The essays in this anthology were first given as a series of lectures that debated the

proposal:'although New Zealand is/was physically remote, is/was it isolated?'Tomory's
contribution opened with an evocation of the negative effect of remoteness on Maori

culture, which was purportedly in decline by the time of European arrival. In the body

of the essay, Tomory used Theodor Lipps' theory of Empathy to distinguish the 'three

distinct strata of attitude' of early settler society and describe the ways in which these

aftitudes determined distinctly different approaches to the depiction of the new land.

Tomory used this theory to separate what he believed to be'illustrative' depictions of

New Zealand subjects from those he believed arose from'sensuous' or'feeling'
responses to the land.

In this essay Tomory built on the structure he had first outlined in 1956. He described a

history of New Zealand art with three periods: the early topographical artists; the

emergence of a modern movement (triggered by the arrival of artists such as Petrus van

der Velden) in the 1890s and its subsequent stagnation in the first 30 years of the

twentieth century due to the exodus of New Zealand-born artists to Europe and

Australia; the re-emergence of the modern movement in the 1930s in the work of artists

(led by Angus, Woollaston and McCahon) prevented from leaving the country by first

the depression and then the Second World War.



Tomory, Contemp orury p ainting 096a1.

Peter Tomory's catalogue essay for Contemporary painting in Neus Zealand, Wellington:

Queen Elizabeth II Arts Council of New Zealand,1964.

In7964Tomory assisted in the selection of works for Conternporary painting in New

Zealand, the first officialll, sponsored exhibition of such work to be shown in London. ln
the catalogue Tomory positioned New Zealand and New Zealand art in relation to the

Pacific and particularly to America, arguing that New Zealand no longer looked

towards Britain for guidance. He reiterated his three-stage formulation of the history of

New Zealand ar! but distanced himself from the idea of a national school of painting.

He firmly located Angus, Woollaston and Mdahon as New Ze,aland's senior modern

artists, but pointed to the selection of a number of younger artists with diverse painting

styles as an indication of the maturation of New Zealand painting since the 1940s'

Tomory, Ascent (1968).

Peter Tomory,'Imaginary reefs and floating islands: the romantic image in New Zealand

painting', Ascent, vol. 1, no. 2, July 1,968, pp.5-19.

Tomory's '1967lecture to the Auckland City Art Gallery Associates, 'Imaginary reefs and

floating islands', was published in,,4scent in1968.In his most complex piece of writing,

Tomory used a metaphor drawn from an essay by Ortega y Gasset to examine the

romantic image in New Zealand painting. He discussed the theme of the profile in

relation to topographical works and the work of the first romantic artists to depict New

Zealand, and asked how one could separate topographical works from those that were

'sensuous and imaginative identifications'with the land. The text also indudes

assessments of the work of McCahon, Angus and Woollaston.

Tomory, Painting 7890-L950 (1968).

Peter Tomory, Painting 1890-1950, Wellington: A.H. & A.W. Reed, 1968'

Painting 1827-1967 consists of three short books: Hamish Keith's Painting L827-1890,

Tomory's Painting L890-1950 and Mark Young's Painting 1-950-1.967, all edited by

Tomory. Tomory here undertook a new consideration of the sources of the modern

movement in New Zealand painting. ln this text, Tomory emphasised the artists already

practising in New Zealand before 1890 locating the impetus for the modern movement

in their example rather than attributing it to the immigrant artists who arrived in the

1890s. He placed less emphasis on the exodus of artists between 1900 and 1930, instead

dwelling on those artists who remained in or returned to New Zealand during this

period, and also considered the emergence of an arts in{rastructure at this time. In this

text Tomory examined the historical development of stylistic resPonses to the New
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Zealand environment. He described how the artists who arrived in the 1890s adapted

their styles in response to the characteristic landforms and light of New 7-ealand,

considered how Perkins' introduction of British neo-romanticism affected painting in
this country, and concluded with a discussion of the differences and similarities he saw

in the painting of Woollastory Angus and Mdahon.

Tomory, Pattern (1968).

Peter Tomo ry,' Art' in A. L. Mcleod (ed.), The pattern of N ew Zealand culture, Melbourne

and New York: Oxford University Press and Cornell University Press, "1968, pp' 176-208'

In this essay Tomory reiterated his three-stage history of New Zealand art, but his

narrative reflects the same changes in thinking that inform Painting "1890-1950. Tomory

here emphasised the proliferation of styles in contemporary New Zealand arf and

described the emergence of a new generation of artists less concerned with depicting the

landscape. This is a similar observation to that which he put forward in the 1964

Contemporary painting in Neu) Zealand catalogue. This emphasis on urbanisation and New

Zealand's place in the world is significant in that both that catalogue and Thepattern of

New Zealand culture were intended for an international audience.l In the second half of

the essay Tomory briefly considered other artistic practices-sculpture, typography and

ceramics, for example-and gave thumbnai-l sketches of the activities and collections of

New Zealand's four major public art galleries.

I The pattern of New Zealancl cuhule was the fourth in a series of books published by Comell Universitl'
Press that presented the cultures of post-colonial countries. The fint three books dealt with America.

Canada and Australia.
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lntroduction

In 1951 the Auckland City Council announced that it had decided to form the

new position of Director of the Auckland City Art Gallery and to advertise for

applicants. The Gallery was opened in February L888, and since 1913 had been

managed by John Barr, Auckland's city librarian, who also had responsibility for

the Old Colonists Museum. The successful candidate in 1951 was Eric

Westbrook, a young Englishman; trained as a painter, Westbrook had also

directed the Wakefield Art Gallery, and had most recently worked for the Arts

Council of Great Britain. Westbrook was the first professionally trained director

appointed to a New Zealand public art gallery. His aim in Auckland was to

make the Gallery a vibrant part of the city's life; highlights of his tenure included

securing Auckland City Council funding for acquisitions, the formation of a

dedicated Frances Hodgkins collection and the establishment of the Auckland

Gallery Associates in 1954. Westbrook left the Gallery in 1955 to take up the

directorship of the National Gallery of Victoria, Melbourne; his successor in

Auckland was Peter Tomory, who in this way became New Zealand's second

professionally trained gallery director.

The Gallery was, and continues to be, principally funded by the Auckland

City Council. During his tenure, Tomory reported to the Parks and Library

Committee of the City Council, headed in 1956 by Mary Dreaver and from 1957

by F.N. Ambler. The Committee was composed of City Councilors and co-opted

members who acted as advisors on artistic matters. In 1956 these co-oPted

members were Auckland architect Vernon Brown and Pascoe Redwood,

chairman of the Auckland Society of Arts. In 1957 Brown and Redwood were

replaced by architect Geoffrey Rix-Trott, who was joined n7963 by another



architect, John Stacpoole. In addition to the City Council collection, the Gallery

also housed the Mackelvie Trust collection, administered by the Mackelvie Trust

Board, which was headed at the time of Tomory's appointment by Richard O.

Gross, and from 7957 by Rix-Trott. In addition to the ongoing acquisition of

works by the Mackelvie Trust, the Art Gallery Associates (now known as the

Friends of the Gallery) were at this time, and continue to be, a significant source

of support to the Gallery and generous donors to the collection.

*+*

This thesis grew out of research conducted in 2001 for my art history honours

paper,'Tomory's texts: a discussion of Peter Tomory's New Zealand writings,

1956-7968', at Victoria University of Wellington. In that paper, I concentrated on

a close reading of seven of Tomory's key New Zealand texts, examining his

assessment of New Zealand art criticism, his influence on the developing canon

of modernist New Zealand artists and his formulation of a history of New

Zealand art.r I chose to focus on Tomory's role as a writer and critic, and did not

extend my research into his role as director at the Auckland City Art Gallery. My

research for this paper left me with a number of unanswered questions, a deep

curiosity about the period I had studied, and certain misgivings about the way

that it has been viewed in more recent years.

This thesis extends that original research by taking a fuller view of

Tomory's time in New Zealand. It focuses on the nine yeafhat Tomory spent as

director at the Gallery, from 1955 to 1964. The discussion is broken into four

' 'Tomory's texts: a discussion of Peter Tomory's New Zealand wntings, 1956-1968' is available in the art

history disciplinary library at Victoria University of Wellington. The seven texts I examined in this paper

are the same as those outlined in the section of this thesis titled 'Peter Tomory's principal texts'. with the

exception of the essay published in the Connoisseur, which I became aware of only after Peter Tomory
alerted me to it in 2002.



chapters, the first three of which examine areas that were omitted from my

honours paper. The first chapter sets the context for Tomory's directorship: both

his own background, and the New Zealand art world that he encountered upon

his arrival in Auckland. It discusses Tomory's first reactions to the New Zealand

art scene, and his initial vision for the Gallery.

The second chapter considers Tomory's management of the Gallery's

permanent collection. In addition to examining Tomory's collection policy, the

display of the collection and areas of the collection that show Tomory's influence,

this chapter also investigates how the Gallery went about acquiring work, and

especially how New Zealand's distance from European art markets was

negotiated. A major theme of this chapter - and indeed, of this thesis - is the

gradual movement from the direct governance of New Zealand's public art

galleries by the municipal body that funded them, via a (usually untrained)

committee, to the appointment of professionally trained staff who were given

significant autonomy in developing and applying policy. The ramifications of

this shift are explored, using as a case study the controversy surrounding the

purchase of Barbara Hepworth's Torso lI in 1963.

The third chapter looks at the Gallery's programme of temporary

exhibitions by way of a series of case studies. During Tomory's tenure, the

Gallery assumed responsibility for managing most of the touring shows of visual

art which came to New Zealand; these shows are considered, with special

emphasis on the influential 1958 exhibition Brifish abstract painters, Tomory was

strongly opposed to showing amateur work at the Gallery, and his opinions on

this issue are investigated by focusing on his continued opposition to hosting the

Kelliher Pize exhibition. Although Tomory appears to have been initially

somewhat diffident regarding New Zealand art-and reluctant to allow the

Gallery to become the home of the local artist-this chapter traces how the
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order not to replicate Brown's work, I have chosen to focus on particular themes

that are explored in detail by way of case studies. For the same reason/ I have not

attempted to list the exhibitions and acquisitions at the Gallery between 1953 and

1964, which are presented as extensive appendices to Brown's thesis.

**{'

Peter Alexander Tomory (bom 3 January 1922) entered the field of arts

administration at the beginning of the 1950s. During the fucond World War

Tomory had served in the Royal Navy, mostly in the Mediterranean. After

demobilization, he studied at the University of Edinburgh (at the time one of

only three institutions in Britain offering degrees in art history) where he

completed a Masters in Fine Arts. As Brandon Taylor has noted, the move from

service to study can be seen as characteristic of the post-war period, when a

perception existed that education was'both necessary and sufficient; that "a

craving to live more through the mind and spirit" was a mark of enlightenment

(perhaps of survival) in the hostile post-war world.'a

After Edinburgh Tomory began his career in art administration, first as

assistant curator at York Art Gallery, then, rn 1,957, as Keeper of &e Leicester Art

Gallery. From Leicester he moved to a position with the Arts Council of Great

Britairu as an assistant regional director based in Birmingham. When the Council

closed its regional offices, Tomory applied for the Auckland job. He was director

of the Auckland City Art Gallery from March 1956 to December 1964, when he

left to take up a senior lectureship in art history at the Auckland University

a Brandon Taylor, Art.for the nation: exhibitions and the London public 1747-2001, Manchester:

Manchestel University Press, 1999, p. 168. Hereafter abbreviated as Taylor, ArtJbr the nuttott (1999).



School of Fine Arts. Tomory left New Zealand for New York and an appointment

at Columbia University in 1968.

Tomory's tenure at the Auckland City Art Gallery coincided with a period

of significant change in the visual arts in New Zealand-change which was in

motion prior to his arrival, but also change which he personally effected in his

various roles as a policy maker at the Gallery, as a writer on New Zealand art

and art criticism, and as a lobbyist for greater professionalism in the arts sector.

The second half of the 1940s had seen the establishment of a range of national

cultural institutions, with the Labour Government's founding of the National

Orchestra and the State Literary Fund (both in1,946) and the funding through the

Department of Internal Affairs of scholarships for New Zealand actors, artists

and musicians to study abroad. The Art Galleries and Museums Association of

New Zealand (AGMANZ) was established in July 1947, with the objective of

'raising of standards of service, diffusion of knowledge and co-operation

between institutions, of improving the qualifications and the remunerations for

the personnel employed in these institutions.'o

The 1940s also saw the movement of some artists away from the art

societies and into other groupings, such as the Rutland Group in Auckland,

which offered a more accepting environment in which to show modern art. Some

artists, although not sympathetic to the art societies' policies, had joined

nonetheless because membership granted an inexpensive means of exhibiting;

these new groupings offered an alternative.b Although venues other than the art

societies existed-Progressive Books in Auckland and Modern Books in

Dunedin, and the French Maid Coffee House in Wellington-it was not until the

' Gordon H Brown, Nett,Zealand painting
Elizabetlr II Ans Council of Ncw Zealand.
painting I 940- I 960 ( 198 I ).
o Ibid., p. 21.

1 940- I 960' conforntitv and dissension, Wellington: Queen
198 l, p. 33. Hereafter abbreviated as Brown. Nev' Zealand



very end of the decade and more particularly the 1950s that dealer galleries

devoted to showing modern art would emerge, beginning with the opening of

the Helen Hitchings Gallery in Wellington in 1949.

The 1950s saw other firsts: the appointment of the first professional

director to a New Zealand public art gallery (Westbrook); the first exhibition

consisting entirely of abstract works by New Zealand artists (Object and image at

the Auckland City Art Gallery n191a); groundbreaking exhibitions of

international modern art (Henry Moore in 1956 and British abstract painters in

1958). The decade also saw New Zealand's artistic centre shift from Christchurch

(the dominant city in the 1930s and 1940s) to Auckland. Gordon H. Brown has

described the 1.950s as 'years of incredible pressure and discovery': 'the gradual

ascendancy throughout the 1950s of Auckland as the leading centre for the visual

arts', he observed, 'can be related to the rise of the Auckland City Art Gallery as

the country's most progressive art gallery'.7

A detailed discussion of the Gallery's innovative practices and its leading

role in the arts in New Zealand at this time appears in a recent report on New

Zealand's arts infrastructure. New aision: a uitical aiew of Nero Zealand's aisual arts

infrastructure was commissioned by Creative New Zealand and The Chartwell

Trust inL997 to document changes in the arts infrastructure in the 1990s and to

evaluate the role and functions of organisations within the arts sector. The report

assessed how effectively these organisations developed, presented and promoted

the visual arts. In a section dealing with public art galleries and museums-

specifically those which are locally funded but nationally significant-the

authors used the achievements of the Auckland City Art Gallery between 1950

and 1970 as a'model to remember' of the'potential of such instifutions to

7 Ibrd., p.89.



contribute to the sustenance and development of the visual arts'.s The report

listed the establishment of the Auckland City Art Gallery Quarterlyin 195g the

publication of a summary catalogue of works in the collection in 1954, the

introduction of a series of shows of historical New Zealand art and an annual

touring show of contemporary New Zealand art, and the creation of a

representative collection of contemporarv New Zealand.art as major

achievements at the Gallery in this period.

Contemporary reports show an awareness of the changing nafure of the

visual arts scene at this time. David Hall, in his 1955 book portrait of New

zealand, described a'quickening impulse' in the visual arts in the mid-1950s:

'.. an increasing boldness in experiment, and an increased self-confidence
and disregard of the baser type of 'public opinion,. The public is probably
better educated to appreciate art than at any previous time in o,ri hirtory
and public taste has sometimes recently been a step ahead of the cautious
conservatism of art societies. ... Public patronage within its limits is
increasingly discriminating. Auckland City has in recent years found the
funds for the development of its afi gallery on a scale which might well
be imitated by other towns. lts first director, Eric Westbrook, sei a high
standard of taste and enterprise which has since been rvorthilv
maintained.e

Tomory himself remembers the period as one of struggle. In an interview with
Anne Kirker in 1985, Tomory recalled that in the 1950s the Gallery staff were

trying to keep the institution'intact': 'we were the only people doing anything at

all '.. the most important thing we did in the corporate sort of way was to in fact

provide a public institution which supported the contemporary art movement.

8 Michael Volkerling with Christina Barton and Jenny Harper for McDermott Miller Limited, New vision: a
crilical view of New Zealand's visual arts infrastructure, Wellington: Creative New Zealand. 199g, p. a3.
'Locally funded/nationally signihcant' galleries were defined as those which were principally funded by

lo:ul g?::rl-:nt and were dedicated primarily to the presentarion of contemporary an.'David Hall. Portrait of New zearand, Ir955] wellington; A.w. & A.H. Reed, 1966, pp. lg2-g3.



And that wasn't simply painting, but we supported poets, playwrights, music

and so-on.'lOIn '1.993,in an artide f.or Landfall, Tomory again recalled the isolation

of the Gallery at this time. Selecting the title'The Bridgehead Revisited', he

wrote:

My title may look like an imaginary Waugh, but it aptly describes the

strategic situation of serious art in the second half of the Fifties in New
Zealand. It might come as a surprise now to learn that the battle,

anywhere, for contemporary twentieth-century art in those years was by
no means won. ... My sharpest memories [are ofJ the conflicts that
accompanied first the establishment of a bridgehead and then holding it. I
had had some experience of this struggle in Britah, but there one had had

the support of other institutions; in New Zealand the Auckland Gallery
was on its own.l1

This thesis examines how TomoV, as the Gallery's second professional

director, went about establishing and maintaining this bridgehead. It records not

only the conflicts but also the triumphs and the initiatives that are still regarded

as important today, when professional museological practices are considered a

given, and the days when boys from the local high school were co-opted to assist

with hanging works and deaning paintings are merely a distant memory.l2

'o Anne Kirker interview with Peter Tomory, 25 December 1985. Museum of New Zealand Te Papa

Tongarewa Archives, MlJ466l12 [40] l935/2 P. Tomory. Hereafter abbreviated as Kirker tnterview, Te

Papa version, part 1.
I' Peter Tomory, 'The Bridgehead revisited' , Landfall, vol. 185, April 1993, p. 15.

'' This was the practice at the Suter Gallery in Nelson in the mid 1950s. Susan Butterworth, The Suter: one

Irundred years in Nelson, Nelson: Nikau Press, 1999, p. 83.
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I Peter Tomory and the Auckland City Art Galltry

The new director seems a aery good $pe. Quiet tt most fficient. I think it znillbe a good

thing for the Gallery 1

In the 1950s New Zealand's art galleries were almost entirely run by small,

unfrained staffs, working within tight budgets and administering impoverished

purchase funds. The Auckland Cify Council was the first to employ an

individual with a background in art administration to direct their art gallery. In

1948 Stuart Maclennan, a practising artist with no gallery training or experience,

had been appointed as the first director of the National Art Gallery. Annette

Pearse, after twelve years as honorary curator, was made the director of the

Dunedin Public Art Gallery in1.957; likewise, in 1960 W.S. Baverstock was

promoted from honorary curator to director at the Robert McDougall Art

Gallery, Christchurch. In the mid-1950s, the staff at the Bishop Suter Art Gallery

in Nelson consisted of the gallery's trustees and a part-time cleaner, and the

gallery was often open without any attendants. The Sarjeant Gallery in

Wanganui did not appoint a professional director until 7974.2

Most public art galleries were closely associated with their local art

society. The bulk of the McDougall's original collection, for example, was

presented by the Canterbury Society of Arts; the Art Gallery Committee was

comprised of four City Council members (who maintained financial control) and

three Society members, who advised on 'artistic matters', including acquisitions.l

The National Art Gallerv was bound to the New Zealand Academy of Fine Arts

' Colin McCahon, letter to Ron O'Reilly, l9 March 1956. private collection.
2 I'o put this in context, however, regional galleries in Britain did not begin to appoint professional curatL\rs

until the 1930s.
t Robert McDougall Art Gallery, The Canterbutt Societ.t'ol'Arts 1880-1980. Christchurch: Roberl

McDougall Art Gallery, 1980. p. 16.
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(the Wellington art society), as the 1930 National Art Gailery and Dominion

Museum Act included the provision for'accommodation in pelpetuily for the

New Zealand Academy of Fine Arts, which had donated property, works of art

and building funds to the National Gallery.'a Margaret Garland in 1951

suggested that this close relationship had hamstrung the development of the

National Art Gallery's New Zealand collection, which betrayed a bias towards

the type of traditional work favoured by art societies.s

The Dunedin Public Art Gallery also originated in an art society. The

gallery's principal founder was painter William Mathew Hodgkins, who in 1g75

established the Otago Arts Society, which began collecting works in 1881. In 1gB2

the Society approved Hodgkins'plan to begin a public collection of art works for

the city.6 An entity to manage this collection, the Trustees of the Dunedin public

Art Gallery was formed in 1890, incorporating new members who (unlike the art

society members) were not involved in art in the practising sense. Peter Entwisle

characterises the art society prior to the inclusion of these new members as a

'producer's co-operative', which favoured local artists rather than foreign

masters; the new members however looked to Europe and Britain for guidance

and acquisitions.T Entwisle notes the differences between the Auckland and

Dunedin galleries in the 1950s, attributing much of the support for contemporary

New Zealand art in Auckland to Colin McCahon,s presence at the Gallery.s rhe

Dunedin gallery under Pearse, he writes, was'less concerned with advancing the

claims of a new and unpalatable New Zealand art than with boldly developing a

a-National Art Gallery of New Zealand, A gttide book to the National Art Gallen, of Nett, Zealand,
Wellington: National Art Gallery, 1969, p. 9.

lYittT.lGallalf,'NewZealandpaintingintheNationalGatlery'. ArtsyearbookT, l95l,p. l3l.- I'eter Entwisle, h'easures of the Dunedin Public Art Gallen,, Dunedin: Dunedin public An Gallery, 1990.
P. lr.
' Ibid.. p. 13.

" Ibid., pp.28-29.
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collection of acknowledged merit or one at least with the warrantv of an overseas

origin.'e

Charles Brasch was a vocal advocate for the introduction of professional

practices in New Zealand's public art galleries. In 1949 Brasch made a withering

critique of the Dunedin public Art Gallery's collection policy, especially its

refusal to buy work by Frances Hodgkins.r0 Brasch concluded that the poor state

of New Zealand art galleries came down to the lack of professional direction, as

the galleries' (largely amateur) trustee committees were ill-equipped to conceive

and carry out acquisition policies. Five years later, in an article on the National

Art Gallery, Brasch continued to call for professional directors to replace amateur

committees:

Wellington suffers from the same weakness as Dunedin: buying for an art
gallery cannot be left to committees. To work out a poliry and get it
approved, and to buy in accord with that poliry, is only possible for a
professional director with full power. In the absence of such a policy, and
of a director with power to carry it out, the wellington and Dunedin
galleries will never become collections: they will remain the incoherent
miscellanies they are at present.il

Brasch ended on a hopeful note, declaring that'the Auckland Gallery under Mr
westbrook promises to become a collection, the first in the country.,rz

During his tenure Westbrook did much to popularise and publicise the

Gallery, significantly raising its profile locally and nationally by way of frequent

speeches and radio talks and a wide-ranging exhibition programme that brought

community Sroups into the Gallery. Gordon H. Brown has described Westbrook

" Ibid., p. 30.
r0 Charles Brasch. 'Art gallery policy', Landfall I l, vol. 3, no. 3, 1949, pp. ll6-182.Hereafter abbreviated
a.s Brasch, 'An gallery policy' (1949).
" Charles Brasch, 'Rou1d the_galleries: Wellington', Lanrtfalt 30, vol. 8, no. 2, 1954, p. l2g. Hereafter
abbreviated as Brasch, 'Round the galleries' ( 1454).
'- Ibid.
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as a'man of great charm', and in many ways an'ideal first director,, due to his

ability to disarm prejudice and initiate projects which'utilised a few enlightened

individuals and thus made the task of revitalisation seem less dauntiflg.'rr

Westbrook won financial as well as popular support for the Gallery, developed a

clear collection policy and secured funding for acquisitions from the City

Council. In a series of articles written for the Auckland Star atthe end of his

tenure, Westbrook called for more cooperation among New Zealand galleries and

greater professionalism, observing that appointments to gallery posts had been

to this point'casual to the extreme', and arguing that staff should not just,know

about art', but also be trained in gallery procedures.la

Nevertheless, Brown sees Tomory's appointment as the true beginning of

a professional approach to art gallery management in New Zealand.i5 Tomory

himself cast his predecessor as a trailblazer who had carved out a place for the

Gallery in Auckland and in New Zealand, and cast himself as a consolidator,

who would build uPon this progress and ensure the continuation of the Gallery's

pre-eminent position. An interesting insight into the differing styles of

Auckland's first two professional directors can be found in Brown,s 1979

interview with colin McCahon. ln the interview, Mccahon recalls the,last.

greatesf most glorious'exhibition organised by westbrook the Engineers,

Society exhibition:

Mccahon: ... we had a train line an laid down properly on scoria, down
the whole length of the big city Gallery, and the most astonishing
telephone installations, for calling the cops and for doing anything yo.r,d

rr Gordon H. Brown, 'The visual arts' in Ian wards (ed.), Thirteenfacets: er.ra-),s /o celebrate the silver
,lubilee of Queen Elizabeth the Second t952-1977, Wellington: Government printer, 1978,p.326.
Hereafter abbreviated as BrrJwn, .The visual arts' ( l97g).
'o Eric Westbrook, 'Public art collections should not be haphaz ard', Star,l December 1955, p. 4. Hereafter
abbreviated as westbrook. 'Public art collections should not be haphazard' ( 1955).
't Blown, New fualandpainting jg40-t960(l9gl), p. 3j.
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like-by the P & T-and every conceivable thing. The floor had to be all
done after this.

Brown: I can imagine with scoria.

McCahon: Ha, ha, ha, it was a ball. Tomory came in and asked; 'Is this an
art gallery?'tt,

McCahon recalled Westbrook as'absolutely the right person at the right time'to
run the Gallery and raise its profile:

he wasn't really in the gallery ail that often. He'd be off delivering
ovations [sic] to Rotary and Lions and women's clubs, all throughout the
country. ... Yeah, he smothered New Zealand with'culture'. A lot of it
stuck. The Art Gallery Associates for instance came up out of this and of
course, so did our theatre-which were done for the Associates. oh a
heap of things came up from it; including among other things the
Associates' parties. ... the place was very much alive. Tomory was quite
certainly the right person to succeed as Director and clamp down on
sanity and organisation-and sort out who could show and who
couldn't.r7

Brown noted in the interview that Tomory gave the Gallery a professional status,

but Westbrook had broken in both the Gallery and its public. McCahon agreed

with him, and replied, 'If Westbrook hadn't have been there, and somebody like

Tomory had come in, he would have cut his throat, he iust couldn't have taken

it. '1 8

***

'o Gordon I{. Brown interview with Colin McCahon. i4 March 1979. Alexander Turnbull Library
Manuscripts and Archives Collection, MS-Papers-2019, tape 3. p. 13. Hereafter abbreviated as Bio*n,
interview with Colin McCahon (1979\.
't lbid.. rape 3, pp. l3-14.
'" Ibid., tape 3. p. 14.
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Between the announcement of Westbrook's resignation in June 1955 and the

beginning of the search for a new director, a highly publicised attempt was made

to establish a committee to advise the director on acquisitions and exhibitions. At

a meeting of the Library and Art Gallery Committee in early August, Dr v.J.

Chapman moved that a committee be formed to deal with ,all matters

concerning the art gallery', which would meet prior to the Library and Art

Gallery Committee meetings and make'recommendations' to the Committee.re

The proposed committee would consist of the chairman of the Library and Art
Gallery Committee, a member of the Library and Art Gallery Committee and

nominees from the Elam School of Arts, the Auckland Society of Arts and the

Auckland branch of the Institute of Architects. Chapman moved the proposal at

the behest of a deputation made up of A.R.D. Fairburn (as a lecturer at Elam),

A.J.C. Fisher (the Elam director), Vernon Brown (an architect and lecturer), and

Pascoe Redwood (chairman of the Auckland Society of Arts). As reported by the

New Zealand Herald, the deputation was interpreted as an attempted coup, and

the motion framed as a threat to the autonomy of the director,s position.

Westbrook opposed the establishment of an advisory committee, telling

the Nezu Zealand Herald that:

It is astonishing to me that, r,r'hereas for many years art interests in
Auckland were not able to make any major achievements in corurection
with the gallery, now that the City council has enabled the gallery to
become a going concem all these people should now wish to advise the
council on how to run it.2o

Westbrook was also concerned over the selection of his successor. He believed

that art gallery directors should be professionals, and that a committee could not

make useful contributions to gallery poliry: 'While artists and architects may be

'"Move to control Art Gallery-Group's "'dangerous" bid arouses anger', NZH,gAugust 1955, p. 10.20 'Mr Westbrook condemns Gallery control biJ-Outy to public sfessed', NZH, llAugust 1955, p. 12.
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Perfectly capable of choosing individual works or suggesting an idea for a single

exhibition, the gallery director [must bej concerned in presenting over a long

period of time a programme of exhibitions which will give the public ... an

experience of the arts as full as possible, and one which they will thoroughly

enjoy.'21

The matter received considerabie media coverage, indicating that the

struggle for control of the Gallery was of public interest. Mayor Luxford

described the Near Zealand Herald's reporting of the meeting as'mostly untrue

and incorrect' and expressed his disappointment that'discussion on the Art
Gallery which took place in a committee meeting should have been divulged,

and that the statements made about appointing a new director should be so

misleading to the Public.'zz Richard O. Gross (chairman of the Mackelvie Trust

Board) meanwhile congratulated the paper for exposing,a definite move by

outsiders to achieve a certain purpose all wrapped up to look nice.'z3 In a joint

statement Redwood and Brown described the proposed changes as simply an

extension of the current policy, which would allow the representation'to be from

groups rather than the appointment of individuals.,2a

Allen Curnow, in a letter published in the New Zealand Herald, compared

the present argument to the earlier controversy in Christchurch over the

purchase of Frances Hodgkins' The Pleasure Garden, noting that in that case'the

city council made a fool of itself on the advice of an art advisory committee

composed of qualified persons.'2s Curnow also questioned whether an art

society and an art school were the best sources of objective advice. A director, in

Curnow's estimation, should have the'taste, knowledge, experience, personal

t'Ibid.
t' 'Mayor's response', NZH, ll August 1955, p. 12.-' 'Mr Gross says Board is 'not too huppy',, NZH, l0 August 1955, p. 12.-' 'Art Society will put case to Mayor', Star, l0 August 1955, p. 3.-'Ailen Cumow, "Ihe Art Callery controversy-A precedenr to be avoided', NZH.l2 August 1955. p. l3
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courage ancl integrity to keep the public gallery and its affairs above the level of

local art factions and their devious, muddleheaded politics. ... A director who

could not function in the best interests of the city without [supervision], would

not be worth his salary.'zo

Fairburn responded in a letter to the City Council stating that he saw the

central issue as one of representation:

should there be an 'art dictatorship'? or should the city Council adopt a
modified form of control, and knit the callery more closely into the
cultural life of Auckland, by having an advisory committee of people to
work with the director?27

Fairburn envisioned the committee working with the Director to advise the

Library and Art Gallery Committee on purchases and exhibitions, thus

protecting against any bias in taste that might arise from allowing one person

complete control. Fairburn believed that merely employing an'expert, would do

little to ensure that the gallery reflected'the life of a particular community, in

time and place' as he believed it should.2s

The debate came to little, however, as the Library and Art Gallery

Committee announced on 26 August that a decision on an advisory committee

would be deferred until after the arrival of the new director. In the event, the

committee stayed much as it was until the issue was reignited in relation to the

purchase of Barbara Hepworth's Torso Il tn 1,969, when once again the autonomy

of the Director's position was challenged. That such a debate occurred, however,

and that it received considerable media attention, indicates that the shift from

amateur or committee control of public galleries to management by

2o lbrd.
zTl-etter from A.R.D. Fairburn to the Auckland Cirv Council, l4 August 1955. Alexander Tumbull Library
Manuscripts and Archives Collection, MS-papers-l l2g-099 p. 2.28 lbrd.. p. 3,
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Professionally trained individuals who were granted a significant measure of

autonomy was not a simple process, but rather one where the concerns of groups

who had a vested interest in the running of the instifutions had to be negotiated.

***

Tomory spent the three years prior to his Auckland appointment in Birmingham,

as an assistant regional director of the Arts Council of Great Britain. In the late

1940s the Council began to reduce its activities outside London; by the mid 1950s

the Council was heavily centralised and the regional offices were closed. In the

interview with Kirker, Tomory noted that'Britain in those days was so dismal',zu

and that when the regional offices were closed, it was a question of 'what to do

next, and the Auckland job came up. New zearand,sounded like a kind of

Arcady,'so

Established in 1945 and initially headed by renowned economist John

Maynard Keynes, the Arts Council of Great Britain evolved from the Councii for

the Encouragement of Music and Arts, which during the Second World War had

established a basis for government subsidy of the arts.3l The Arts Council, as the

body through which the government subsidised the arts, was part of the same

package that introduced the National Health Service, national insurance,

nationalised industries and free orange juice.'2 The new Arts Council was

instrumental in the post-war introduction of contemporary afito mass

audiences' Brandon Taylor describes the'new mandarins'-a new generation of

arts administrators and writers-as the link between the Arts Council and the

to Kirker interview, Te Papa version, tape l.
''" Anne Kirker, 'Peter Tomory's New Zealand years', lrl Neu,Zealand4O, Spring 1986, p. 71. Hereafter
abbreviated as Kirker, Art Nev' Zealand 40 ( I 9g6).

,, Py,"" Appleyard, The culare club; crisis in the srts,London: Faber and Faber, 1984, p.24." Ibid.
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battle for the acceptance of modem art in post-war Britain.33 Figures such as

Keynes, Herbert Read, Kenneth Clark, phillip Hendy and John Rothenstein had

academic rather than practising arts backgrounds and were influential in

metropolitan circles and in Britain's national art institutions. They had

progressive tastes and promoted international rather than just British art; most

were'ambivalent about radical politics and had their sights fixed upon the

reform of the national artistic consciousness and the attitudes to modemism of its

institutions.'3a

47946 report presented by the Arts Inquiry (the body through which the

Arts Council was established) demonstrated the Council's aims and ideology.

The intent of the report was, in Taylor,s words:

[to] intensify and magufy the campaign that was already underway
among the mandarins for the re-education of British taste. Modern art
and its appreciatioru the formulation and education of democratic and
universal values, not only contributed to a vision which purported to
connect nations rather than divide them, but on an individual level were
to be related to the development of personality and the inculcation of
standards of 'beauty' in a world still marred by ugly and dismal homes,
streets and schools,3s

The report, Taylor continues, did not have a 'populist' agend,a,but rather

'ultimately [sought] to assist in the formation of a public of discriminating

adults.'30 A nationwide project of 'educating up' the population from childhood

was suggested, drawing upon the ideas of Herbert Read, who in his 1943

Education through art argtedthat art education would result in better individuals

and better communities. These beliefs are manifested in the memoirs of Iohn

" Taylor, Art for the natton (1999).p. i70.
'4 Ibid.
t'rbid.. o. 174.
to The ,;isual lrts (The Arts Inquiry), Oxford: PEP Publications, 1946, p. 152, cited in ibid., p. 175.
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Rothenstein, an English museum professional at the forefront of the modernist

curatorial revolution :

Among the ugly and disorderly cities of Britain Leeds was amongst the
ugliest and most disorderly: surely the proper function of the Art Gallery
was to be a place where the standards of beauty and order would be
uncompromisingly upheld, a place from which beauty and order should
radiate and pe.rmeate the minds of citizens and thus effect, even
unconsciously, the way they felt about visual thing+ the way they made
them, caused them to be made, the things they bought, and the cify they
lived in.37

Tomory described his role with the Arts Council as consisting partly of

being 'evangelical' about art in the region, and partly of being an agent for the

Council's exhibitions.3s Touring exhibifions were one of the Arts Council's key

strategies for encouragng the arts in the provinces, and formed a major part of

its work in the visual arts.3e The service was targeted at regional galleries who,

aware of the shortcomings of their own collections, welcomed the opportunity to

show subsidised travelling exhibitions. The exhibitions were of good qualit5r, as

was the interpretative material that accompanied them. The remarkable

programme of touring exhibitions instituted at the Gallery during Tomory,s

tenure would suggest that he learnt much from his time with the British Arts

Council.

In 7987 Tomory recalled his perception of the Auckland position at the time

he took it up:

When I arrived in Auckland in March 1956, I was, as far as I was
concerned at the time, about to start my third professional post in art

'" John Rothenstein, Summer's lease: autobiograpb Ig0l-l938,London: Hamish Hamilton, 1965, p. 196.
Rothenstein was the director of the Leeds and Sheffield art galleries before heading the Tate Gallery.s 'New gallery director has the right experience', Slnr, 8 March 1956, p. 4. Tomory also assembled a show,
Subject and narrative, for the Arts Council, which examined the backgiound of the Pre-Raphaelite
movement. Kirker interview, Te Papa version, tape l.
3n Eric w. white, The Arts council'qf Great Briiain, London: Davis-poyrter, 1975, p. 177 .
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museums; that what lay ahead would be similar to what I had been doing
at York and Leicester in the U.K., building up the permanent collection,
organizing a regular program of loan exhibitions and introducing
professional s1'stems for all the various operations, All these, of course,
adapted to the particular characteristics and locality of the gallery
concerned.ao

Tomory's previous appointments, and the post-war spirit of modernisation and

revitalisation among art galleries in England, appear to have influenced his

actions in Auckland. For example, he recalled York Art Gallery before the Second

World War as filled with'rather bad pictures' on permanent display in the main

gallery.4] After partial destruction in the war a store room was built, meaning

works could be put away and drawn on selectively for exhibition. This was a

practice Tomory went on to institute in Auckland. At York, under director Hans

Hesse, Tomory's job was to catalogue the collection -another procedure he

initiated in Auckland. Tomory recalled it as'an excellent training ground', where

he was occupied with 'leaming the names and histories of bad painters, sorting

out the good from the bad.'az In Leicester, Tomory had enjoyed a ,fine building',

a gallery with a history of progressive directors, a staff of 20 and ample

funding.+: These resources lent themselves to large exhibitions and scholarly

catalogues; again, these are projects he undertook in Auckland.

Tomory's role with the British Arts Council also seems to have shaped his

vision for the Gallery. Tomory's emphasis upon the role of the Gallery in

educating the public about visual art and improving viewers' taste is aligned

with the Arts Inquiry's intention to'assist in the formation of a public of

discriminating adults.' As Tony Green has noted, under westbrook and romory

o0 Pefer Tomory, draft of a short text for the I 988 history of the Auckland City Art Gallery, dated I I May
1987, AAG Archives.

ll _*"* gatlery director has the right experien ce', Star,g March 1956, p. 4.
"'Ibid.
"' Betty Upton-Hughes, 'At home with Mr Tonory-The incoming man also has ideas'. Star,24
November I 95-5, p. 4. Hereafter abbreviated as Upton-Hughes, 'Aihome with Mr Tomory' ( 1955).
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the Auckland City Art Gallery was transformed'from a Victorian mausoleum

into a modem art museum. The model was British, the civic galleries of the new

welfare state, which exposed contemporary art to the populace at large.'s

***

Tomory's appointment was announced on 1r November 1955. He came

recommended by Sir Phillip Hendy (director of the National Gallery, LondorL

who had headed the panel that selected Tomory from the four English

applicants) with a'sheaf of testimonials which could not be better in themselves

or with regard to the positions of their writers', who included Rudolf Wittkower

and Ernst Gombrich.+: Mary Dreaver, chairperson of the Library and Art Gallery

committee, told the Auckland star that Tomory's'scholastic training his

administrative, technical and lecturing experience made him the outstanding

candidate' and that his testimonials'paid tribute to his tact, personality and

energy'.+6

Betty upton-Hughes interviewed Tomory for the Auckland star in

November 'l'955.47 The article gives an interesting insight into Tomory's plans for

the Gallery, given that at this point he was forecasting into a situation he

expected to be much like that which he was leaving. The article recounts that at

oo Tony Green, 'Modemism and modemization', rn Mary Ban (ed.), Headtands: thinking through Nev,
Zealand arr' Sydney: Museum of Contemporary Arl, lgg2. p. 152. Hereafter abbreviated as Green,
'Modernism and modernization' ( 1992).n Minutes of the Library and Art Gallery Committee, 9 November 1955, cited in Brown, 'The history and
function of the Auckland City Art Gallery' (1999), p. 90.a6 The Committee debated whether Tomtry should be appolnted without a face to face interview; Mayor
Luxford stated that he 'want[ed] to see if he [Tomory] could operate under New Zealand conditions, under
Auckland conditions-and we know there are some barbarous winds in the at world.'It was decided
lrower,'er that the Committee members were laymen. whereas Tomory had been judged by a group of his
peers' and as all his referees had 'stressed his pleasing personality and tact' he would be appointed wrthout
a_n intervieu'. 'Auckjand's director-to-be', Auckland lveekb, Nev's, l6 November 1955, p. 16.a7 Upton-Hughes, 'At home with Mr Tornory' (1955). The following quotations in this section, unless
otherwise noted, are drawn from this interview.
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Leicester Tomory arranged'short courses of four lecfures for housewives on the

picfures in the gallery and how to look at them', and quotes him as saying that he

was'in favour of an art gallery being made a familiar place to everyone in the

community'.

'Mr Tomory', wrote Upton-Hughes, 'is looking forward to the scoPe

offered by the Auckland appointment. "One gets so tired of being weighed down

by tradition here," he told me.' Tomory listed some of the initiatives he would

like to see at the Gallery, including the establishment of a Friends of the Gallery

organisation (in fact already established by Westbrook) and the lending of art

works to schools. Tomory also indicated that he wanted to institute something

like the York Art Gallery's quarterly publication to publicise new acquisitions

and Gallery activities, and with luck bring the Gallery to the attention of

expatriates who could then be encouraged to gift works to the collection.

Significantly, Tomory added that he was'keen on gallery publications'-during

his tenure the Gallery would become New Zealand's leading publisher on the

visual arts, and these publications would go on to play an important role in the

construction of a New Zealand art history.

Upton-Hughes also noted that Tomory was enthusiastic about publicity

and advertising and in favour of New Zealand's four main galleries facilitating

good touring exhibitions by sharing expenses. When questioned about an

acquisition policy, Tomory replied that he would have to see what the Gallery's

collection was like, but noted that through his work he was in frequent contact

with London dealers, and that the Alfred East Art Gallery in Kettering,

Northampshire, had made him their advisor on art purchases. Tomory listed his

interests as the baroque, the romantic movement and the post-impressionistg

particularly German expressionist painting Gauguin and Van Gogh. Upton-

Hughes noted that he'criticized people-often art historians-who had no time
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for any art after the 18th century and who were uninterested in contemporary

work.'

Tomory's emphasis upon professional standards was clearly

communicated in the article. Upton-Hughes recorded that Tomory was

'particularly keen on an art gallery maintaining high standards-no matter what

the size of the city', and quoted his opinion that:

It's no use putting local work in an art gallery alongside the masters
unless the local art is as good as it possibly can be. It gives the layman the
wrong impression. You can't have one standard for Kettering and
another for the rest of the world. After all, there's only one standard for
typewriters; why should there be more than one in art?

This statement foreshadows Tomory's repeatedly stated belief that the Gallery's

primary role was to educate the public, not to nurture local artists. Upton-

Hughes'came away convinced that another director of lively ideas has been

chosen to follow Mr Westbrook, and that Mr Tomory's experience in English

provincial towns provides a good background for his task in Auckland.'

'!r**

Tomory arrived in New Zealand on 5 March 1955. In an article titled'New

director wastes no time', the Auckland star admiringly recounted that'A man

walked into the Auckland Art Gallery at 8.30 am today-a quarter of an hour

before the staff arrived. The man? Mr peter Tomory, of Birmingham, the gallery,s

new director, who only a few minutes before had stepped off the Wanganella,

which had brought him from England.'aswhen asked by the media why he had

applied for the position, Tomory replied that after studying art history, there was

o8 'New director wastes no time', Star, 5 March 1956, p. l.
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little choice. 'Mine is a very crowded profession in Britain', he was quoted in the

Herald. 'Either you take a position with an art gallery or lecture on art at a

university. These are the only two fields open.'ae Tomory stated that he had

'heard a great deal about the art galtery before he arrived', saying that while the

gallery was not well-known in England, he had learnt a great deal from visiting

Auckland tenor Andrew Gold, and also from Westbrook.s0

Tomory gave a number of interviews at the time of his arrival, in which he

expressed his vision for the Gallery. He declared that Auckland needed more

small galleries for local artists to exhibit in, and to attract expatriate artists back

to the country. He also made it clear that it was not the Gallery's duty to buy

local artists' work: this was a practice, he stated, that normally resulted in such

works going into'cold storage; and that does the artist no good at all.'51 The job

of the central gallery he affirrned, was to'educate the public rather than the

artist.'52 Tomory stated that his principal aim in Auckland was to raise the

Gallery's professional standards, in order to stimulate the interest of both the

public and artists. He felt that for this to be achieved there was an immediate

need for the acquisition of an'enormous number of good picfures.'s3 The

situation in New Zealand was no worse than that in English provincial galleries,

Tomory continued, with both having a 50-year gap in their collections that had to

be addressed. His acquisition policy would be focused on consolidation, and

primarily on adding to the groups of works that already existed in the collection.

no 'How new director views aft galleries' NZH.6 March 1956, p. 13.

]f 't'lew director wastes no time;, Star. 5 March 1956, p. Lt' 'More small art galleries; new director's advice', NZH,ZBMarch 1956, p. 13.
" Ibid.
53 'Hothouse of aft rnterest: arm of new director', NZH,6Apnl 1956. p. 13.
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Tomory was emphatic that it was not the Gallery's role to be the'home of

the living artist.'5a Rather, he argued:

The gallery should be dedicated to the public, not so much to the artist. I
met New Zealanders overseas, painters and others in the arts, and I am
now principally concerned with trying to bring these people back. I feel
that the only way to do this is to create a sort of hothouse of interest; that
those people now overseas can corne back assured of a certain amount of
patronage and public interest-that the public will buy their pictures.

Now, I can't see that happening if the whole problem is reft up to the
Auckland Art Gallery to solve. we will buy young artists' work from
time to time, but it is much better if we put our money into high,
professional work so as to stimulaie both the local artist and the public.5s

Local painters, he felt, should be having their one-man shows in smaller

galleries, yet to be established. Work by local artists should be shown only if it
was of quality equal to that of the international work on display; anything else,

Tomory felt, would'tend more to cheapen the work of the local painter.'56

These are the public records of romory's arrival. other, more personal

remembrances are also revealing. Peter Webb, a cleaner-attendant at the Gallery

at the time of Tomory's arrival, recalled in 7993 the anxiety as staff awaited the

'ex Royal Navy Commander', fearing he would 'impose a more bureaucratic

structure'on the Gallery.sT In the event, he recalled, 'Tomory the scholar' was the

best possible successor to Westbrook. Fairburn, who disliked Westbrook's

urbanity and sophistication, approved of the new director, noting in a letter to

Denis Glover: 'The new Gallery Director here, Tomory, is an ex-navai typ", and a

first-rate bloke from every point of view. Thank heaven. After pox-pax. No

io Ibid. This comment seems somewhat ironic, given that McCahon not only worked at the Auckland City
Art Gallery from 1953 to 1964, bur also painted in the Gallery's attic.
" Ibid.
tu Ibid.
tt P"t". Webb, 'Notes from a fifties diary' . LanrlJ'al/, vol. 185, April 1993, p. 19. Hereafter abbreviatecl as
Webb, 'Notes from a fifties diary' ( 1995).
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more stroking or wanting to be stroked. No more ra'hiffs of the east wind from

Westfield.'s8

***

In early May 1956 Tomory presented his first report to the Parks and Library

Committee, outlining his ideas for the future of the Gallery and setting the tone

of his administration. His emphasis was that although the Gallery was now, in

terms of its buildings, on a par with most provincial galleries in England and set

to be'one of the best equipped amongst the smaller galleries of the

Commonwealth', fine buildings were of little relevance if the institution's

professional standards and collections were not of an equally high quality.sr

Tomory framed the Gallery as being'poised at the crucial point of its

career [when a] clear decision must be made as to whether it is to continue its

career or to remain static, owning a collection of unimportant and mediocre

works.'60 During Westbrook's tenure the Gallery had been integrated into the life

of the city by way of frequently changing exhibitions, lectures and concerts and

also the attention drawn by the large-scale structural changes to the buildings.

westbrook's policy, in Tomory's words, had been to make the Gallery into a

'living cultural centre'by abolishing the existing'museum atmosphere', largely

by means of a programme of fast-changing temporary exhibitions.6r In this way,

Westbrook had assumed the role of a reformer, 'instrumental in giving Auckland

58 Lauris Edmond (ed.), The letters of A.R.D. Fairburn,Auckland: Oxford University Press, 198 I,
pp. 239-240' Hereafter abbreviated as Edmond, (ed.), The leuers of A.R.D. Fairburn ( 198 I ). Fairburn puns
h^ere on the similarity between Westbrook's name and the name of an Auckland abattoir.
" Peter Tomory, 'Auckland City fut Gallery director's report April 1956', presented to the Parks and
Library Committee 3 May 1956, p. l, ACC Archives. Hereafter abbreviated as Tomorv. 'Auckland Citv
Art Gallery director's report April I 956'.
o" 'Director says Art Gallery at crucial stage' NZH,29 May, 1956, p. 12."' 'Sweeprng changes at Gallery', Star,3l May 1956, p.4.
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what is physically one of the best small galleries in the Commonwealth, and to a

large extent the culfural centre he foresaw'.6?

The Gallery's collection was Tomory's chief concem. His objective was to

increase the value of the Gallery's collections so as to preserve the Gallery's lead

over rival institutions. Feeling that the past five decades of unselective

acquisition had left the Gallery with many 'worthless pictures' that disguised the

better works in the collection, Tomory advised that more care be taken when

accepting gifts and bequests, and that the Gallery focus on building up groups

which already existed in the collection. He also urged that the Gallery begin

collecting works which demonstrated the influence of Oceanic art on European

art between 1880 and"1.920, a collection which he believed would both be suitable

given Auckland's place in the Pacific, and a distinguishing feature for the

Gallery' Tomory also sought an increase in the acquisitions budgef which stood

at €1500 Per annurn for the Gallery and approximately €1000 for the Mackelvie

Trust. Before the second world war this was an adequate sum, Tomory

explained, but in the post-war art market works from particular schools had

become increasingly rare, and prices in general had risen significantly. Without a

larger budget the Gallery could not improve the quality of its collection, and this,

in Tomory's opinion, was the most significant challenge faced by the Gallery.

Tomory, in the role of consolidator, outlined an exhibition policy that was

pointedly different to Westbrook's. He acknowledged that the rapid turnover of

exhibitions under Westbrook had been strategic while the Gallery had asserted

its position in Auckland and in New zearand. Tomory now urged a new

approach, arguing that'the holding of too many ephemeral exhibitions would

tum the Gallery in time into a sideshow, and its proper function [will] become

u'Ibid
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obliterated 
"63 

By reducing the number of exhibitions, a higher standard could be

achieved, and staff would also have more time to concentrate on the collection.

Tomory recommended that the Gallery should hold four or five exhibitions of oil

paintings each year (sourced primarily from overseas) and a yearly exhibition of

contemporary New Zealand painting selected by Gallery staff. In Tomory's

view, the temporary exhibitions should complement rather than outshine the

display of the collection works.

In his proposed exhibition policy Tomory sought to limit the presence of

local and amateur work in the Gallery. At York and Leicester Tomory had

prevented the local art societies showing in the gallerieg and he advised that in

the interests of raising exhibition standards this should also happen in Auckland,

with local art groups using the Lindauer room for their shows rather than the

main body of the Gallery. As he vividly put it:

No-one would think of emptying the shelves of the Public Library of its
better volumes and replacing them from time to time with amateur works
by local writers. Neither should it have to happen in the Art Galrery.6a

Again, Tomory cited professional standards. As a professional institution, he

argued, the Gallery had to adopt professional practices. 'I fully understand from

long experience,'he wrote, 'that the Gallery is looked upon by all local art

societies as the Proper place for their exhibitions, but this tradition took root in

the days of non-professional curators and directors, and in England, where more

and more galleries are being directed professionally, the practice of holding local

art exhibitions has either come to an end, or some room apartfrom the main

galleries has been set aside for the use of local art groups.'6s

ll Jomory, 'Auckland City Art Gallery director's report April 1956'. p. 1
oo rbid.. D. 6.
o'Ibid.
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Tomory's argument reflects his belief that the Gallery's core role was the

'raising and spreading of aesthetic standards amongst the public.'66 He wrote

that the gallery was no longer the province of the amateur or the part-time

connoisseur but the realm of the highly trained and specialised professional. The

Gallery, he continued, had an'intemational as well as a parochial service to

perform', as only by adhering to international standards would it be capable of

increasing interest in the visual arts in Auckland to long-term effect.67 Tomory's

argument bears quoting in full:

Our main concern must be for the public and not for the artist, for true
and lasting support for the artist must come from the patronage of the
public and not from the Art Gallery. No cultured civilisation has yet
owed its existence to an art gallery. This is not to deny the position of the
Gallery in the cultural life of a city. It plays, or must play, the part of the

Preserver of standards and the authority in visual arts matters. Its
collections and exhibitions must provide a comprehensive view of all
periods of art which will interest and inform the public and stimulate the
artist. ln fact the heir to the well endowed private patron of the past is the
art gallery. It must therefore be well informed so that its authority is
unquestioned. It must be well-endowed with works for all to see. It must
be host and mentor to public and artists of serious intent. It must be quick
to quash the second rate and resist with all its might any attempt to
undermine its prestige and weaken its authority. The Gallery must never
become the unprotected king on the board of local art politics, nor the
Hyde Park of every art orator. For the Gallery has a serious duty to
perform and it must be allowed to perform this duty under the care of its
professional staff and to follow a policy which will bring with it
increasing respect and importance.bF

The belief that the Gallery's primary role was the creation of an informed

audience for the visual arts underpinned Tomory's approach to directing the

Gallerv.

uo Ibid.
ot tbid., p. l.
oo lbid., p. l.
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Tomory's report was received with some scepticism in the press. While

siggrificant coverage was given to his proposals, some writers seemed dubious

about the changes he proposed. A lengthy article in the Auckland Star, fot

example, summarised Tomory's recommendations in terse one-liners -'Scrap

much of the existing collection', 'Drastically prune the number of exhibitions'-

while the final sentence grumbled'How this enlargement of the policy of the last

three years will appeal to Auckland's art public remains to be seen.'6e

***

No gallery director ever acts alone, of course, and a consideration of the staffing

of the Gallery under Tomory is not only important, but also interesting for what

it reveals about what, for lack of a better term, might be described as Tomory's

management style.

After the appointment of Westbrook the next professional position

established at the Gallery-in 1954-was filled by Colin McCahon. McCahon

moved to Auckland in May 1953, and began work at the Gallery in July, at first

in a temporary role and then, from February 7954, as a Permanent staff member

with the title'Display Officer'. In this role, McCahon organised exhibitions,

wrote catalogue essays and looked after many of the practical aspects of the

running of the Gallery. tn addition, he tutored in the summer school art classes,

and ran painting workshops and night-classes, activities that he continued in

until he left the Gallery in September 7964.

Tony Green observes that McCahon's'knowledge of art in New Zealand

and his commitment to it made him an ideal ally for Westbrook and Tomory,

6e 'srveeping changes at Gallery', Star,3l May 1956, p. 4.
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neither of whom had had previous experience of New Zealand art and

conditions.'7o Peter Webb, who worked for both Directors, recalled in 1995:

While I believe that Westbrook and McCahon had a good deal of respect
for each other-Mccahon for what westbrook was achieving by way of
opening up the gallery to contemporary influencet and westbrook for
what he would recognize as McCahon's innate creative sensibility-I
doubt if either could really bridge the gulf brought about by their totally
different backgrounds.Tr

Webb has noted that McCahon was influential in decisions regarding the

exhibition of local work, and particularly in reducing the number of exhibitions

of art society work shown in the Gallery.z McCahon expressed his own dislike of

showing amateur work to Gordon H. Brown inl979:

I don't like children's exhibitions in art galleries. I don't like strictly
amateur people for exhibitions in art galleries, and I was very
instrumental in having these chopped out. ... when Westbrook was there
it was all part of his policy-wang-you have a lot of them. Then you
came to the point where you were getting people who had been to
Summer Schools, going around yaftering to their friends; I,ve got
something hung in the Auckland Arr Gallery. Welf okay, they had it
hung for one day at the end of the school. one gallery would be stripped
down and they could all hang their own thingt so everybody could see
what they had done, ... it became distinctly too dangerous, .". they,d go
home and there'd be terrific eruptions among the people who hadn,t
managed to get to the school, that hadn't had work hung in the Auckland
City Art Gallery. And relations would come in years later, and say; ,Oh

my aunt's got a painting here.'73

McCahon served as acting director in the months between Westbrook's

departure at the end of 1955 and Tomory's arrival in March 1956. During this

'" Tony Green, 'McCahon's visit to the United States: a reading of letters and lecture notes'. Bulletin of
/{ew Zealand Art Histon', vol. 3, 1975. p. 19. Hereafter abbre.",iated as Green, 'McCahon's visit to the
United States'(1975).
" Webb,'Notes from a fifties diary'(1995). p. 18.t' Peter Webb, personal communication to the author, l0 February 2004.
'' Brou,n, interview with Colin McCahon ( 1979), tape 3, p. 9.
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time he attempted-unsuccessfully-to bring'Works by paul Klee from the

collection of Mrs Hulton', a recent Tate exhibition, out to Auckland. More

successful was McCahon's development of a relationship during this time

between the Gallery and the san Francisco Museum of Art, through the

Museum's director, Dr Grace McCann Morley, when she visited Auckland.

Beginning with a publication exchange programme, this relationship grew when

Morley assisted in negotiating a travel grant for McCahon's 1958 trip to the

United States from the Carnegie Corporation. The Museum also worked with the

Gallery on the 1961 exhibitron Painting from the pacific.

Webb suggests that McCahon developed a closer relationship with

Tomory than his predecessor, noting that'Tomory and Mccahon had an

immediate rapport, strengthened by the former's willingness to socialize with

staff at the end of the working day.'zt He also recalls that Tomory and McCahon

worked together on the planning of exhibitions and the selection of local artistg

with Tomory drawing on McCahon's knowledge while he familarised himself

with the New Zealand scene.Ts Gordon H. Brown suggests that later in his tenure

Tomory took more control over the showing of New Zealandartists (although

continuing to discuss artists and their work with McCahon), especially in the

annual touring survey shows, as he recognised the ethical dilemma that

McCahon was placed in by including his own work in the Gallery's exhibitions.T6

Flowever, this precaution may not have been sufficient. As Hamish Keith recalls,

McCahon played a significant role in developing Tomory's tastes in New

Zealand art, which may have been to the detriment of certain artists.z Certainly

7o Webb, 'Notes from a fifties diary' (1995), p. 19. Webb appended to this statemenr the note that 'only
McCahon and myself regularly stayed back for a drink.'
'' Peter Webb, penonal communication to the author, l0 February 2004.
'o Gordon H. Brown, personal communication to the author, l9 January 2004.
" Hamish Keith, personal communication to the author. 9 Februarv 2004.
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Eric Lee-Johnson (whose work found more favour with Westbrook than with

Tomory) felt this to be the case, writing in his autobiography that:

Tomory ... was more for imported '-isms' and keeping up with the
Northern Hemisphere Joneses. He appeared also to be influenced by
south Islander colin Mccahon, now on the gallery staff ... The media
have always regarded the Auckland City Art Gallery as the oracle in
questions of aesthetics, and Colin's powerful hand and narrow view in
judging which New Zealand painters should be encouraged could be
seen in all directions. Painters not approved by McCahon and romory
ceased to be invited to submit paintings for major exhibitions, and several
left the country in disgust. Colin, with his genius affirmed by writers like
Gordon Brown and Hamish Keith, had taken courage to use his gallery
position to highlight his own work, having no compunction about giving
his paintings the most commanding place in every show.zs

Mccahon's involvement at the Gallery was not only with New Zealand

art and artists; his role required him to care for and document all works in the

collection. Tomory in 1985 recalled that McCahon knew every old master work

in the Gallery'by heart', and noted that he had learnt much from Mccahon,

because he had an 'extraordinary objective attitude towards paintng.'ze rhat

McCahon was familiar with and interested in the international works (both

historical and contemporary) is evident in his contributions to the Gallery's

Quarterly, where he wrote on a range of artists, from French modernist painter

Armand Guillaumian to the contemporary American artist Karl Kasten (one of

whose paintings McCahon gifted to the Gallery).

i8 Eric Lee-Johnson, Eric Lee-.Iohnson: no road toJbllot+,,Auckland: Godwit Press, 1994, p. 155.It should
be noted at tl'ris point that Tomory's more lengthy discussions of McCahon's work appeared in texts written
after both had left the Gallery (for example, in Painting I890- 1950 and Ascent). Likewise, Keith did not
write extensively on McCahon's work while McCahon was at the Gallery, and Brown, although friends
with McCahon, did not work at the Gallery at the same time as the painter.
to Anne Kirker interview with Peter Tomory, 25 December 1985. Museum of New ZealandTe Papa
Tongarewa Archives, MU466/ 12 [41] 1985.t2 P. Tomory. I-Iereafter abbreviated as Kirker jnterview, Te
Papa version, part 2.
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Tomory described the staffing at the Gallery as'a mess' at the time of his

arrival, and recalled that he spent the first year rearranging the staffing for a

better pay stmcfure.80In his first report to the Auckland City Council, Tomory

suggested that staff titles should be altered to conform to European

nomenclature, and to reflect the special nature of the duties and the authority

attached to the title. McCahon was renamed 'Keepe{, with his job description

now officially including the practical running of the Gallery and the direction of

the professional staff. Tomory renamed Peter Webb and John Henderson

'student Assistants', rather than'attendants'. Prompted by the lack of

professional staff to recruit in New Zealand, Tomory introduced a new emphasis

on training; he hoped that Webb and Henderson would be able, through a

combination of on-the-job training and tertiary study, to equip themselves for

professional posts in any public gallery.st Tomory envisaged that the Gallery

would earn a reputation for the professional training of gallery staff, noting in

his first report to the City Council that the'importance of this work in

maintaining professional standards cannot be overstressed.'82 Later in 1955 a

professional conservator, C.L. Lloyd, was taken on, an appointment that reflects

the emphasis Tomory placed on caring for and documenting the collection. Also

on staff were two attendants, two administration assistants (including the long-

serving Brenda Gamble), a typist and a forecourt technician. Tomory noted in the

1985 interview that this was a larger staff than an institution of Auckland's size

would normally have.83

ln the context of this sfudy, the positions of most interest are those of the

Keeper and the two student assistants. In 1957 Webb and Henderson both left the

80 Kirker interview, Te Papa version, part 1.
8r Green, 'McCahon's visit to the United States' (1975), p. 19.
82 Tomory, 'Auckland City Art Gallery director's report April 1956'. p. 2.
*3 Kirker interview, Te Papa version, pafl 2.
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Gallery (Webb to found the Peter Webb Gallery, the first dealer gallery in

Auckland to specialise in contemporary New Zealand art), and were replaced by

Hamish Keith and Ross Fraser. McCahon's role as Keeper (or what now would

be called'curator') included caring for the collection and documenting its use.

One part of this role was the creation of a card index system to record the works

in the collection. Gordon H. Brown suggests that McCahon would have worked

under Tomory's guidance here, as he would have been unfamiliar with

cataloguing procedures. Brown suggests that McCahon, personally interested in

these topics, would have been a'quick learner as well as a patient researcher.'8a

Keith and Fraser worked as McCahon's assistants. Hamish Keith, recalling a

typical day at the Gallery, said:

We would arrive at the Gallery at nine-ish ... and till ten o'clock we'd
help the deaners clearL and that induded Colin as well. At ten o'clock we

would have a cup of tea, which really involved long, contested

conversations between Ross, Colin, I and Peter, about every subject art
historical or otherwise that you could think of, and out of that came a lot
of our exhibitions or purchases or whatever. And once that moment had

finished we went back to our work which generally speaking was almost

everything. We would hang works, we would catalogue workt we

would write about works. ... In those days that meant doing everything,

you didn't pass things on to another department, ...we did virtuaily
everything we would select works, write about them, write the

biography, research the works, frame the works and hang them on the

wall. And then in our lunchtimes we went out to the front desk.ss

In addition, Tomory, McCahon, Fraser and Keith answered public enquiries,

gave lectures and floortalk+ and Keith joined McCahon in his teaching activities.

Tomory also set Keith and Fraser to work on the British Museums Association's

programme in arts administration, reflecting his insistence upon professional

training. This insistence is also apparent in his support for McCahon's trip to the

sa Gordon H. Brown, personal communication to the author, l9 January 2004.
o' Hamish Keith. personal communication to the author, 9 February 2004.
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United States in 1958. Although much study and guess work has been devoted to

the artistic influences McCahon may have absorbed during his three months in

America, the primary purpose of the lrip was to sfudy administration and

education programmes ('administration, and uninteresting subjects like that', he

told Brown in 197986) in North American art galleries and museums. In a letter to

the Auckland Citv Council.'Iomorv wrote:

I would like to point out that this is not merely a pleasure visit, for Mr
McCahon will be working alongside art gallery staffs in some of the

greatest museums in America and thus his professional knowledge will
be substantially increased by this tour. This is the first occasion that I

know of [that] any professional member of a New Zealand gallery has

visited America. The Auckland Art Gallery already holds a fairly high

reputation overseas for its purchases and re-building programme. Mr
McCahon will also be giving lectures on New Zealarrd painting both old
and new, and I feel that Auckland can only gain from this visit. In
Europe, a tour of this kind would be considered fundamental training for
professional art gallery personnel ...87

Hamish Keith recalls that although he and Ross Fraser were in training for the

first three years of their time at the Gallery (after which they were given the title

'Assistant Keeper') there was'no sense in aty way that we were treated like

children.'88 In 1958-the year of his appointment-Keith was given his first

exhibition to managg a show of the work of the colonial New Zealand artist John

Kinder, complete with a biographical catalogue. Tomory called uPon outside

knowledge for this series of exhibitions on historical New Zealand artists-Una

Platts, for example, curated J.C. Hoyte (1957) and Colonial Auckland (1959), and

Eric McCormick worked with the Frances Hodgkins collection-but also

to Brown. rnterview with Colin McCahon (19?9), tape 3^ p. 9.
tt Petc. Tomory, letter to the Auckland Town Clerk, cited rn Green, 'McCahon's visit to the United States'

(1975), p. 20. Gordon H. Brown attributes part of the close relationship that McCahon and Tomory
developed to Tomory's support of McCahon in this instance. Gordon H. Brown, personal communication
to the author, l9 January 2004.
88 Hamish Keith, personal communication to the author, 9 February 2004.
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encouraged his staff in this work. McCahory therefore, was responsible fot J.C.

Richmond (1957), A colonial uiew (1958), The paintings and drawings of Frances

Hodgkins (7959), Six Neut Zealand expatriates (1962), and lames Nairn and Edward

Fristrom (1964), while Keith also produ ced lames preston (1959) and Early

utatercolours of New Zealand (1963).e'

Ross Fraser in 1993 recalled that the Gallery had a'liberal atmosphere of

great creativity and idealism' in the 1950s, especially in terms of its ambition to

foster the arts in Auckland.e0 Fraser was given significant responsibility in the

fulfilment of one of Tomory's long-term goals at the Gallery, the publication in

1964 of A summary catalogue of paintings, drautings and sculpture. Gordon H. Brown

sees the achievement of this goal as evidence of Tomory's skill in getting the staff

at the Gallery-from McCahon to Brenda Gamble- to work together on a single

project. There is also Tomory's introduction of the Auckland City Art Gallery

Quarterly in 1956, a publication aimed firstly at the Art Gallery Associates but

also intended to drum up more attention and support for the Gallery from the

vvider public. The Quarterly-which profiled events at the Gallery and featured

short articles on recent acquisitions and works in the collection-was an

endeavour which required input from all members of the professional staff.

Brown sees the production of the Quarterly (an eight-page, well-illustrated

publication which would have required substantial research as well as

typographical skill) as another example of Tomory's ability, through the rapport

that he built with his staff, to bring his staff together on a project and

simultaneously increase their skills and professional abilities.

8' I am grateful to Gordon H. Brown for providing me with this list.
'" Ross Fraser, 'Lookrng back: memories of painting in Auckland through the I950s', Art New Zealand 66,
Autumn 1993, p. 57. Hereafter abbreviated as Fraser, .Looking back' ( 1993).
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Hamish Keith describes Tomory as a'very inspiring and inspired

director'.qr In addition to his emphasis upon professional practice, Keith

remembers Tomory as being 've\, very insistent and thorough about teaching

your eye ... we really were encouraged to look and read and consider.' He

recalled, when asked how he looked back at this period of his life:

I think it was very formative and very enlarging in the sense that I was
changed from the narrow kind of xenophobic views of Christchurch
through contact with a larger and more spacious sort of culture. And
intellecfually it was very, very satisfying. Peter was a very fine man to
cross swords with. we were encouraged to think. we weren't encouraged
to have theories, but we were encouraged to think, we were encouraged
to puzzle, for example, why Albrecht Durer's woodcuts of the Tarot, the
so-called rarrochi weren't of Tarot at all. Those were the sort of
questions we'd find in a magazine and start to talk to Peter about, and
say welf how did this happen? And then you'd trace some other object
which came from Clutha. ... It was a very stimulating time.ez

er Hamish Keith, personal communication to the author, 9 February 2004.
'2 lbid.
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II The permanent collection

ln the galtery we are not interested in parlour tripia, past or present, but in creating for
the frst time in this country a seriously planned collection of European and Netn

Zealand painting and sculpture which will stimulate, give pleasure and educate not only

the present but also.future generations of Neut Zealanders.i

The Auckland City Art Gallery's collection has its origins in the late-nineteenth-

century gifts of Sir George Grey and James Tannock Mackelvie. Grey, Sovernor

of New Zealand from 1845 to 1853 and 1851 to 1.867, was the founding donor of

both the Gallery and Auckland's pubiic library, gifting 53 paintings and a

collection of books and manuscripts in 1887. Mackelvie, a Scottish businessman,

lived in Auckland between 1865 and 1871 and made a sizeable fortune in the

Thames goldfields. After returning to London, Mackelvie began collecting in a

wide range of fields-from painting to porcelain-and from 1,876 sent regular

consignments of artworks to Auckland. Mackelvie died in 1885; he bequeathed

his entire collection to four Auckland trustees and the Mackelvie Trust fund was

established, which continues to acquire works that are housed and displayed at

the Gallery.

The Gallery cannot be said to have had an acquisition policy until it came

under Westbrook's direction, when annual funding for acquisitions was secured

from the Auckland City Council. Before this, donations formed the bulk of the

Gallery's collection-most notably, the donation of the Partridge collection of

Maori portraits by Gottfried Lindauer in 1915, Lucy Carrington Wertheim's gift

I Peter Tomory, 'The Ar1 Gallery moves to its goal', undated and unattributed article in the Auckland Art
Gallery scrapbook, c. late 1958, probably from the Star. Hereafter abbreviated as Tomory, 'The Art Gallery
moves to its goal'(1958).
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of work by modern British artists in 1948, and regular presentations of works by

the Auckland Society of Arts.

Westbrook had on his arrival described New Zealand's public art

collections as a 'sorry lot of strtf{, and observed a'deep distrust of the New

Zealand artist, particularly those who have never traveled abroad ... Apparently

there is a superstition here, too, that real art ended about 1900.'2 Westbrook

argued that gallery directors should be given greater autonomy in building

collections, and stated in an article in the Auckland Star that he could see the

'virfue in pruning the cumbersome buying procedure' which required the

director to pass information before'sub-committees, committees and councils'

before a decision could be made to purchase a work.3 Westbrook noted that

while acquisition committees acted as safeguards they also hampered the speed

at which decisions could be made and-combined with New Zealand's distance

from the major art markets-this led to galleries missing out on desirable works.

Using Auckland as an example of the benefits of placing'more trust' in directors,

Westbrook described an occasion where he was able to secure Frances Hodgkins'

Spanish Shrine (1933)from'under the noses of American rivals.'a Westbrook was

not simply concerned with streamlining the acquisitions Process. He also

believed that acquisition committees often made decisions (admittedly

unintentional) that detrimentally affected collections. 'Buying by committees', he

wrote, 'is a dreary business, and frequentlv the paintings acquired are precisely

those which will offend no one and equally delight no one.'s Given the authority

to act independently, Westbrook continued, a director could seflrre works for the

collection more effectively, and the collection would in tum benefit from'the

' Brown. New Zealand painting 1 940-1960 (1981 ). p. 33.

' Eric Westbrook. 'Public art collections should not be haphazard' (1955).
* Ibid.
5 tbid.
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character and liveliness which would come from an individual informed

judgment.'6

As noted, Charles Brasch had also identified the need for professional

gallery directors-'men trained for their work, by experience in properly run

galleries (which means overseas ones) and as students of the history of art'-who

would be responsible for framing policies and making decisions on purchases.T

Brasch noted in 1954 that under Westbrook's direction the Gallery was fast

leaving the other centres' pubtic art collections behind. The Auckland City

Council was the first to create a public gallery that achieved the three things

Brasch had called for: the employment of a professional directot the reduction of

committee control over purchases, and the development of a clear collection

policy. It was also the first to provide funding for acquisitions, and although the

director had to pass proposed acquisitions before a purchases advisory

committee and then the Council, he was given considerable freedom to follow

the policies he instituted. First Westbrook and then Tomory formulated

collection policies aimed, despite their different emphases, at building a

representative collection that would make the Gallery a useful public resource

and educational instifution.

Westbrook's collecfion policy was developed to accommodate limited

financial resources. In 1953 he advised that the Gallerv:

- Concentrate first on the work of New Zealand artists. Noting that other

galleries and libraries had good collections of early New Zealand work,

Westbrook suggested Auckland should concentrate on contemporary art,

o Ibid
7 Brasch, 'Art gallery polic-y' ( 1949), p. 182.
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which would encourage younger artists and optimise the limited funds to

build a representative collection for the future.

Build a representative Frances Hodgkins collection.

Create a representative collection of 19th- and 2Oth-century prints as an

educational tool for students and the public. These prints were to stand in

for the paintings from these periods that the Gallery could not afford to

purchase.

Buy 2Oth-century British painting and sculpture.

Aim for a collection of representative works from all periods. This, in

Westbrook's opinion, did not necessarily mean collecting the best artists,

but obtaining a wide range of artworks that could be used to demonstrate

artistic movements and themes.

Collect New Zealand craftwork.s

Westbrook's and Tomory's acquisition policies differ in Tomory's

emphasis on collecting good-quality international painting from all periods.

Where Westbrook had seen this as financially difficult and was ready to

compromise, Tomory insisted that the Gallery had to be able to present the full

breadth of Western art history. In 1989, in the introduction to their catalogue of

pre-1800 European paintings in Australasian collectiong Tomory and co-editor

Robert Gaston debunked the notion that'the only good old master is one that

costs six figures' as a Lgth-century attitude.q Tomory insisted that through wise

buying and knowledge of the market, representative (if not prominent) works

could still be acquired for the old master collection. Where Westbrook placed

New Zealand art as his first concern, Tomory accorded it a secondary role, and

8 Eric Westbrook. An exhibition of acquisitions 1952-1953, Auckland: Auckland Ciry Art Gallery, 1953'
n Pet.. Tomory and Robert Gaston. European paintings before 1800 in Australian and Neu, Zealand public
collections: summan' catalogue, Sydney: Beagle Press, 1989, p. 8.



made no mention of purchasing applied art. Tomory's emphasis was on

consolidatiory and in terms of the permanent collection this meant a radical

reconsideration of the way the collection was used in the Gallery, and swift

action to reinvigorate a collection that had been allowed (in his opinion) to

languish for five decades.

In his first report to the City Council, Tomory had emphasised the

importance of developing the Gallery's collection, telling the Council that a

gallery's reputation rested largely on the guality of its permanent collection. He

noted that the Gallery's international collection included some good old master

works, five Italian works, some Dutch pieces, some English paintings and some

small pieces of modern sculpture bought by Westbrook, forming a bedrock he

considered to be worth developing.tn Tomory advised that the Gatlery should

focus on building up existing groups in the collection, selecting the following for

immediate attention: l9th-century English and French paintings, drawings and

prints; old master drawings and prints of the 16th, 17th and 18th centuries; 20th-

cenfury English and European painting; 19th- and 2Oth-century sculpture.ll

Tomory's discussion of the acquisition of New Zealand art was less detailed; in

1985, Tomory recalled that the New Zealand collection was'a lot more difhcult'

to approach.12 In 1955 he considered the Hodgkins collection to be almost

complete, and summarised his plans for the remainder of the New Zealand

i" Kirker interview, Te Papa version, tape L
" In his personal correspondence, TomLry was les.s optimistic about the quality of the collection. In a letter
to Ellis Waterhou-se in 1956. he wrote: 'we have a collection of what the book-sellen Iabel "Curious".
Every picfure that we have appears to have been cut down, or cut out.' Peter Tomory, letter to E.K.
Waterhouse, 23 April 1956, AAG archives. In another letter to Waterhouse, Tomory noted: 'We have
several other things here which I hope to get photographed soon, but you never saw such an extraordinary
collection of chopped up and chopped down pictures.' Peter Tomory, letter to E.K. Waterhouse, 29 August
1956, AAG archives. One of the main obstacles to cataloguing the collection was the lack of reference
books: in the letter of 23 April, Tomory wryly observed 'There are, as you suspected, no books in New
Zealand at all, but I have hopes ofat teast getting together enough to allow us to catalogue our own
collection.'
'' Kirker, Art New Zealand 40 (1986), p. 73.
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collection in two sentences: 'Paintings from all periods of New Zealand painting

should be acquired when suitable and first class works appear. Good examples

by certain of the earlier painters should be sought out and acquired.'r3 The

prioritising of the collection of international works is consistent with Tomory's

oft-stated opinion that the Gallery, rather than directly supporting the local artist,

should educate and stimulate the public, thus creating an informed audience

which would independently begin to support living New Zealand arfists. It also

indicates an apparent diffidence on Tomory's behalf -at least initially-towards

New Zealand art. In 1985 Tomory recalled putting off buying contemporary New

Zealand art for two years, stating that he wanted to familiarise himself with art

practice throughout the country.la Hamish Keith notes that although Tomory did

much for the advancement of New Zealand art (especially by way of his touring

shows, as will be discussed in the following chapter) he seemed somewhat

uncomfortable with New Zealand art to begin with.rs ln a recent letter published

in Art New Zealand Keith stated that while McCahon and Tomory should be

credited for the active interest the Gallery took in contemporary New Zealand art

during this time, a considerable number of the contemporary New Zealand

works shown in the collection displays were in fact on loan from artists, and that

from 1965 onwards (when Keith served as Acting Director) the belated business

of purchasing them for the collection was undertaken.16

'r Tomory, 'Auckland City Art Gallery director's report April 1956', p. 4.

'o Kirker, Art Nev,Zealand 40 (1936), pp.72-73.
Is Hamish Keith, personal communication to the author.9 February 2004.
ro Hamish Keith, Letter to the Editor, Art Nev, Zealand l0l, Summer 2001-2002. p. 92. The loan scheme

was initiated in 1957, when the Gallery began borrowing ."vorks from contemporary New Zealand artiss.

including Toss Woollaston, Doris Lusk, Russell Clark. Milan Mrkusich and Dennis Knight Tumer, which

were hung in the Gallery with plans for future purchase (see Auckland Citv Art Gallen, Quarterlv, no. 5,

I957. p. 7/. Hamish Keith recalls that from 1965 he undertook the process of either formally acquiring
these works for the collection. or returning them to the artists (Hamish Keith, personal communication to
the aurthor, g F'ebruary 2004). An iuteresting implication of the belated purchase of works is that some of
the New Zealand works in the Auckland Art Gallery collection catalogued as entering the collection in the

late 1960s rnay have already been on display in the Gallery tbr a considerable period of fime. This makes it
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Under Tomory the Gallery's acquisition policy was modelled on practices

at modern international art institutions. ln an article summarising the first two

and a half years of his tenure, Tomory emphasised the modern direction taken at

the gallery noting that 50 years earlier galleries like Auckland had served as

convenient shelters'for as many picfures as can be crammed on the walls,

regardless of quality or period'.r7 Now, he declared, Auckland had caught up

with international practices; the idea of what an art gallery should be had

'permeated into the provinces from the great art galleries in Parig Berlin, Rome,

London and New York'.l8 As a result most galleries (induding the Auckland

Gallery under his direction) by the mid 20th century'adhere[d] to a general

policy of presenting to the public works of art of as high quality as funds permit,

and at the same time acquiring these works so that certain periods and schools of

art are presented as fully as possible.'re

Tomory explained that the Gallery's policy was akin to that of similar-

sized galleries overseas; rather than specialising in a particular period of art,

Auckland directed its acquisitions policy towards building up current holdings.

He noted that in order to create a 'more unified' collection the Gailery had

purchased 2Oth-century European paintings and original prints. This idea of a

'unified' collection was very important to Tomory, and he placed much emphasis

upon the need to understand the collection as a whole when discussing the

collection with his staff.2o Regarding New Zealand works, Tomory simply noted

difficult to reach firm conclusions about trends in the acquisition of contemporary New Zealand art during
Tomory's tenure simply by analysing acquisition records.
" Tomory, 'The Art Gallery moves to its goal' (1958),

't Ibid.
re lbid.
20 Hamish Keith, personal communication to the author, 9 February 2004. Ross Fraser observed in 1993
that a 'spirit of democracy prevailed [at the Gallery] . Tomory would ask the advice of all of us in making
his choice of, panicularly, modern work for the collection.' Fraser, 'Looking back' ( 1993), p. 57. Keith also
recalls Tomory's openness toward his staff s suggestions: 'we didn't have formal meetings, or internal
purchasing committees or planning. ... We just went to Peter and said "this this and this" and he'd say
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in this article that this aspect of the collection had not been neglected, with

purchases made to filI gaps in earlier decades and the acquisition of

contemporary work.2r

Tomory also noted the benefits of the professional attention that the

collection had received over the past two and a half years. Researching the

international collection-particularly the holdings of earlier European works-

was one of Tomory's first and most important actions at the Gallery. In this way,

two works previously attributed to Ruisdael and Hobbema had been exposed as

poor-quality copieg while more positively the Sf Sebastian in the Mackelvie

collection had been firmly attributed to Guido Reni. The previous years, Tomory

wrote, had seen an'agonising reappraisal' of the collection, but now the Gallery

was creating a well-planned collection, of both New Zealand and European

work, which would'stimulate, give pleasure and educate not only the present

but also fufure generations of New Zealand.'zz

**{.

Tomory developed strategies to deal with Auckland's distance from the

international art markets, especially the London market which he was

accustomed to dealing in. Buying works on the international market had the

"yes. do it" or "no, we can't" for that reason or this reason.' Hamish Keith, personal communication to the
author,9 February 2004.
'' Between 1956 and 1958, acquisition records show that the Gallery purchased nine contemporary works,
by Stewart Maclennan, Rita Angus, Kase Jackson, Colin McCahon, Michael Nicholson, T.A. McCormack,
Anne May Smith, Wilfred S. Wallis and M.f'. Woollaston. Gifts of contemporary works by Angus,
Gabrielle Hope, Lincoln Lee, McCahon, McCormack and Otivia Spencer Bower were also accepted. It
should be noted that by the end of this period. the loan scheme for contemporary New Zealand work had
been initiated. In the same period. 3l works by earlier New Zealand or New Zealand-based artists were
purchased, including works by Frances Hodgkrns, Louis J. Steele, Henry J. Warre, Alan B. Warwick, Grace
Joel, Girolamo Nerli, Horatio G. Robley, Alfred Walsh, J.C. Hoyte and Petrus van der \/elden; works by
Hoyte, Steele, van der Velden, Flodgkins. Vlvyan Hunt and Gonfried Lindauer, anrong others. were
accepted as gifts. See Appendix 6 and Appendix 7 in Brown. 'The history and function of the Auckland
gify Art Gallery' U999), for tull details.
" Tomory, 'The Art Gallery moves to its goal' ( 1958).
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extra fillip of attracting international attention to the Gallery-works bought in

the London market, for instance, were often reported in the London papers.

Tomory maintained contact with a number of dealers in London, who offered the

Gallery first right of refusal. During Tomory's tenure the Gallery did not have a

representative in London and instead dealt directly with vendors, informing

dealers of the Gallery's needs and using, in Tomory's wordt 'photographs and

experience' to select works. To keep informed the Gallery received catalogues

and price lists from Christies and Sothebys by airmail (with two weeks advance

notice of each sale), and subscribed to the Times to keep tabs on exhibitions.23

There was also Tomory's network of art historians who could be called upon to

check attributions. The Auckland Art Gallery's archives hold a considerable

amount of correspondence between Tomory and Ellis Waterhouse (a historian of

baroque and English art and at this time the Director of the Barber Institute of

Fine Arts in Birmingham) and also between Tomory and Ulrich Middeldorl a

historian of Italian renaissance sculpfure and Director of the Kunsthistoriches

Institut in Florence, who originally contacted Tomory regarding the Instifut's

project to catalogue Italian works held in overseas collections.2a Middeldorf in

furn would occasionally refer tricky works sent to him by Tomory on to the

Italian expert Roberto Longhi for attribution.

Potential acquisitions sometimes surfaced when private owners sent works

to the Gallery's conservation service for cleaning or restoration. Works were also

tt Peter Tomory, letter to E.K. Waterhouse, 23 April 1956, AAG archives. Tomory notes in this letter that
advance notice 'will allow us at least to choose what we wanted to buy, rather than having pictures thrust at
us by enterprising dealers.' In this letter Tomory also wrote: 'There is a fair amount of money, one way and
another, for purchases of picfures and I would be most grateful should you hear of anything worthwhlle
coming from a country house, or such like. if you would let me know.'
"' The collection of correspondence between Tomory and Waterhouse in the Auckland An Gallery archives
is panicularly fascinating. Shortly after his arrival Tomory began to have works from the collectiorr
photographed, and would senci these photographs to Waterhouse; their letters are robust pieces of
connoisseurship, with the two art historians (and friends) battling over attributions based on the
photographs ofworks that they would exchange.
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discovered as Tomory travelled around the country scouring public and private

collections to put together exhibitions such as Old master paintings from the priao.te

andpubliccollectionsofNeznZealand(1959) andMadernEuropeanpaintingsinNeut

Zealand (J960).'?1It was part of the Gallery's policy to buy old master works from

private collections to keep them in New Zealand, but'fomory was quite clear

that while he paid fair prices, th.y were not London prices, and if the owners

wanted these they could go to the trouble of shipping them overseas

themselves.26 Tomory's discovery in 7963 of a cache of drawings by the Anglo-

Swiss artist Henry Fuseli is still one of the most important finds in New Zealand

art history, and Tomory himself regarded this as the'peak discovery' of his

tenure.27 As Ross Fraser tells the storv:

Tomory had gone to a Dunedin house to look at some paintings when, as

they were drinking some tea, his hosts told him rather diffidently about
some drawings they had that might be worth looking at. He persuaded them
to show him the porffolio, which turned out to contain thirty-seven Fuselis,
in perfect condition and from most periods of the artist's oeuvre.28

For Tomory the find was'one of those things that turns up once in an art

historian's lifetime.'ze ln 1979 he described the collection as 'astonishing for its

chronological representation and the high quality of most of the drawings',

which cover all but two periods of the artist's oeuvre and most of his major

subject areas.30 Tomory successfully negotiated the Gallery's purchase of the

drawings for €1500. Catalogued by Tomory, the collection formed the basis of

25 Kirker interview, Te Papa vercion, tape l. The practice of borrowing works from private collections for
exhibitions reveals another way in which the Gallery enabled artworks to circulate around a wider
audience, in addition to the touring shows that were generated in this period.
26 Kirker interview, Te Papa version, tape l.
'7 lbid.
t8 Rous Fraser, 'The gallery's first eighfy years', Quarterll' of the Aucklancl Cih, Art Gallerv, no. 49, March

lP7l, p. 19. Herafter abbreviated as Fraser, 'The gallery's first eighty years' (1971).

"l 
'Cup of tea leads to art coup of a lifetime', NZH,27 i ebruary 1963,-section 3, p. 5.

'" Peter Tomory, The poetrcal circle: Fu-celi and the British, Florence: Centro Dl and Australian Gallerv
Directors'Council, 1979, p. 15.
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the Gallery's 1967 exhibition A collection of drawings by Henry Fuseli RA, and was

also shown in London in 1968 in an exhibition at London dealer gallery Roland

Browse and Delbanco.''Presumably it was this experience that gave Tomory the

impetus to write his booh rhe life and art of Henry Fuseli, pubtished in.lg7z.32 h
1975 the collection formed the framework for The poetical circle: Fuseli and the

British, an exhibition selected by Tomory and sponsored by the Australian

Gallery Directors' Council, which toured Australia and New Zealand.

The Auckland Gallery Associates played a significant role in the

development of the collection, and donated nearly half of the contemporary New

Zealand works gifted to the Gallery during Tomory's tenure, including

Christopher Perkins' s Frozen Flames (1 931), Colin McCahon' s Here I gioe thanks to

Mondrian (1961) and Patrick Hanly's Figures in Light 17 (1964). The Rutland

Group donated McCahon'sTaknka: Night and Day (1948) in 1959, and a group of

McCahon's students donated hisYellow and BlackLandscape (1962) :ll:-7962. Artists

also gifted works to the Gallery; Angus donated a watercolour, Lupin (c. 1953), in

1960, Woollaston gftud two portraits in 1961 and McCahon gifted a number of

works by artists including Woollaston" Hanly and American artist Karl Kasten.

In all, gifts of contemporary New Zealand work accounted for nearly half of the

acquisitions in this area during Tomory's tenure. That these works were gifted,

however, does not exclude them from being seen in relation to the collection

policy, as Gallery staff members were heavily involved in the selection of

donations. Maria Brown suggests that donation-especially of McCahon's work,

given his employment at the Gallery and his lack of popular support-allowed

Gallery staff to avoid presenting works to the Parks and Library Committee for

'' Fraser, 'The gallery's first eighry years'(1971), p. 19.
'" Peter Tomory, The ltfe and art of Henry Fuseli, London: Thames and Hudson, 1972, translated into
German in 1974 by Peter Hahlbrock.
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approvai. As'fomory remarked to Kirker:

That was the point when the committee could be a nuisance. They

weren't against contemporary art as such but they had rather firm views;

they wouldn't have looked at someone like Mrkusich for instance.

They tended to favour Eric Lee-Johnson and anyone who painted

cabbage trees. At the Gallery we called such artists the 'colonial house

and cabbage tree school'. Anything else struck them as being somewhat

radical.s3

Bequests and benefactors also played an important role. Tomory

encouraged members of the public to view themselves as benefactors, and saw

the Gallery's Quartnly as a vehicle for encouraging patronage. In 1960 Tomory

described acts by benefactors as the two'most noteworthy events' at the Gallery

that year-the donation, respectively, of paintings by Pietro Faccini and Paris

Bordone by J. Yock and N.B. Spencer.3a Tomory explained that these donations

were important for two reasons: the works came from private collections

(showing a certain depth in New Zealand's private collections) and also

represented serious private patronage.

As a gallery with a small acquisitions budget (in international terms, if not

local ones), Auckland had to be canny with its funds. In 1960 Tomory noted that

the Gallery was attempting to expand its collections during a boom in the art

market, with works from popular periods having doubled in price in the

previous decade. By acquiring works from periods not currently in favour,

Tomory explained, the Gallery could make the most of its limited funds. Tomory

stressed the difference between the public art gallery and the private collector;

the private collector buys for personal pleasure, the public institution buys 'not

only to give pleasure but to inform and to raise standards of appreciation.'3s A

" Ki.ke., Art New Zealand 40 ( 1986), p. 73.
t* Pete. Tomory, 'A gallery's reputation is built on that of its collections', ^Slar, 20 September 1960, p. 20.

" Ibid.
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public instifution also has an obligation to fubure audiences, and hence, to

Tomory's mind, the importance of buying 'serious art' from the 20th century.

!e**

Tomory's acquisition of German expressionist works for the Gallery

demonstrates an interesting continuity in collecting practice between his time in

England and his time in New Zealand. Tomory had travelled in Germany before

the war, and in early interviews noted that German expressionism held

considerable interest for him. As Keeper at Leicester, Tomory purchased three

Gerrnan expressionist works for the collection: Max Pechstein's Coast Scene utith

Boats (1909) and two lithographs by Max Ernst, Etoile de Mer and Masques. The

German expressionist collection at Leicester originated in 1944 with the

acquisition of four paintings from the collection of Alfred Hess, but while these

major acquisitions were considered to be of significant interest by subsequent

Keepers, Tomory was the first to extend the collection.36 He also staged two

exhibitions of expressionist work during his tenure at Leicester, one from a

private collection and one of graphic work and stone carvings by Karl Schmidt-

Rotluff. The works for the latter exhibition came from the collections of Schmidt-

Rotluff and the art historian and major Die Bri.icke patron Rosa Schapire, who

had come to England as a refugee from Germany at the beginning of the Second

World War. Tomory corresponded with Schapire, and she visited Leicester to

give a lecture. Schapire wrote to a friend in 1953:

My lecture, to a rather small but very select audience, met with no
response. Leicester ... is a philistine place. All the more pleasing,
therefore, that the Director, Mr Tomory, who is very interested in German
Expressionism, buys German picfureg the only provincial museum in

t6 Julia Collieu, personal communication to the author, 3 December 2003.
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England to do sq despite a more than modest budget. We got on

brilliantly and parted real friends.3t

Schapire subsequently bequeathed 24 works on paPer by Schmidt-Rotluff to

Leicester in 1955. The acquisition of these works in the 1940s and 1950s was seen

as unusual and the Leicester collection of German art is now internationally

renowned and seen to reflect the institution's progressive collecting policies since

the early 1940s.38

While Tomory did not buy any German expressionist paintings for

Anckland, he added a number of 2Oth-century German prints to the collection.

These inciude works by George Grosz, Kiithe Kollwitz, Lyonel Feininger, Lovis

Corinth and Erich Heckel. Rosa Schapire had obviously developed a real respect

for Tomory, as she bequeathed seven woodcuts by Karl Schmidt-Rotluff to the

Gallery.3e While these works are notable for their links to Tomory's earlier

position, the print collection as a whole reflects trends in collecling practices not

evident in the higher-profile collections of painting and sculpture. As Tomory

noted in an issue of the Quarterly:

In the last five years or so the Gallery has been acquiring graphic work
with a very definite poliry in mind. The desideratum of a balanced

collection necessitates, in our case, filling gaps in schools and periods

with prints or drawings by important artists: this we have tried to do.{

Contemporary international prints were a regular feature in the exhibition

programme, given the ease with which they could be transported. The

t7 Rosa Schapire. letter to Agnes Holthusen, l9 September 1953. Cited in Shulamrth Behr. 'Dr Rosa

Schapire-art historian and critic in exile' in'Keine Klage iiber England?'Proceedings of the Second

Internarional Symposium on German and Austrian Exile Research in Great Britaln 1933-45, C. Brinson, R-

Dove, A. Grenville, M. Malet and J. Taylor (eds.), lnstitute of Germanic Studies and Judicium Verlag,

Lon<lon and Munich, vol. '72, 1998, p. 219. My thanks to Julia Collieu for sending me this article and the

accompanying translation.
l8 http:i/nationalmuseums.org.uk/spoliation/lists-non/leicester.html. Accessed 4 December 2003.
3e Auckland CitvArt Gallen,Quarterl-v, no. l, 1956, p. 6.
ao Auckland Cih, Art Gallerv Quarterh', no. 23, 1962,p.2.
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acquisition of prints for the collection reflects to some extent the exhibitions that

were held; the acquisition of works by Rouault from the 7957 exhibition is a good

example. Unusually for the period-sufficiently unusual for Tomory to make a

special mention of the fact in the Quarterly-the Gallery held a grouP of modern

Japanese prints of the sosaku hanga school, the only such collection in a public

gallery in New Zealand at this time.ar

***

As Carol Duncan has written, an art gallery's'sequenced spaces and

arrangements of objects, its lighting and architectural details provide both the

stage-set and the script' for the visitor's experience.l2ln this way, Duncan

continues, museums offer carefully laid-out stories, 'most often in the form of

art-historical narratives that unfold through a sequence of spaces.'43 Duncan uses

the Museum of Modem Art, New York (MoMA) as an example of how the

exhibition of works in art galleries is predicated upon the art-historical discourse

that the institution supports; in this case, the evolution of modern art towards

two forms of formal expression, labelled by MoMA director Alfred Barr'non-

geometrical abstract art' and'geometrical abstract art'. As Christoph Grunenberg

has observed:

In the MOMA's spaces visitors had to progtess through a series of
galleries without the danger of digression. In the labyrinth of MOMA's
galleries, the visitor is subjected to a compulsory course in recent art
history following'the development of modem art in a clear logical

sequence'.4

o'Ibid.
a2 Carol Duncan. 'The art museum as ritual' in Civilising rituals: irside public art museums, London and

New York: Routledge. 1995, p. 12.
o' Ibid., p. I3.q 

Christoph Grunenberg, 'The politics of presentation: the Museum of Modem Art, New York', in Marcia

Pointon (ed.), ,4rl apart: art institutions and ideolog, across England and North America, Manchester and
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development of a British school had to be illustrated within the national

collection.aT Provincial art museums began to be established in Britain in the late

L9th century; their collections (like Auckland's) tencled to be based upon gifts

and bequests, or acquired from annual exhibitions, and they were established

with the aim of 'contributing to general education and entertainment rather than

of appealing to a specialized audience.'6 This historical context forms the

background for Tomory's experience at Leicester and York, and undoubtedly

influenced his practices in Auckland.

Tomory believed it was the Gallery's task to bring the two halves of the

collection-New Zealand and European works-together. ln an article in the

Connoisseur he stated that the Gallery faced the task of 'relating New Zealand's

own creative arts, which may not yet have obtained an international significance

but have their local importance, to the European wotks.'ae It was Tomory's

ambition to create'a gallery where the New Zealander may see all these things

together.'5o He was adamant, however, that in achieving this goal the Gallery

could not afford to lower its standards, and notably it was not until 1958 that he

observed that the gallery visitor could now move from the New Zealand to the

European works'without feeling there is a sudden drop in impact or quality on

entering or leaving any one of these rooms.'s]

A significant effort was made to modemise and enhance the Gallery's

infrastructure. During 1956 the Mackelvie gallery was given a new roof ceiling

and wall coverings, while at the same time many works in the collection were

cleaned and re-framed (or placed in storage, as in the case of a number of 'large

o; Ibid.. n. 66.
{8 Ibid.. pp. 66-67.
onTomory, Connoi,rseur (1959), p. 10.

'" Peter Tomory, 'The Art Gallery moves to its goal' (1958).
5' rbid.
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and indifferent'works from the Mackelvie collection).5: The revamped gallery

opened in November with an exhibition of 80 works, many from the Mackelvie

collection, the result of Tomory's suggestion to the Auckland City Council that

the Mackelvie collection and the City collection (which had previously been

shown separately) be integrated.s3 Tomory told the Auckland Star that 'many

people would get a surprise' when they saw the hang as this was the'first

careful selection of the cream of the Mackelvie and City collections that has yet

been made'.5a

Several years later Tomory caused a local controversy when, as part of his

overhaul of the display of the permanent collection, he placed the majority <lf the

Gallery's collection of C.F. Goldie's and Gottfried Lindauer's Maori portraits in

storage. Tomory, as Rcrger Blackley succinctly put it, performed the role of the

'modernist cat amongst the colonial pigeons' with his criticism of Goldie and

Lindauer.ss In late 1954 under Westbrook's direction, hfty works by Goldie and

Lindauer, re-clad in thin white frames, were placed on display in a'dowdy'

room. By 1960 this room had been emptied to make way for the Auckland

Gallery Associates' clubroom. Of the 62 Lindauer portraits in the Partridge

collection, seven were hung in the vestibule, while several of Goldie's paintings

were hung in a nearby staircase. This demotion did not pass unremarked by

gallery visitort and provoked angry letters to the editors of Auckland's

newspapers deploring the poor treatment of the paintings; a suggestion from

52 'Agreement will integrate Gallery's pictures'. Star,2 Iune I956, p. 3.
" Ibid. Westbrook had attempted to renegotiate this arrangement, instituted with the establishment of the
Mackelvie Trust, but the Mackelvie trustees retained the use of certain wall space until this point.
so Mac Vincent, 'The Aucklander's Diary', Star,20 November 1956, p. 4. Again, Tomory's
correspondence with Waterhouse reveals a more measured assessment of the re-hang: 'We are almost
nearing the end of our re-building programme and have at last got most of the permanent collection up on
the walls; a somewhat sorry lot they look too, but we have some nice things amongst all the doubtful
starters and we hope in a year of two to have weeded them out.' Peter Tomory, letter to E.K. Waterhouse, 4
December 1956, AAG archives.
" Roger Blackley, Goldie, Auckland: Auckland Art Gallery Toi o Tdmaki and David Bateman, 1997,p.37.
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Lee-Johnson that the works might be better housed at the Auckland Museum

was rejected by one writer on the basis that such a move would make the Gallery

'an even drearier place than it is now.'s6

Under the inflammatory headline'Lindauers inferior says Mr Tomory', an

Auckland Star reporter recorded Tomory's response to visiting Australian artist

Rubery Bennett's opinion that Lindauer's Maori portraits should be displayed

more prominently in the Gallery:

It is an absurd idea to take down two excellent Gainsboroughs ot some ot
the good Italian paintings, for example, and hang Lindauers in their
places, particularly when they are inferior, said Mr Tomory, the Art
Gallery director, today. ...'It is a Victorian idea to suggest that a gallery
hangs everything it possesses,' said Mr Tomory.s7

Tomory pointed out that even the British Museum only showed part of its

collection at any one time. As noted earlier, at the time of his arrival Tomory

spoke approvingly of the improvement seen at the York when a store room was

built and the 'rather bad pictures' that had previously been on permanent

display in the main gallery had been placed in storage, from whence they could

be drawn on selectively.ss Tomory aimed to bring the Gallery up to international

standardt and modelled his display practices upon those of European galleries,

and the galleries where he had worked before coming to New Zealand. As a

Weekly Nezps writer observed in 1959: 'No longer are the exhibits hung as

regularly as stamps in an album, along a straight expanse of wall; as in the best

overseas galleries, there are bays with all the enticement of a winding road and

finally gracefully curving stairs to an irregularly shaped floor under a skylight.

All the skitl of a good shop-window display has been used by the gallery's two

'o Daniel Hay, Letter to the Editor, NZH,24 August 1960. p. 8.

" 'Lindauers inferior says Mr Tomory', Star,29 July 1960, p. l.
s* 'New gallery director has the right experience', Srar,8 March 1956, p.4.
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developed 'an attitude to art which is different in some way or other to the main

European aesthetic philosophy'.62

Tomory did not see this isolation as the only factor that might contribute

to the evolution of a unique aesthetic standard. His theory was based on the

premise that aesthetic appreciation was bound up in the 'day to day, year by

year, accretion of ocular experience'.6'r By visually experiencing our

surroundings, he argued, we develop a way of looking at things:

The perceptive New Zealander, as he goes to work, to the beach at

weekendt to the country for holidays, acquires an intimate visual
vocabulary of the natural and man-made forms which confront him. ..'
What is sometimes referred to as 'A bump for locality', or, 'getting the

feel of the place', are merely phrases for describing this visual knowledge

Nature, as well as the man-made town, provides a similar series of
contacts for which I now wish to substitute the word'totems'. The Oxford
Dictionary says the word totem may be applied to an animal or natural
object which is sometimes considered to be ancestrally or fraternally
related to the tribe. I am going to suggest that the meaning of totem may
be reasonably extended to include an aesttretic relationship when the

word is applied to the European civilisation.6a

The art of landscape Tomory maintained, was one of the'most powerful and

imaginative totems to be raised in Europe'.6s The conception of landscape, he

continued, had been reshaped over time, according to society's relationship to

the land:

civilizations, countries, continents and islands with their different natural
characteristics, their varying economies, proportions of urban and rural
populations, their mental processes, all will conspire with geology, flora

and climate to produce subtle distinctions in defining this relationship
between man and land. .". Anyone who has spent much of his or her life

ut Tomory, Landfalt (1958), p. 153
or Ibid., p. 154.
uo lbid., pp. 154-155.
t'5 Ibid., p. 155.
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in one country develops, subconsciously, a strong attachment to the land.
I am not talking here of that Kiplingesque religion called 'patriotism', but
of a much stronger emotional and spiritual connection between man and
the land he lives in. In its simplest context, one may think of the farmer
scooping up a handful of earth .,. But a more subtle relationship exists
through the eye.66

'In a country like New Zealand', Tomory continued, 'where the towns are only

just becoming entities and still contain little architecture of note, the land must

still provide a great number of those visual totems which, by their proportions

and monumentality, their visual and tactile qualities, provide the New Zealander

with some kind of aesthetic yardstick.'67 The lack of European masterpieces, and

the impress of the landscape, conduded Tomory, must have produced a unique

New Zealand aesthetic.

Tomory elaborated this theme in a 1959 artide in the Connoisseur'.

If the point is admitted that the visual arts depend on ocular experience,
not only of themselves but of all the elements of an environment within
which they were produced, then the question may be posed: Is the public
collection of art a passive repository of segregated images of various
cultures, or is it an active unity of images expressing a significant
influence on the community within which they are placed. By selecting an
extreme example, say that of a painting of the Persian Sybill by an
inconsiderable Italian settecento artist being placed in a public room in
the Falkland Islands, or in a similar Baroque villa in Italy, then the first
situation produces a passive totem and the second an active one.68

This, then, is what Tomory hoped to achieve with the Gallery's permanent

collection-'an active unity of images expressing a significant influence on the

community'. But what influence did he intend the collection to exert? Tomory

wrote proudly in this article that the Gallery was now in the position to provide

the community with'an active set of totems for its own adaptation of the

t'6Ibid.. p. 156.
ut Ibrd., p. 157.
ot Tomory, Connosseur ( 1959). p. 9.
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European culture'.6q InLandfall Tomory noted that although New Zealanders

were exposed to visual totems with every experience of their environment, they

may lack the ability as artists to translate these totems in terms of painf or as

viewers to recognise the translations and respond to the messa€fe being

communicated. This was the point at which the permanent collection became

crucial. Good examples of European artworks-examples which 'worked' in

New Zealand-would according to Tomory's theory act as'touchstones',

enabling New Zealanders to see'how the totems belonging to land or town may

be translated into pdin1.'zo

In these articles, Tomory was quick to point out what he was not saying.

He was not saying that when an artwork left France, and arrived in New

Zealand, it ceased to be an artwork:

There are obviously aesthetic fundamentals in the definition of a work of
art which are operable and valid anywhere to any European. So that what
I would like to discuss is not the validity of a painting as a work of art,
but rather the significance of a work of art when it is placed in a quite
different environment to that in which it was created, and seen by a

people isolated in the main from the resources which produced it ...ir

Nor was he saying that due to the visual predominance of the landscape in this

country, New Zealand audiences would not be able to appreciate subject pictures

or works dealing with urban European life. Nor was he saying that all works are

inextricably tied to their place of origin; as he noted in the Connoisseur, there are

'a great number of works of art which transcend their environmental limitations,

and these works are not necessarily masterpieces but are conceived in periods or

at moments of artistic integrity and honesty.'72 What he was suggesting was that

uo Ibid.. p. lo.
?n Tomory, Lanclfatl ( 1958). p. 163.
" Ibid., p. 153.
'' Tomory, Connoisseur (1959), p.9
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many art works are regionalised. He gave the'visionary landscapes' of Samuel

Palmer as an example, which'although they still remain works of art when seen

in Paraguay, will lack that peculiar felicity which they have when the spectator is

familiar with and sympathetic to the environment in which they were created.'7''

He noted that style could also be regionalised: 'a brush stroke of a certain tone of

colour can be as much tied to its original environment as any representational

feature.'7a As will be shown in the following two chaptert this concern with

regionalism was reflected in Tomory's exhibition programme (most particularly,

the 1961, exhibition Paintingfrom the Pacifc) and in his writing on New Zealand

art. What appears here as a rather esoteric theory is in fact informed by a belief in

the regional nature of art that underlaid Tomory's art-historical approach.

Tomory's ambition was to create an opporfunity for New Zealanders to

see examples of European and New Zealand painting and sculpture together and

relate the two. By seeing how visual totems had been transcribed in Europe, New

Zealander viewers (and artists) might come to be able to see how this could

happen in New Zealand; through the European workt New Zealanders could

come to understand their indigenous art.75 It is difficult to assess how strictly

Tomory followed this theory, but it is possible to detect some areas in the

collection where purchases of international work may have had specific local

resonance. The addition of Henri Hayden's cubist still-life painting Stiil-Life with

Guitar, Bottle of Bass and Fruit (1918, purchased in 1958), for example, reflects the

contemporary interest among New Zealand painters in cubism. Hayden's

painting was supplemented by a small number of prints by Villon, Picasso and

'' Tomory, Landfall (1958), p. 158.
74Ibid.
7t Tomory used the ternr 'indigenous' to describe artists who came to artistic maturity in New Zealand. See
Tomory, Contemporary painting (196/), for examples of this usage, and my art history honours paper,
'Tomory's texts: a discussion of Peter Tomory's New Zealand writings. 1956-1968', available in the art
history disciplinary library at Victoria University of Wellington, for a discussion of this topic.
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Braque. Tomory made strong connections between Woollaston and German

expressionism, noting the roles that Flora Scales and Mina Arndt played in this

transaction of influence. This may have encouraged his acquisition of 20th-

century German prints, which is also inflected by the donation inl'96'J. of a

significant number of works by Arndt by John and May Manoy" Equally,

however, Tomory bought works not because they could be linked to

contemporary practice in New Zealand, but because an opportunity presented

itself for him to acquire a quality piece, as was the case with Jacob Epstein's The

RockDrill, as discussed below.

* * ..?.

In 1960 the Auckland City Council granted Tomory funds to make a four-month

buying trip to Europe, the most significant commitment to the permanent

collection during Tomory's tenure. Writing to F.N. Ambler (chairperson of the

Parks and Library Committee) to arrange his purchasing finances, Tomory

indicated that the Mackelvie Trust had given him €2,500 and asked whether the

Edmiston Trustees could be approached for a similar sum/ as:

the permanent collection would benefit considerably from a number of

pictures of high quality, which are at the moment lacking and a personal

visit to the European art markets presents a golden opportunity for
viewing and selecting such paintings. . '. Such a sum, coupled with my

overseas visit would make it possible for me to consider works, which are

now far beyond our reach, and it is paintings of this value and quality
which are so badly needed in our collecfions.T6

In addition to acquiring works, Tomory used the trip as an opportunity to re-

establish links with friends and colleagues, to tour art galleries and museums

tu Peter Tomory, letter to F.N. Ambler. I April 1960, AAG archives.
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(the German Federal Government granted him €115 to visit galleries in Western

Germany) and to give lectures on New Zealand and New Zealand art. z It was

also a chance to recharge his cultural batteries, as he wrote Nikolaus Pevsner:

I leave for a visit to Europe in a fortnight's time and shall be in London
during November and December. I am looking forward to it very much
as one gets so out of touch, not so much with contemporary events, but
with keeping one's standards high in a country where one sees very little
on the masterpiece level.78

While things did not go all his way on the buying trip (a cable sent to the

Gallery staff reads: 'Constable small powerful 4300 pounds if Mackelvie cable

interested transparency will follow stop confirming Bassano no delay possible

nuts repeat nuts lose this bargain.'7e), Tomory purchased more than 20 works,

spending a total of approximately €8000.80 The new works were extensively

reviewed in the Quarterly (where Tomory and other staff members wrote short

pieces placing the new acquisitions in their art-historical contexts), and also

profiled in the Auckland Sfar. The acquisitions were described as a 'major

advance in the standard of the gallery's collection' and evidence that'despite the

soaring prices of both old master and modern art, good works can still be bought

at moderate prices.'81 Tomory's discussion of the new works in the Auckland Star

reflects his collection policy; each work or group of works was discussed in terms

of how it complemented or augmented the pernanent collection. Thus Leandro

Bassano's Seasonal allegory with Adam and Eae (c. 1580) was an important addition

to the collection of landscape paintings, as it represented the Northern Italian

tt Peter Tomory, letter to the Auckland Town Clerk, i February 1960, AAG archives.
t8 Peter Tomory, Ietter to Nikolaus Pevsner, l8 October 1960, AAG archives.
'' Peter Tomory, cable to Auckland City Art Gallery staff" 8 December 1960, AAG archives. Tomory's
emnhasis.
80 'Major purchases lift City Gallery standard', Star,llMarch 1961, p. 4.
8' tbid.
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school of the late-l6th and early-17th centuries.s2 Likewise Pietro Paolini's The

Fortune-Teller gave the Gallery a piece from the realist genre of the same period,

while Marco Ricci's A rocky landscape zlith figures represented the influential

picturesque school of landscape painting of the early 18th century. The collection

of northern European painting was strengthened by Tomory's purchase of Pieter

Breughel the Younger's A Village Fair Uillage festiaal in honour of St Hubert and St

Anthony), and Hendrik Mommers' Landscape toithpensants, which he described as

representing respectively, the narrative style of painting typical of Flemish art

and the influence of Italian painting on Dutch art in the 17th century.

Tomory refurned with prints from a range of periods, which augmented

existing groups in the permanent collection. The old master holdings were

boosted by the addition of four Rembrandt etchings, and an etching by Piranesi

was added to the collection of that artist's work. Two aquatints by Rouault, a

lithograph by Redon and a drypoint etching by Marcellin Desboutin were added

to the collection of modern French prints. Tomory also purchased four works to

add to the collection of early New Zealand prints, in accordance with the

acquisition policy established in 1956.

In regard to contemporary work, Tomory bought only British artists. He

acquired paintings by josef Herman (whose drawings had been shown at the

Gallery in 1955), Robert Bevan and |acob Bornfriend. The major coup, however,

was the acquisition of Jacob Epstein's The RockDrill (191.3-7976). Tomory

described the bronze as'one of the most significant works of the modern era',

and noted that the gallery had been lucky to secure the work, given other

galleries' interest: the director of a new museum of modern art in Vienna, he

recounted, was'most annoyed that we got in first for that one.' 8r The Rock Drill,

82 At the time of its purchase, this work was known as Landscape with a hunting partv.
t' 'Malor purchases lift City Gallery standard', Star, 16 March 1961, p. 4.
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for Tomory, was an important addition to the Gallery's'excellent' collection of

modern sculpture, and a key work that marked scuipture's first break from

naturalistic representation. The collection of modern sculpture, initiated by

Westbrook, was a highlight of the Auckland collection in the 1950s and 1960s,

and was described as the best collection of its type in the southern hemisphere.'+

***

The controversy surrounding the purchase of Barbara Hepworth's Torso ll in

1963 has been well documented.ss The controversy took two forms. First, and

most visibly, there was a public outcry over the expenditure of 950 guineas on a

piece of modernist sculpture. Secondly-and more interestingly in the context of

a discussion of the growing professionalism in art administration in this period-

the decision to cancel the purchase of a work that Tomory had recommended

was interpreted as an expression of a lack of confidence in Tomory's professional

judgment. Tomory himself saw the Councii's action in this way, telling the Nezo

Zealand Herald he assumed the'action was an indication of a feeling of no-

confidence in his ability to select works of art for the gallery.'s6 At this point the

issue of a purchases advisory committee, last raised in the'attempted coup' of

1955, emerged once more.

The drawn-out argument over the purchase of Torso II ended when an

anonymous donor purchased the work to be placed on long-term loan to the

Gallery. Attention now shifted from the work itself to Tomory's selection of the

sculpture and his governance of the collection. In order to force the Council to

to'Tomory denounces talk of Gallery clique', NZH,25 November 1964,p.2.
8s See, for example, Jim Barr ancl Mary Bar'. When art hits the headlines, Wellington: National An
Gallery, 1987. Hereafter abbreviated as J. Barr and M. Barr, Wen art hits the headlines (1987).
3o 'sculpture decision short-sighted says MrTomory', NZI{, 12 July 1963' p. I '
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publicly confirm its confidence in Tomory, Councillor Ambler put a motion

before the22 July Council meeting which read:'That the council reaffirms its

confidence in the director of the art gallery and notes with satisfaction the high

reputation gained by the gallery both in New Zealand and overseas under his

administration.'87 Deputy Mayor A.O. Glasse also put a motion before Council,

seeking the re-establishment of the arts advisory committee to advise on

purchases of over 500 guineas.ss Glasse envisaged a committee of 'art authorities'

that would consider Tomory's recommendations before they went to the Parks

and Library Committee.8q

Discussion of the motions at the Council meeting did not begin until 10

p.m., but despite the late start members of the public packed the room to witness

the debate.eO Presenting his motion, Glasse stated that it was not meant as a

criticism of Tomory's performance as director; rather, he'honestly believed', as

the Nezo Zealand Herald reported, 'that a properly constituted advisory committee

would assist the director and act as a shield.'el Quoting a 1,959 report in which

Tomory said that the advisory committee of the time was working well, Glasse

suggested that if Tomory gave 'proper consideration' to the proposal to re-

establish of the advisory committee, he would see its worth and welcome it.

Ambler argued that the present situation had arisen because one

councillor-who was not an art expert-had objected to the Hepworth sculpture,

and asked what could be gained by appointing an advisory committee which

knew less about the subject than the person they were meant to support.ez

87 'Confidence motion proposed-Art Gallery director', NZH, lg July 1963, p. L
oo 'Art advisory group sought', Star,16 July 1963, p. l.
"' Ibid.
e0'To examine advisory plan-Public packs Torso debate'. I'IZH,23 July 1963, p. l.
'' Ibid.
n2 Ibid.
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Ambler was defending Tomory's professional judgement and the autonomy of

the Director's position:

The council cannot put a man in charge of a gallery and allow him no
authority. Perhaps we should have advisory committees for all
departments. Can you imagine the city librarian, the parks
superintendent or the city engineer being asked to take advice?e3

After lengthy discussion Glasse's motion was put to the vote and passed 16 votes

to 4. After this, Ambler stood to put his motion asking for the council to express

its confidence in Tomory, who, he said, felt his reputation to be at stake.e4 At this

point Robinson intervened, refusing the motion, and saying that all speakers had

noted that the discussions over the purchase did not imply a lack of confidence;

it was officially noted that neither the Council, nor any Counciilor, had at any

time crificised Tomory for his administration of the Gallery. The Parks and

Library Committee was asked to report to the council on the advisability of

reinstating a purchases advisory committee to assist the director.

Tomory was strongly opposed to the creation of any such committee. He

asserted that the previous advisory committee (dissolved in 1959) had effectively

not acted as advisors, as'despite the individual interest in the visual arts, no

members of the committee had the qualifications or experience to do so.'es

Tomory wrote a memorandum to the Town Clerk, protesting vigorously against

the proposed advisory committee. He noted that his conditions of appointment

had not mentioned the committee, and stated that'nor would anyone of my

profession expect there to be one, since no such committee exists in any

" Ib'd.
no Ibid.
n5 'Mr Tomory against advice procedure'. S/ar. l9 July 1963. p. 3.
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municipally controlled Gallery in England.'u' Tomory also declared that if he had

known of the existence of an advisory committee, or known of the attempt in

1955 to establish one, he would not have applied for the position. He argued that

his training and experience qualified him to make recommendations; that his

contacts in England and Europe gave him access to professional knowledge

which he consulted before making recommendations, making an advisory

committee redundant; and that with Geoffrey Rix-Trott already a co-opted

member on the Parks and Library Committee, an advisory opinion was readily

available. Tomory implied that the Gallery worked better without an advisory

committee; a professional director, he wrote, can resist the pressure of outside

influences, opinions and cliques by invoking policy, allowing the gallery to

'enjoy a reputation of authority and dignity'. e7 Laymen, in his opinion, often

found resisting such pressures impossible. Any advisory committee, he

reasoned, would through its vulnerability to outside pressures create

'unnecessary obstacles and difficulties' for the director.eg

Tomory's deepest concern was over the council's confidence in his

professional ability. He described purchases advisory committees as anomalous;

to his mind, a director who requested such a committee lacked confidence in his

own abilities, and a director who had one imposed upon him had been given a

sign of others' lack of confidence.ss He noted that in previous positions he had

managed much larger sums than the'minute proportion' of its income that the

Council made available for additions to the collection, and that the increasing

value of the collection he had assembled testified to the quality of his

recommendations. Tomory concluded his memorandum by stating: 'To suggest

nu Peter Tomory, 'Purchases Advisory Committee'. memorandum to the Auckland Torvn Clerk, I August

I 963.
et lbid.
n' Ibid.
oo Ibid.
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re-appointing [an advisory committee] infers plainly, that the committee has lost

confidence in its director, and that it is unwilling to accept the responsibility of

trusting the director in the face of uninformed public criticism./r00

The Park and Library Committee's report pronounced against the

advisability of re-establishing a purchases advisory committee.l0r Rix-Trott had

already been co-opted to provide an'independent, informed view on proposed

additions', and the committee recommended that John Stacpoole (former

chairman of the Auckland Gallery Associates and a current member of its

selection committee) also be co-opted to advise with him.t0z This decision was a

quiet victory for the autonomy of the professional art gallery administrator in

New Zealand.

it'o Ibid.
r0r Minutes of the Parks and Library Committee meeting. 5 August 1963, p. 2,{. AAG archives.
r"r Ibid.
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III Temporary exhibitions

In addition to the display of the permanent collection, the Gallery also ran an

ambitious programme of temporary exhibitions of New Zealand and

international art, both imported and generated in-house. This chapter opens with

a consideration of the Gallery's position as the primary facilitator of touring

exhibitions in this period, fulfilling a responsibility that the National Art Gallery

had neither the financial nor staffing resources to carry out. The impact of these

exhibitions is considered, using the 1958 show British abstract painters as a case

study. Tomory's purglng of amateur work from the exhibition programme is

then examined, focusing on Tomory's continued resistance to showing the

Kelliher Prize exhibition. [n place of amateur exhibitions the Gallery instituted a

regular programme of exhibitions of historical and contemporary New Zealand

art selected by Gallery staff. This section ends with a consideration of the place

accorded to abstract art in the Gallery's exhibitions of New Zealand art. Finally,

the Gailery's"J.96L show Painting ftom the Pacific is examined as an important

early example of contemporary New Zealand art being placed an international

context.

{.**

Tomory quickly instigated a change in the Gallery's exhibition programme/

introducing a policy markedly different to Westbrook's. Tomory sought to

reduce the number of temporary exhibitions at the Gallery and increase their

quality. McCahon, recalling Westbrook's tenure, told Gordon H. Brown:
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There was remarkably little happe.i.g ... in the way of it being an art
gallery. There was everything happeniog io the way of it being a place

where the Rose Society, the Carnation Society would hire one end and the

other end of the main gallery, and have compost mixing
demonstrations. All that sort of thing. Welf okay, this was Westbrook
and it was-he managed this extremely well. He had an incredible talent
for getting people to know where the Art Gallery was.'

Westbrook's policy was directed at increasing visitor numbers. Tomory, arriving

after the Gallery had attained some level of public profile, wanted to reach a

higher standard of temporary exhibifion, on a par with overseas galleries; one of

his methods of achieving this goal was the introduction of a programme of

touring exhibitions imported from overseas. Tomory's emphasis upon travelling

exhibitions, and the remarkable work that the Gallery did in this area during this

period, reflects his time with the Arts Council of Great Britain where one of his

primary tasks had been the management of touring exhibitions.

In March 1963, in an Art Galleries and Museums Association of New

Zealand (AGMANZ) meeting Tomory introduced Frederick Tumovsky, who

was speaking on the Arts Advisory Council's position on touring art exhibitions.2

Tomory began by asking'How necessary are exhibitions?'-a question which

seems self-explanatory until one considers that the temporary exhibition was a

relatively new phenomenon. While temporary exhibitions have been held in art

institutions since the 19th century, it was not until after the Second World War

that they became'the most prominent form of entertainment and tuition in the

visual arts.'3 As Mary Kelly notes, the rise of the temporary exhibition indicated a

' Brown. interview with Colin McCahon (1979), tape 3, p. 9
I 'Travelling exhibitions and the Arts Advisory Council' (transcript of a talkgiven to AGMANZ members),
AGMANZ newsletter, no. 15, May 1963, pp. 7-10. Hereafterabbreviated as'Travelling exhibitions and the

Arts Advisory Council' (1963). The Arts Advisory Council, founded in 1960, was the forerunner to the

Queen Elizabeth II Art Council of New Znaland.
' Mury Kelly. 'Re-viewing modernist criticism' in Bryan Wallis (ed.), Art after modernism: rethinkitrg
representatio,n. New York and Boston: The New Museum of Contemporary Art and David R. Godine,
1984, p. 87.
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'significant shift in the system of patronage from the private sector to institutions

funded by the state.'a Tomory's view of touring exhibitions as a way to

supplement New Zealand's poor public collections and to increase public

appreciation of the arts is consistent with the Arts Council of Great Britain's

practice of touring exhibitions to regional museums for the same reasons.s

Tomory noted in his 1963 AGMANZ address that few touring exhibitions had

come to New Zealand between 1880 and 1956: since his appointment the Gallery

had held 40 exhibitions of work obtained from overseas. and toured 55

exhibitions around New Zealand.

Tomory listed the impediments to generating exhibitions: where to find

suitable works; how to convince owners to lend works, especially given New

Zealand's place'on the rim of the world'; the 14 days that it took to get works to

and from New Zealand, which ate into loan periods; the costs of shipping and

insurance.6 As Tomory noted: 'Each tour was a gamble as regards cost, and the

Auckland Art Gallery was out of pocket to a considerable extent if the gamble

was not successful.'7 The Department of Internal Affairs had occasionally

assisted with funding, but the advent of the Arts Advisory Council and the

Visual Arts Committee (which had made €3000 available for travelling

exhibitions) had considerably reduced this gamble.

In his address, Turnovsky emphasised the importance of travelling

exhibitions as the'most important and rewarding short-term means of

" Ibid.
t Tomory stated in his address that 'even if all the publicly owned pictures [in New Zealand) were brought
together in one place, they would not comprise a major collection.' This created, in his opinion, the lag in
appreciation of the visual arts in this country, as compared to literature and music. 'Travelling exhibitions
and the Arts Advisory Council' ( 1963), pp. 7- 8.
u Ibrd.. p. 8.
' Ibid. In 1957 the Gallery imported nine exhibitions for the cost of approximately €2000, of which amount
only half was recovered from participating galleries and through grants from the Department of Intemal
Affairs. In 1959 the imposition of import restrictions prevented the Gallery from bringing in any overseas
exhibitions.
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stimulating the visual arts.'s lnterestingly, Turnovsky identified one of the

benefits of travelling exhibitions as the creation of 'an awareness of quality

[which is] the first step towards spreading the desire among those who support

galleries to improve their own permanent collection.'q This accords with

Tomory's oft-repeated statement that the role of the Gallery \,r'as to stimulate the

public's interest in the visual arts by showing works of the best possible quality,

which would encourage people to support the visual arts independently.

Turnovsky also noted:

Some time last year, the A.A.C. called a meeting of art gallery
administrators to see whether agreement could be reached on a

comprehensive policy on travelling exhibitions and on the setting up of
an organization to tour them nationally. The outcome was meagre/ to say

the least. Galleries seem content to leave the initiative for selecting and

organizing overseas exhibitions largely to the Auckland Art Gallery, and

in particular to Mr. Peter Tomo{f, and to a lesser extent to the National
Gallery in Wellington. This places a heavy responsibility on Mr. Tomory's
shoulders, but if he is willing to bear if and everybody agrees that should
do so, no one will object, and, in fact, we will all be greatly indebted to
him.to

Tomory wrote in a 1957 issue of the Quarterly that the first travelling

shows generated by the Gallery went on tour in7956, and since then the scheme

had developed into a'full time service.'1r He explained that the Gallery in this

time had undertaken restricted tours of expensive overseas exhibitions

(including Henry Moore and XXth century French painting from the collection of Erick

Estoric) and larger tours of exhibitions of original prints and drawings (including

Drawings by four realist painters: Jack Smith, lohn Bratby, Derrick Greaves, Edward

Middleditch, Ecole de Paris prints and OId master drawings). The first touring survey

8Ibid., p.9.
o rbid.
'o Ibid., pp.9-10.
\t Auckland Ci4,Art Gallery Quarterl:r,, no.5, 1957. p.6.
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of New Zealand painting, Eight New Zealand painters, was also staged in1957.

Tour destinations included Hamilton, Gisborne, Tauranga, Napier, Wanganui,

Wellington, Christchurch, Timaru, Dunedin and Invercargill; the average cost of

each show was betweenf6 and f,7 (a hire charge of €L per week plus a share in

transportation costs). In his address to AGMANZ, Turnovsky suggested that

galleries with limited budgets would be better off using their funds to show

travelling exhibitions rather than buying works they may later regret purchasing.

Tomory drew on his contacts in Britain to bring shows to New Zealand.

One of his first letters back to England after his arrival was to Jackwood Palmer,

a colleague at the Arts Council of Great Britain, asking him to support his request

to Philip lames (director of the Arts Council) to send some of the Council's

exhibitions out to New Zealand, and also asking if Palmer would be willing to

help assemble an exhibition of drawings by contemporary British painters, also

to be sent to Auckland.'2 Likewise, he asked another ex-colleague, Joanna Drew,

to catalogue the works included in the 1956 show XXth century Frenchpainting

from the collection of Erick Estoic.13 Travelling exhibitions tended to focus on

recent art-Estoric's collection and Drawings by four realist painters: Jack Smith,

lohn Bratby, Derrick Greaaes, Edward Middleditch (a show of 'Kitchen Sink' or

British realist artists) in 1955, contemporary Australian painting in 1957,

drawings by contemporary West Coast American artists in7962 and modern

French sculpture in7963, to give some examples. Tomory also drew on his

contacts with dealer galleries, particularly to supply print shows, which were

easily transported and less expensive than painting or sculpture exhibitions. In

some cases, such as the 1957 exhibition of Rouault's Miserere series, the Gallery

would purchase works from these shows. Tomory's connections proved

'' P"t"t Tomory, letter to Jackwood Palmer, 20 March 1956, AAG archives.
" Peter Tomory, letter to Joanna Drew, 2l March 1956. AAG archives.
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invaluable in this area. For example, the Aucidand City Art Gallery became the

first gallery outside France to show a large body of Picasso's prints from the early

1960s , in the 1964 exhibltton One hundred and ttao linocutsby Picasso.This

opportunity arose when Tomory contacted Daniel-Henri Kahnweiler, Picasso's

dealer, to enquire about the possibilify of showing work by Picasso. Kahnweiler

had a show of Picasso's linocuts that had a gap before moving to its next

location, and he offered it, along with some earlier linocuts, if Tomory could

arrange for the show to be brought out, shown and returned in time to travel to

its next destination.la

Tomory often reviewed these touring shows, mostly in the journal Home

and Building. As the exhibitions were aimed at introducing audiences to modern

art, Tomory's reviews were usually short articles introducing the theme of the

exhibition and the artists included. Tomory sometimes noted in his reviews that

the works available to the Gallery for exhibition were not adequate to

communicate the exhibition's message. The 1953 exhibition Sculpture in France,

for example, was intended to'show the New Zealand public the foundation on

which the sculpture of this century is based, and to indicate the move away from

wholly naturalistic forms, heralding the abstracted forms with which the

sculpture of today is largely concerned.'l5 Unfortunately, the Gallery had been

unable to secure works by Villon and Brancusi for the exhibition, which Tomory

felt were needed to demonstrate the changes in sculpture before 1914. Although

he felt 'better justice would have been done to this fertile period if more works

had been available', Tomory concluded that the exhibition had been successful if

'* I am grateful to Hamish Keith and Gordon H. Brown for bringing the circumsknces behind this
exhibition to my attention.
I5 Peter Tomory, 'sculpture in France', Honrc and Building, vol.26, no. 6, November 1963,p. 44.
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'the work included in it appears as the essential foundation of 20th Century

Sculpfure.'16

McCahon's correspondence also reveals the frustration of trying to

assemble exhibitions under such limitations. In October 1957 he wrote twice to

Ron O'Reilly regarding the 20th century Frenchpainting exhibition the Gallery

was showing. In the first letter, McCahon wrote that'The French disappoint-I

always expect & hope for so much. But it will come, when we are established as a

gallery in the eyes of the world-then more valuable paintings will be sent.'l7

Later that month he wrote:

Myself am certain that the show [20th Century French Painting] wlll
disappoint. Tomory says it's a very good example of what you would see

in dealers galleries but that doesn't stop the disappointment-we have

been fed on the best books & reproductions that this more ordinary level

does disappoint. ... I just wouldn't know what to advise' Probably to take

it & as I said in the telegram-you can't get better for the money and who

is likely to put up more-sufficiently more money for a better show.rs

The 1958 exhibition British abstract painting was one of the most influential

of the international shows that the Gallery toured. It was especially notable for

two reasons: the resistance the Gallery encountered from other public galleries

when touring the show, and the influence the exhibition had on local artists. The

show was assembled from Metaaisual, tachiste, abstract painting in England today, a

1957 exhibition at the Redfern Gallery in London (run by expatriate New

Zealander Rex Nan Kivell). There the show included work by Terry Frost,

William Gear, Adrian Heath, Patrick Heron, Roger Hilton, Peter Lanyon, Ben

Nicholson and Victor Pasmore. Action painting or tachisme, was the European

equivalent of American abstract expressionism. Exemplified by artists such as

'" Ibid., p. 46.
It Colin McCahon, Ietter to Ron O'Reilly, October 1957, pnvate collection.

'8 Coltn McCahon, letter to Ron O'Reilly, late October 1957, pnvate collection.
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Georges Mathieu, Antoni Tirpies and Alberto Burri, tachiste painting is

aggressively physical, characterised by blotches and dabs of colour and heavy

impasto, free brushwork, dribbled paint and the application of paint directly

from the tube.

British abstract painting, as the exhibition was titled in New Zealand,

included many of the painters shown in the original exhibition.re New Zealand

audiences had recently been exposed to modern European art to some extent by

way of the Erick Estoric collection of French painting and Rouault's Miserere

prints. But where these shows had an'inescapable air of the past', British abstract

painting was, as Brown and Keith put it,'undeniably tP to the minute'.2O The

very contemporary nature of the works led the National Art Gallery and the

Dunedin Public Art Gallery to refuse to show the exhibition when the Gallery

undertook a national tour. The National Art Gallery management committee

stated that the exhibition consisted of a'collection of works of a particularly

extreme section of ultra-modernism in art ... people should not be fooled by

what is merely extravagant and grotesque in art.'2r The exhibition, the committee

concluded 'was not considered to merit display in the National Gallery.'22It is

interesting to note that in both cases the exhibition was shown in alternative

venues-the Architectural Centre Gallery in Wellington, and by the Visual Arts

Association and the Otago Art Society in Dunedin. As Damian Skinner observes,

the decision by the Architectural Centre to take the exhibition after the National

Ie Included in the show were: Gillian Ayres, Sandra Blow, Denis Bowen, Henry Cliffe, Bemard Cohen,

Robyn Denny, Paul Feiler, Donald Hamilton Fraser, Terry Frost, William Gear, Adrian Heath, Patrick

Heron, Roger Hilton, James Hull, Gwyther Irwin. Louis Jarnes, Peter Kinley. Peter Lanyon, Derek

Middleton, J. Milnes-Smith, Henry Mundy, Rodrigo Moynihan, Victor Pasmore, Ralph Rumney, Frank

Avray Wilson and Bryan Wynter.
?0 Gordon H. Brown and Hamish Keith, An inn'oduction to New Zealand painting, 1839-1967, Auckland:

Collins, 1969, p. 174. Hereafter abbreviated as Brown and Keith, Introduction (1969).
2' Cited in J. Barr and M. Barr, When art hits the headlines (1987), p. 23.
22Ibid.
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Art Gallery's refusal shows that the gallery saw itself as the modernist alternative

in Wellington, and as'Wellington's answer to the Auckland City Art Gallery.'za

The exhibition had a significant effect on New Zealand painters-an

impact some commentators have thought disproportionate to the quality of the

work it included. Brown and Keith write:

In retrospect it is hard to believe that the exhibition had the influence it
seems to have had, consisting as it did mainly of English imitations of
American Abstract Expressionism or tasteful versions of post-war School

of Paris abstraction, but whether by coincidence or direct influence the

scale of New Zealand painting began to radically alter from 1958.21

These changes were non-specific, they concede, but were more marked in the

work of Auckland painters. Brown and Keith aver that outside Auckland the

effect of the paintings was'undoubtedly limited'by the manner in which they

were presented.2s Tony Green has argued that Auckland painters were more

attuned to the style of painting presented in the show; observing the number of

paintings from St Ives in the exhibition, Green sees the'nature-abstraction'

common to these works as'coincid[ing] neatly with the predominant direction of

McCahon and his immediate cirde in the 1950s',and gives the painting of Jean

Horsley, Alwyn Lasenby and Freda Simmonds as evidence.26

The exhibition does appear to have had some impact on artists outside

Auckland. Jonathan Mane-Wheoki has noted that in the early 1960s Ralph Hotere

was strongly influenced by modern French painting; asserting that Hotere would

have seen British abstract painting, Mane-Wheoki cites his Polaris series as tachiste-

2r Damian Skinner, 'Making modernism: Helen Stewart and the Wellington art scene 1946-1960', Art Nev
Zealand 96, Spring 2000. p. 105.
2o Bro*n and Keith, Introduction (1969), p.174.
2'Ibid.
2o Tony Green, 'Modernism and modernization' ( 1992). p. 152.
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inspired works.27 Justin Paton suggests that the'significant leap in the quality' of

Wellington painter Don Peebles' Wellington Series paintings in the late 1950s may

have been spurred by his engagement with the works inBritish abstract painting,

which he helped to hang at the Architectural Centre Gallery.2s

Critics in the 1950s, noting painters' interest in tachisme, were dubious

about the benefit of drawing too heavily on European models. Kase Jackson's

abstract paintings, based directly on his response to the show, received particular

attention. I.V. Porsolt, in a review of the Gallery's Three abstract painters: Louise

Henderson, Kase Jackson, Colin McCahon (1.959), observed that Jackson's style

showed a loosening of technique and a bolder use of colour in works such as Hi-

Lo and R.A.F. Workshop, changes which he attributed to the painte/s study of the

British paintings. Porsolt did however note that Jackson's enthusiasm for tachisme

was not always beneficial for his painting, as some of his works 'demonstrate

more clearly than theorising how quickly an exciting novelty can fade into stale

gimmickry.'2e

*':'*

Tomory sought to limit the presence of local and amateur work in the exhibition

programme. Under Westbrooh a range of art groups and societies had exhibited

in the Gallery, induding the Auckland Society of Arts and the Rutland Group. In

his first report to the Auckland City Council, Tomory advocated allocating the

Lindauer Room as an exhibition space for such groups, thus separating them

from the main galleries. Tomory stated he had a'duty to the public' to stimulate

2? Jonathan Mane-Wheoki, 'Buck Nin and the origins of contemporary Maori art' , Art New' Zealand 82,

Autumn 1997, p. 62.
28 Justin Paton, Don Peebles: a harmo6, of opposites, Christchurch: Robert McDougall Art Gallery. 1996'

pp. l6-17. Flereafter abbreviated as Paton, Don Peebles (1996).
2e I.V. Porsolt, 'Gallery addition to Festival: three painters exhibit', NZH,3 June 1959, p. 9.
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interest, which could only be done by consistently showing works which had

'stood the test of time and criticism'.30 He argued that to act otherwise would in

fact be detrimental to the local artist: 'If this week we have an exhibition of the

works of Rembrandt in the gallery, and then next week an exhibition of the

works of John Smith who, we tell the public, lives next door to you, then I feel

that would tend more to cheapen the work of the local painter.'3l

Tomory's actions over the Kelliher Prtze exhibition illustrate his stance on

the place of amateur work at the Gallery. The Kelliher Prize, sponsored by beer

baron Sir Henry Kelliher, was designed to encourage traditional represmtational

landscape painting in the face of the emergent modernist tendencies in New

Zealand painting.32 The inaugural exhibition of Kelliher Prize entries was held at

the Gallery in 1956. An extra exhibition space had to be set up in Karangahape

Road, and the exhibition was hugely popular, drawing 2500 visitors in its first

four days.33 Kelliher himself was very pleased with the exhibition's reception,

stating that the response both from entrants and the public indicated an

'encouraging interest in realistic and traditional art'.u

Others were less enthusiastic. Fairburn was of the opinion that most of the

entties were lacking in taste, if not downright vulgar.3'5 He lauded Kelliher's

generosity and saw seme potential in the competition, hoping it might encourage

painters who had immersed themselves in'studio experiments based on avant-

garde European movements' to apply themselves to the translation of the New

Zealandlandscape into art.36 However he saw the competition's downfall in the

r0 'Hothouse of art interest: aim of new director'. NZH,6 April 1956, p. 13.
I'rbid.
r2 See Richard King, The Kelliher: 67 av,ard winning paintings, Auckland: Orakau House, 1979.
13 'E*hibition of N.Z. art draws crowds', NZH,28 July 1956, p. 14.
la'Paintings source ofpleasure', NZFI,2 August 1956, p. 12.
35 A.R.D. Fairburn. 'Afterthoughts on an an exhibition', Home and Building. vol. 19, no. 3, August 1956, p.

72.
16 Ibid.
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attempt to encourage representational painting'unilluminated by any adequate

knowledge of the history of art or awareness of tradition'.37 Fairburn's conclusion

was that:

A public art gallery should pursue a turly liberal poliry and show many

different kinds of art-even a certain amount of bad art-so long as its

main functions are not interfered with or neglected. The poliry
established by the new Director-and he is the first person in authority to

have insisted upon this very necessary procedure of stating policy-is
admirably designed to keep ihem in ProPer proportion to one another'

One is driven to wondet, therefore, how it comes that a display of this

particular sort should have been granted leave to sprawl across the two
main galleries of the Auckland Gallery for an extended period, without
any voice being raised in protest. If Aucklanders want this sort of thing
they had better re-name their gallery the'Picture Gallery' and leave art

out of the question.3s

Tomory, with his emphasis on high standards in temporary exhibitions, was in

fact vehemently opposed to showing the Kelliher Prize entries in the Gallery.3e

The Kelliher exhibition was antithetical to Tomory's aspirationsi in addition to

the competition's anti-modernist stance, the Gallery had no role in the selection

of exhibits. Tomory had made it clear in his first report to the City Council that

he was opposed to holding exhibitions at the Gallery if the staff had no control

over the quality of the work induded.a0 However, Westbrook had accepted the

Kelliher exhibition, and previous engagements had to be honoured before new

policies could be enacted. The 1956 Kelliher exhibition was the only one to be

shown at the Gallery-in1.957 the competition shi{ted to Wellington.

'' Ibid,, pp.72^73.
'" Ibid.. p. 73.
rn Tomory made his opposition to the Kelliher exhibition publicly known. Speaking at the Hamilton Art

Gallery while the Kelliher exhibition was on show in Auckland, Tomory described the entries as 'every

tourist's dream of New Zealand' (at the show, one could see 'every tourist attraction in the country from
North Cape to Blufl') but, he declared, they were not actually painting. 'Scenery bedevils N.Z. art', NZH,3
August 1956, p. 10.
tu Tomory, 'Auckland City Art Gallery director's report April 1956', pp. 5-6.
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Despite Tomory's opposition, the possibility of retuming the show to the

Gallery was raised twice during his tenure .In 1960 the Kelliher Art Trust citing

strong audience response in Wellingtoo applied to the City Council to show a

selection of that year's entries in Aucklan d in 1"96L. Tomory opposed the

proposal, reiterating that he was reluctant to accept an exhibition if he and his

staff were not involved in the selection process.al In 1964 Councillor Ambler

tabled a document listing points in favour of showing the Kelliher exhibition in

Auckland, including the interest generated by the show, the public demand to

see the entries and the Gallery's duty as a public ga11ery!2 Ambler acknowledged

Tomory's continued reluctance to show the Kelliher works, noting that granting

the application'would not in any way reflect on the professional competence of

the Director.'a3

In response Tomory repeated his earlier arguments, ild cited press

reports and professional opinions that supported his stance on the exhibition. He

also argued that in the past eight years the Gallery had organised many shows of

an international standard, had received favourable mention in the international

press, and already had an annual show of contemporary New Zealand work that

was of good quality and sufficient to needs.e For Tomory, refusing the

application was a matter of preserving the Galle4/s reputation both in New

Zealand and internationally. Tomory won this debate: a memorandum from the

Town Clerk dated 16 March 1964 conhrmed that the motion to hold the Kelliher

exhibition at the Gallery had been denied.

ar Minutes of the Parks and Library Committee. 3l October 1960, p. L
ot F. N. Ambler, 'Kelliher Art Exhibition: Points in favour of it being shown in the Auckland An Gallery',

undated report tabled at an Auckland City Council meeting c. early 1964, AAG archives.
o3 Ibid.
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**a
Tomory also discontinued the solo shows of local artists instituted by Westbrook.

Although seen by some as a storm in a teacup, as only two solo shows had

actually been held during Westbrook's tenure (Louise Henderson in 1"953, and a

John Weeks retrospective in 1955), Tomory's decision attracted considerable

media attention.4s Tony Green has described mid 1957 (when Tomory's decision

became public knowledge) as an interesting moment in the establishment of an

arts infrastructure in Auckland.6 In July that year Peter Webb opened his dealer

gallery, the first in Auckland to deal solely in contemporary art. The Auckland

Society of Arts (the chief sponsor of solo shows and one of the major exhibiting

opportunities for artists in Auckland) had moved to new premises in Eden

Terrace, and its new gallery was thought to be one of the best in the city. At this

moment Tomory formulated a shift in policy that saw the end of solo shows,

while simultaneously creating a new exhibiting opportunity by making the

upstairs gallery available to groups of three or more artists.

Tomory explained his decision as an attempt to prevent the Gallery

becoming embroiled in local art politics, and to reduce competition with the

newly-relocated Auckland Society of Arts.47 Tomory also openly stated that the

decision was made to protect the Gallery's reputation:

The holding of one-man shows of contemporary artists' work ... reduces

the public institution to an Aunt Sally, shied at by every art strata for
making the wrong choice of artist, and importuned by every Pressure

Broup that wishes to see its particular totem displayed. [In these

circumstances] director and gallery become an entity, and the gallery's

oa Peter Tomory, report to the Auckland City Council, l0 March 1964, AAG archives'
as See Antony Alpers "No one-man shows' means no-one worthy of them', Star.23 May 1957, p. 4.
a6TonyGreen,'PeterWebb'sGallery', BulletinofNer+'ZealandArtHistor1,,vol. l,1972,p. l3.Hereafter
abbreviated as Green, 'Peter Webb's Gallery' (1972).
ot 'Gallery trying to avoid local 'art politics", Star, 17 May 1957, p. 5.
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reputation rises and falls according io the ability of the director to pick a
winnet.as

The change in policy also seems to have been made with an eye towards

nurturing the emergent dealer gallery scene. Over the next three years artists-

usually from Auckland, but occasionally from Wellington and Christchurch-

took up the offer to show in small groups in the upstairs gallery. In 1960, when

The Gallery on Symonds Street (run by Frank Lowe and Don Wood, Iater known

as the Ikon Gallery) seemed to have gained a foothold, Tomory cancelled the

group-show policy in the hope of reducing competition between the Gallery and

the nascent dealer network.ae

Tomory's actions here were consistent with his repeated assertion that it

was not the role of the Gallery to promote individual artists, and his desire to see

a group of dealer galleries emerge in Auckland to fulfil this function. Moreover,

he saw staging solo shows as 'rather like laying the accolade on this artist or that

artist', a practice he sought to avoid.sO Green, writing in'1972, noted that

Tomory's refusal to hold one-man shows meant that battles for artistic

superiority now had to be fought in the Society's exhibition spaces rather than

the Gallery which might otherwise have placed its still-tenuous professional

status at risk.sl Green described Tomory's discretion in hindsight as'very

sensible', given the'growing division between the emerging new professionals

and the older generation'.s2

Green also argued that while Tomory's policy granted him some level of

impartiality, the new policy also endangered the validation that a professional

*8 Ibid.
oo Brown, New Zealantl painting 1940-1960 (19S1), p. 56
5o Kirker interview, Te Papa version, tape l.
5' Green, 'Peter Webb's Gallery' U972),p. 13.
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institution could confer:

This, no doubt, was a common fear among the younger artists who had

seen an institution emerge that was interested in supporting New
Zealand art and had confidence in its own professional prestige and
judgment. The Gallery had thus validated a professional attitude amonB

artists for the first time and offered a place to show outside the mixed

company of the Society exhibitions.s3

However, as Green has observed in a more recent article, the Gallery under

Westrbook and Tomoqv (with the aid of McCahon, Keith and later Gordon H.

Brown) became, in the absence of dealer galleries, the'only place where the art of

new ambitious New Zealand artists who did not fit readily with the scale and

style expectations of the hitherto dominant art societies could be seen."a In

addition to the annual touring shows of contemporary New Zealand art, initiated

in1957, Tomory's offer to make the first-floor gallery available to small groups

was readily taken up by artists. The innovation resulted in a series of exhibitions

devoted to the work of contemporary New Zealand painters, sculptors and

potters. In 1959 there were 1L exhibitions, with an average duration of three

weeks: one of works from a group of anonymous private collectors, two of

Wellington painting, three of Auckland painting, three shows bringing together

painting, pottery and sculpture and one each of sculpture and prints. In 1960

seven shows were held in the gallery: five painting exhibitions (including one by

Canterbury painters), a sculpture show and a show of drawings. The Gallery's

objective was to provide a'continuous exhibition of contemporary art', affording

viewers a more complete impression of 'what serious painting is being done

throughout the country'.ss That the first-floor gallery shows were seen as a

tt lbid.
s3 lbid." pp. 13-14.
so Tony Green, 'Making space', LOG lllustrated, tssue.l, Winter 1998, p. 5
55 Auckland Citt,Art Gallen'Quarterlt. no. 10, 1959, p' 7.
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necessary supplement to the Eight New Zealand painters series and the existing

programme of New Zealand painting exhibitions indicates the importance

placed on showing a range of contempoftry practice at the Gallery in this period.

The shows also provided a crucial exhibiting opportunity for artists in the years

between the dosure of Peter Webb's gallery in 1958 and the opening of The

Gallery on Symonds Street in 1960. As Tomory himself noted, the shows 'helped

to keep New Zealand arts before the New Zealand public and make them

familiar with serious artists throughout the Dominion.'s6 While the Gallery did

not directly facilitate the sale of the works, increased sales of exhibiting artists'

work were noted-again, the Gallery provided a stopgap between dealer

facilities.sZ

Tomory's early attitude towards New Zealand art in both his collection

and exhibition policies indicates a certain level of diffidence. Yet despite his

repeated statement early in his tenure that the Gallery's key objective was the

education of its audience rather than the promotion of the local artist, as the

years passed the number of shows devoted to New Zealand work far outstriPPed

his original suggestion of one survey exhibition each year. In November 1964 he

told the New Zealand Herald that in the previous three years 98 New Zealand

artists had been shown at the Gallery. Tomory's statements in this article seem to

indicate that he came to a gradual realisation that the Gallery had to provide for

New Zealand artists:

Mr Tomory said that in the year following an exhibition of New Zealand

painting in 1959-60, five of the artists represented got on a ship to Europe'

Whether this was the result of the exhibition he did not know, but it had

been disconcerting to watch the artistic population fading out.

tu Peter Tomory, 'Difficult year for Gallery', NZH, 12 December 1959' p. 26.

'' Ibid.
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'So I went around New Zealand with the idea of showing in the next

exhibition what was going orr and dealing with the younger artists iJ

they were painting seriously.'s8

Tomory here gives the reason why the Gallery, after three instalments of the

Eight New Zealand painters exhibitions, changed tack in 1960 and initiated the

Contemporary New Zealand painting and sculpture series. Eight New Zealand painters

was a series of annual touring shows designed to bring developments in New

Zealand painting to the widest possible audience.se The exhibitions were

essentially retrospective, encompassing an assortment of artists, ranging from

long-standing favourites such as Russell Clark to the relatively avant-garde Don

Peebles. In the catalogue for the inaugural show, Tomory wrote:

In New Zealand, with its principal towns geographically isolated, it is
very difficult for those interested in painting to obtain any complete idea

as to what serious painting is being done throughout the country.

Although several of the Art Societies oPen their annual exhibitions to
painters from other towns, none of these provide a satisfying survey.

It was these thoughts that suggested this exhibition, which we hope to
repeat each year.

We have tried to make the exhibition a reasonably representative one.

There are men and women, from the South and from the North, some

established artists, others not so established, representational painters

and non-representational, and so on.6tl

Tomory concluded by stating that the link between the eight artists was that they

were all'serious painters'. This statement seems to constitute the selection

criterion for the show, as there were few stylistic connections between the eight

tt 'Tomory denounces talk of Gatlery clique', NZH.25 November 1964, p.2.
5') The eight artists in the first show of the series were Rita Angus, Ivy Fife, John I-lolmwood, Milan
Mrkusich, Michael Nicholson. William Sutton, Sydney L. Thompson and Dennis Knight Turner, each

represented by five works.
ot' Pete. Tomory, 'Introduction' in Eight Nev' Zealand painters, Auckland: Auckland City Art Callery,

r95'.t.
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painters - Sydney Lough Thompson's impressionism, for example, Mrkusich's

abstraction and Angus' regionalism were all featured in the first show.

The use of the word'serious' allowed Tomory to grouP these disparate

artists. Maria Brown proposes that by 'serious' Tomory meant artists who'saw

their art as their most important occupation and would have pursued it as a

career had the option existed', and suggests that Tomory might have prefened to

use the word'professional', a term which was at that time inapplicable as artists

could not earn a living from the sale of their work.61 Tomory's use of the term

'serious painting' should also be considered in the wider context of his New

Zealand writing. In'Looking at art in New Zealand'and in his contribution to

Distance lool<s our usay,Tomory distinguished 'serious' from'popular' art, arguing

that serious art works are produced by way of an emotional and intellecfual

engagement with the subject that popular or illustrative works-which simply

re-present the familiar and rely upon the audience's recognition of a certain

scene or subject-lack. Interestingly, Tomory separated the'serious' from the

'professional' artist. He identified Hoyte and Gully as the first'professional'

artists, catering to a market of nostalgic recent immigrants: 'the professional

artist-here I would distinguish him from the serious artist-soon succumbs to

the repetitive production of popular devotional images, either nostalgic or super-

scenic.'62 Tomory's use of the term'serious' could thus encompass artists of all

styles, from neo-romanticism to abstraction, provided that he saw within their

work an originality of approach.

Maria Brown concedes that the diversity of styles in the Eight New

Zealand painters series 'muy indicate that the gallery was prePared to mount

representative shows even though some of the works did not fit the nationalist

u' Brown, 'The history and function of the Auckland City Art Gallery' (1999), p. I12.
ot Tomory, Distqnce (1961), p.68.
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agenda.'63 However, when the scope of the Gallery's exhibition programme at

this time is considered, it is difficult to support the notion that artists were

usually shown only if they were felt to represent Nationalist ideals. While the

Gatlery did not actively promote abstract artists in the same way that it

promoted those artists, especially McCahon, Woollaston and Angus, who

produced work related to the New Zealand landscape (the catalogues that

accompanied the exhibitions of New Zealand art, for example, rarely mention or

attempt to interpret abstract art) the point of these shows was to present a range

of styles, rather than build support for one particular style. I.V. Porsolt, for

example, reviewing Eight New Zealand painters III commented on the exhibition's

stylistic diversity. While noting in particular the range of abstract works, from

Simmonds' cubist-influenced skyscapes to Jackson's tachiste-inspired works to

Peeble's expressive abstract paintings, in the exhibition, Porsolt also remarked on

the inclusion of more traditional artists, such as Russell Clark and Evelyn Page.il

Some contemporary reviewers took issue with the selection of artists for

the series; H.M., reviewer for the Auckland Star, for example, declared that the

majority of the painters n Eight New Zealand painters //I had exhibited in the

earlier shows and asserted that this was'difficult to understand because there are

equally good and, in an instance or so, better artists in Auckland alone who have

not been given the chance to show their works in the gallery.'6s Interestingly,

given the accusations of 'benedictions', no artists were shown more than once,

and McCahon (surely the most likely to be singled out for this kind of attention)

was not included until the final show. As revealed by the cessation of the solo

ut B.o*n, 'The history and function of the Auckland City Art Gallery' (1999), p. 160.
6a I.V. Porsolt, 'Eight artists seen in group show', NZH, 19 October 1959, p. 15. Eight New' Zealand
painters 11l included Don Peebles, Evelyn Page, Freda Simmonds, Russell Clark. Keith Patterson, Alwyn
Lasenbv. Kase Jackson and Colin McCahon.
n' H.tut- 'Other N.Z. artists deserve place in exhibrtion' , Star, 19 October 1959, p. 6. Hereafter abbreviated

as H.M., 'Other N.Z. artists deserve place in exhibition' (1959).
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shows initiated by Westbrook, staff at the Gallery were very conscious of the risk

they ran of being perceived as 'playing favourites' , and. the need for the Gallery

to be seen as being above this kind of behaviour if the public were to believe their

pronouncements about the value of art, both historical and modern.66

Gordon H. Brown has suggested that these criticisms prompted the

rewording of the catalogue for Eight New Zealand painters /I (1958-59).67 Here

Tomory noted that, as with the first show, the second aimed at'a cross section of

serious painting in the Dominion.'t'8 He was careful to avoid any suggestion of

special favour: 'We have made no attempt to select in order of merit but rather to

present together artists who are making a positive contribution to the art of

painting in New Zealand.'6e The introduction for the third and final show in the

series was terse: 'This is the last exhibition of this series. Like those before, it aims

to represent serious painting in New Zealand. Again, we have endeavored to

show works by established artists and also those of a younger generation.'7o

Aligned with the Eight New Zealandpainters exhibitions is the 1958

exhibition Fiue Neza Zealand watercolourists.Tl Gordon H. Brown sees this

exhibition as more'artistically consistent' than the other three, agreeing with

Tomory's reasoning that watercolour painting was more advanced in New

Zealand than oil painting due to the length of the watercolour tradition, which

stretched back to the topographical artists.Tz Nevertheless, Elglrt New Zealand

bo Hamish Keith, personal communication to the author, 9 February 2004.
o' Brown, New' Zealand painting I 940- l 960 ( 1981), p. 56.
ut Peter Tomory, 'Introduction' in Eight New Zealand painters,Il. Auckland: Auckland City Art Gallery,

1958. The eight painten were Doris Lusk, Jan Michels, Janet Paul, Ron Stenberg, Arthur Thompson, John

Weeks, Toss Woollaston and John Zambelis.
oo Ibid.
t0 Peter Tomory, 'lntroduction ' in Eight Nev' Zealand painters 111, Auckland: Auckland City Art Gallery,

t 959.

" Five Neu, Zealqnd wstercolourisls included Rita Angus, Olivia Spencer Bower, T.A. McCormaclg

Gabrielle l{ope and Eric Lee-Johnson
tt Brown, New Zealan(l painting 1940-1960 (1981). p. 56; Peter Tomory 'Introduction'. Five New Zealand

v,'utercolouri.sls. Aucklancl: Auckland City Art Gallery, 1958.
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painters IIl indicated the development cf a school based around McCahon, the

Gallery and its Summer Schools. The show included McCahon and two of his

students, Freda Simmonds and Alwyn Lasenby; the similarity between their

work was noted by Christchurch artist and reviewer Nelson Kenny, who

described Lasenby as'a new painter of more than usual talent', but saw

Simmonds' work as derivative and'crude' in comparison.T3 The similarity was

also noted by H.M., who praised Kase fackson for not conforming to 'the present

imitative fashion of contrasting whites and blacks with a touch or so of green and

red that is over-present in the show.'7a As Gordon H. Brown has observed, while

some of the criticism levelled at the series was justified, the shows taken as a

whole did have some effect on'whittling down parochial attitudes and

preference for local painters.'75

In 1960 the Eighf New Zealand painters series expanded into a series of

more general exhibitions, Contemporary New Zealand painting and sculpture,held

annually until 1966. The new objective was to present recent (less than two years

old) work from a wider range of artists. The series aimed for coverage of 'serious

painting' which reflected a'cross-section of contemporary work' by both

established and younger artists, and demonstrated'artistic activities in other

centres beside Auckland.'76 The feeling at the time was that these shows marked

an important moment in New Zealand painting. McCahon, writing to Ron

O'Reilly, noted that the 1960 exhibitionContemporary Australian artwas a flop,

but'rightly so', as it'followed immediately on our N.Z contemporary ex. and

i3 Nelson Kenny, 'Last show in 'Eight New Zealand painters' series the best'. Pres'.r, 23 June 1960, p. 17.
to H.M., 'Other N.Z. artists deserve place in exhibitron' ( 1959).
?s Gordon H. Brown, l\tew,Zealand painhng 1940-1960 ( 1981), p. 57.
?6 Peter Tomory, 'Foreworcl' in Contempot'an' Nev'Zealand painting 1963. Auckland: Auckland City Art
Gallery, 1963. Similar wording is used in all the brief forewords Tomory wrote for the catalogues in this

series.
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just didn't measure Lrp.'' Contemporary New Zealand painting and sculpture,

McCahon continued, marked'the first time some real pride and enthusiasm

seemed to develop about N.Z. painting."s Nelson Kenny, reviewing the first

exhibition for the Press, described it as one of the best shows ever assembled by

the Gallery, with the general level of painting being'surprisingly high' and 'not

inferior' to that of exhibitions of international art the Gallery had recently

toured.Te Kenny also noted that an 'indigenous style of painting' could be

detected, and pointed to McCahon's influence:

The general character of the exhibition shows a tendency towards airy,

spacious compositions with rather light, high-keyed colour. Several of the

Aucklanders work in a style composed of simple forms and brilliant
effects of light but it owes so much to the individual example of Colin

McCahon that it cannot be classed as a regional style.80

For Brown and Keith, looking back in the late 1960s, it was the7962

exhibition that marked the point at which a New Zealand style began to reveal

itself.st Keith also reviewed this show in 1962, at which time he saw a 'much

greater convicfion [and] a much more general commitment to painting as a

means of communicating ideas'.82 Keith identified a number of changes that

suggested to him that New Zealand's painters and sculptors were maturing.

Although Europe, he declared, could still be seen in some works (especially those

by Melvin Day and Paul Olds), in other works'the elements that have always

been present in and unique to the best New Zealand. painting have become more

tt Colin McCahon, letter to Ron O'Reilly , 22 June 1960, AAG archives.
7t tbid.
tn Nelson Kenny, 'Woollaston dominates N.Z. painting exhibition', Press,22 July 1960, p. 5. The 1960

exhibition was shown at the Robert McDougall Art Gallery without the sculpture section.
*n lbid^

'' Brown and Keith. Introduction (1969), p. 175.
82 Hamish Keith, 'Contemporary New Zealand painting and sculpture', Home and Building, vol' 25. no. 7,

December 1962,p.49.
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obvious and controlled.'s3 Keith also detected an increased amount of passion in

the work ('[more] than was previously considered desirable or decent') and

stated that artists had started to worry less about garnering approval in its

various manifestations, such as having work reproduced in Landfall, or being

toured by the Canterbury Art Society.8a Joining in Tomory's criticism of literary

critics and literary-influenced painters, Keith noted that the most remarkable

change in recent New Zealand painting was'its emancipation from the rather

literary directions imposed on it by the pressures to produce a national stlle.'8s

Keith discerned a new interest in the urban landscape and in people, and-while

noting that McCahon and Woollaston continued to lead as New Zealand's most

mature and accomplished artists, and that landscape was still the dominant

subject matter-he pointed to Bryan Dew, Tim Garrity and Nelson Kenny as

examples of a new generation of artists more interested in human relationships

or urban situations.

Gordon H. Brown, writing rn1978, observed that the introduction of

survey shows of contemporary New Zealand art marked a change in Tomory's

attitude towards New Zealand art. In his analysis Brown added to these survey

shows 'exploratory exhibitions' such as Painting from the PaciJic and 4

retrospectiae exhibition: M.T. Woollaston and Colin McCahon, and notes that these

exhibitions were as important for artists as they were for gallery-goers:

The combined effect of these exhibitions gave the viewer the chance to

clarify and expand his responses to the visual arts as well as to define

more clearly the dimensions of New Zealand's art. To the artist especially

they supplied points of reference against which could be measured his

own achievements.66

8' Ibtd.
*o Ibid.
*'Ibid.
8t'Browr,, 'The visual arts' ( 1978), p. 326.
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In addition to the exhibitions devoted to contemporary practice, the

Gallery also organised shows of historical New Zealand art, with the intention of

creating a historical context for New Zealand art. A reporter writing in the

Auckland Star in 1965, summarising Tomory's achievements at the Gallery, noted

that:

ln exhibitions of New Zealand. painting there has been as much

concentration on early as contemporary art the endeavour being to show

the continuity of New Zealand painting.
A painter of about 1890 Van der Veldery is regarded by Tomory as

the father of modern painting in our country. A realist, he brought a sense

of tension and other underlying feeling into his painting. Not only have

his works been frequently exhibited, but the gallery's own examples of
his work have been increased from two to a dozen.

He is but one of several other painters of the past whom the gallery has

brought into deserved prominence.Ei

Van der Velden was given a prominent place in Tomory's New Zealand

art history, his importance being a matter of both the stylistic influence he

exerted and the professional example that he set for New Zealand artists.

Other artists were also accorded solo exhibitions with accompanying

catalogues, including j.C. Hoyte, James Crowe Richmond, John Kinder

and James Preston. While the catalogues for the contemporary exhibitions

usually consisted of a list of the works framed by a few introductory

remarks, the catalogues fol the historical artists form some of the first

pieces of monographic scholarship on New Zealand artists. In addition to

these monographic shows several group exhibitions were organised,

including A colonial aiew: paintings of early New Zealand :u:'1.958 and Colonial

Auckland: a collection of paintings, drawings and prints by early artists in L959.

$t Mac Vincent, 'The Aucklander's Diary'. Star,6 January 1965, p. 6.
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As noted above, these exhibitions were intended to establish a historical

context for contemporary New Zealand art. Brown and Keith see the decision

during Westbrook's tenure to create a collection of Frances Hodgkins' work and

to ask Eric McCormick to organise the 1954 exhibition Frances Hodgkins and her

circle as the beginnings of the'tentative construction of a general context for

native art'.88 A number of other exhibitions of early New Zealand artists,

accompanied by catalogues, were organised under Westbrook. Brown and Keith

also observe that McCahon had joined the Gallery staff at about the same time as

this project was set in motion, and remark that'it is, perhaps, not without

significance that a painter of the comparatively radical present became directly

involved with the presentation of a newly discovered past.'8e

In The Neut Zealand realist tuadition (1960) comparisons were explicitly

drawn between past and present New Zealand artists. In this show 19th- and

20th-century works were linked for the first time on a stylistic basis; Kinder,

Sharpe and Hoyte with Angus and Doris Lusk; van der Velden with Woollaston;

Frank and Walter Wright with Sutton and Russell Clark. If the exhibitions of

contemporary art were relatively diverse stylistically, the exhibitions of historical

New Zealand art tended to focus on those artists who were seen to be working in

a style that had direct links to modern painting. As Maria Brown notes, in this

way artists such as Kinder and John Buchanan, previously seen as producers of

historical or topographical records, were now re-framed as predecessors in a

rccognizably New Zealandstyle.e0 Hamish Keith, looking back on the period,

sees these historical exhibitions as a vital undertaking both in establishing a

88 Brown and Keith, Introduction (1969). p. 167.
to tbid.
oo Maria Brown, 'The public art gallery and the constnrction of a canon of modernist New Zealand art'.
paper presented at the conference of the Art Association of Australia and New Zealand, Victoria University
of Wellington, 2-5 December 1999, published as Pre/dictions: the role of art at the end of the millennium,
p. 144.
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context for New Zealand art, and also for the confidence of artists, who'now felt

they were not cut off, fthat] there had been people here before them.'el

+**
The criticism most often levelled at the Gallery's exhibition poliry (and therefore

at Tomory and other Gallery staff, namely Keith and Brown) by post-nationalist

critics is that exhibitions of New Zealand art at this time served largely to

construct a canon of New Zealand artists approved by nationalist writers; a

canon of painters who responded to the supposedly unique character of the New

Zealand landscape and the New Zealand light. One of the loudest voices in this

critique is that of art historian Francis Pound, who has argued that between 1930

and 1970 the majority of commentators on the visual arts showed an intense and

continuous aversion towards abstract art and artists. In a recent article on

Gordon Walters Pound writes that:

it should be recalled that from 1930 through to the '70s and beyond there

was an intense rhetoric against abstraction. The poet and critic A.R'D.

Fairbum perfectly set the tone for much Nationalist criticism to come

when he wrote in 1931:'As soon as you abstract, you falsify, and give the

lie to life. Hence the stinking falseness of all abstract art, that is to say all
analytic art. Hence the death-corpse-stinking falseness and utter
dishonesty of Picasso ... Picasso is a bearer of still-born children"ez

Pound argues that artists who did not fit the Nationalist model-especially

artists producing purely abstract work-were often'condemned during the

er Hamish Keith, personal commurtication to the author, 9 February 2004.
e2 Francis Pound, 'A memory inhering in forms: new sources in the later paintings of Gordon Walters,' lrt
Netu Zealand 107, Winter 2003, fn. 8, p. 90. The quotation is from a letter from Fairburn to Clifton Firttl
23 December l93l; see Edmond (ed.),The letters of A.R.D. Fairburn (1981)' pp.60-61.
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Nationalist time to relative silence and irrvisibility'.e-* He also argues that

supporting abstract artists-artists working in an'Internationalist' style-would

have run counter to the nationalist ideology and the endeavour to identify an

indigenous art, which, it was thought, would grow from the interpretation of

New Zealand. As he wrote in 1989:

Any too pure a Modernism was seen in New Zealand specifically as a

departure from landscape-and usually a teprehensible departure. A
Nationalist criticism constituted as pathological all possibility but
landscape. It soon pathologised painters like Mrkusich and Walters as the

'foreign', as the 'Internationalist', as the reprehensible Other'ea

In the 1980s post-nationalist writers sought to'de-pathologise' abstract artists,

and assert their existence (and significance) during the nationalist period.

Gordon Walters in particular became the key example of an abstract artist

overlooked by nationalist taste-makers. Maria Brown writes;'if the records and

publications of the Auckland City Art Gallery were all that survived from the

period 7952 to 7964 one might conclude, wrongly, that [Walters] was not active

as a painter in that period.'es Brown then seeks to explain why Tomory did not

write about Walters, and why his work was not exhibited or collected by the

Auckland Gallery:

Walters' total commitment to abstraction may have played a part but
Mrkusich and Peebleg who also painted in an abstract manner, exhibited

frequently at the gallery and both were rePresented in exhibitions sent

overseas. The fact that Walters was based in Wellington could be a factor,

but so was Peebles who, like Walters, had spent several years out of New
Zealand. There was also Walters' recourse to Maori motifs which was not

e3 Francis Pound, 'The word and the art: New Zealand art criticism c. 1950-c. 1990' in Mary Barr (ed')'

Headlands: thinking through New Zealand art, Sydney: Museum of Contemporary Art. 1992,p. 187.

Hereafter abbreviated as Pound. He.adlands (1992\.
na 

Francis Pound, 'Walters and the canon', in James Ross and Laurence Simmons (eds.), Gordon Walters

order and intuition. Auckland: Pelorus Print, 1989. p. 55. Pound's emphasis. Hereaflerabbreviated as

Pound. 'Walters and the canon' (1989).
nt Brown, 'The history and function of the Auckland City Att Gallery' (1999)' p' 179.
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easily accepted, but then at least one painting by Theo Schoon, evidently
based on Maori art, was shown at the Auckland City Art Gallery. ".
Additionally, Paratene Matchitt and Arnold Wilsoru two Maori

modernistt also exhibited at the Auckland City Art Gallery. Perhaps the

main factor was the fact that Walters did not exhibit until 1965" therefore,

very few people must have been aware of his work and its quality.g0

In his essay'Walters and the canon' Pound quotes Walters' avowal that he did

not show his 1950s abstract gouaches for nearly two decades because he

considered the artistic climate previously to have been hostile to abstraction, and

then states:

Walters' consideration was right, of course. The Nationalist climate was

hostile to abstraction. ... This, I would say, was the largest solirude in
New Zealand, the solitude of painters like Walters, the solitude of what
was called the 'ultra modernist'-and not that much vaunted and

mythical solitude of McCahon ... e7

Pound condudes with a rhetorical flourish: 'Will it perhaps be the fate of my text

to announce such a myth for Walters? A myth of suffering solirude? To become,

in this respect, an unwished for, but perhaps not entirely undesirable,

annunciatory angel?'e8 The short answer would be'yes'. As Nicholas Thomas has

declared, 'the art-historical tale that has been told [about Walters'

marginalization] is sheer myth'.9 As Maria Brown concludes, it is very difficult

to show an artist who is not making his work available for public exhibition.

Once Walters began showing, he was quickly absorbed into the artistic

mainstream, with exhibition opportunities, positive reviews and government

nu Ibid.
e? Pound, 'Walters and the canon

"* Ibid.

'n Nicholas Thomas, Pttssession.
t45.

'(1989), p.59. Pound's emphasis.

indigenous art/colanial culture. London; Thames and Hudson, 1999, p'
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grants, including an Arts Council Fellowship in1977. Nicholas Thomas notes:

From the time he began to exhibit his mature work in the mid-1960s,

Walters was never marginalized or stigmatised to the extent that has been

asserted. His isolation has been stressed in order to build an image of a

creative figure far ahead of an indifferent and mediocre culture.too

Writing by post-nationalist critics, intent on reinserting abstract artists into

the art history of the 1950s and 1960s, has served to create an impression of an

artistic culture far more hostile to abstraction than acfually seems to have been

the case. it is difficult, for example, to support the notion of Mrkusich as

'pathologised' in the nationalist period when one looks over the exhibition

records from the time. Admittedly, Mrkusich was not accorded anywhere near

the critical attention received by McCahon, Woollaston and Angus. However,

during Tomory's tenure Mrkusich was induded in a wide range of exhibitions,

including Eight New Zealand painters (7957), Conternporary Neat Zealand painting

and sculpture (1950), ThreeNew Zealand painters: Milan Mrkusich, Don Peebles, I.P.

Snadden (1960), Contemporary Neu) Zealand painting (1961), Painting from the Pacifc

(1961) arrd Contemporary painting in New Zealand, the L964 exhibition curated by

Tomory for the Arts Council and shown at the Commonwealth Institute in

London. It is significant that Mrkusich was included in a number of survey

shows, in particular Painting from the Pacifc and Contemporary painting in New

Zealand, where his work was intended to represent an abstract movement in New

Zealand painting. White no purchases were made of Mrkusich's work during

Tomory's tenure, his Landscape (1955) had been purchased in 1955, Painting 61--73

(1961) was purchased in 1965 and Four elements abooe (Crimson) (1965) tr.1.966-

Richard Lummis, in his thesis on Dennis Knight Turner, makes a similar

point, arguing that Turner's work was shown regularly at the Gallery as part of
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Tomory's attempt to reconcile viewers to modern New Zealand art.l0r Lummis

rebuts Robert Taylor's characterisation of Turner's work as marginalised,

disregarded and excluded, including his statement that:

As the support structures for the future professionalism of New Zealand

art began shaping, it became increasingly cleat that efforts were to be

orchestrated around particular individuals, and that these did not include

the untrained commercial upstart from Wanganui.r02

Lummis cites Turner's shows at the Gallery-such as his inclusion in Nea,

Zealand painting (1956), Eight New Zealand paintns (1957) Contemporary New

Zealand painting and sculpture (1962) and Contemporary Neut Zealand painting

(1963)-as evidence against this statement. Turner himself does not appear to

have felt slighted by the Gallery, and to have respected the judgement of the

Gallery staff, as this 1957letter to Tomory suggests:

The prospects of the exhibition [Eight Nr.w Zealand paintersJ are intriguing
and important for the painters concerned, and I am pleased therefore that
I should not myseif have to select my exhibits. I experiment too much to

know for sure if any of it is good,r03

Don Peebles' work was also frequently presented at the Gallery from the

late 1950s. His work from the very end of the 1950s shows an increased mastery

of colour and composition; these completely abstract paintings received positive

reviews in Wellington and, as Justin Paton notes, 'lifted Peebles onto a regular

(or less irregular, at least) exhibition circuit, chiefly at the Auckland City Art

Gallery, whose progressive new director Peter Tomory had arrived at the Callery

roo lbid.
l"r Richard Lummis. 'Dennrs Turner in context', unpublished MA thesis, University of Auckland, 1998' p.

10. Here after abbreviated as Lummis, 'Dennis Tumer in context' (1998).

'02 Robe.t Taylor, 'Tiki: the retum of Dennis Knight Turner', Art New Zealand 67, Winter 1993, pp. 58'62,

o. 59.
10t Denrris Knight Tumer, letter to Peter Tomory, l6 January 1957, AAG archives.
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in 7956 and ushered several Wellington abstractionists northwnlds.'l0a Granted

an Association of New Zealand Arts Societies Fellowship Award in 1960 (the first

abstract painter to receive one of the very few grants available to artists at this

time, itself an indication that institutions were not as averse to abstract art as has

been argued) Peebles lived in London from 1960 to1962. Despite this absence, his

work was shown at regularly at the Gallery between 1959 and 1964, including the

important exhibition s Painting from the Pacific and Contemporary painting in Nern

Zealand (1,954).

**.1.

In 7961, the Gallery staged Painting ftom the Pacific, an exhibition which brought

together New Zealand, Australian, Japanese and West Coast American painters.

By showing New Zealand artists with artists from other countries, the show

significantly extended the comparative activities undertaken in earlier shows,

such as The New Zealand realist trndition in the previous year. Painting from the

Pacific was an experiment designed to test the hypothesis that painting in

countries bordering the Pacific had developed common stylistic features. The

impetus for the exhibition came from McCahon's 1958 trip to the United States;

upon his return McCahon spoke of his curiosity as to whether the art produced

in countries bordering on the Pacific might share any similar elements'10s

Tomorp writing in the introduction to the catalogue, noted that in recent

exhibitions of West Coast American, Japanese and Australian art at the Gallery

similarities had been observed between artists from those countries and artists

from New Zealand-a similariw Tomory described as a'a certain

'oo Paton, Don Peebles (1996), p. 16.
r0s Gordon H. Brown, personal communication to the author, 19 January 2004.
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homogeneity-a sympathetic link, perhaps intangibte, and certainly indefinable.'

The point of the exhibition was to bring painting from the four countries together

in order to test the hypothesis that the Pacific'provided some common

characteristic: perhaps light, or topography, or perhaps again, some indefinable

element.'r06 Tomory's introduction had a distinctly speculative tone, and

emphasised that whether or not the hypothesis was proved, the show would

nonetheless'give considerable evidence of the vitality of contemporary painting

in the PacJfic.'1}7

Tomory's introduction to the New Zealand section of the catalogue cast

New Zealand painting-and the exhibition-in regional terms. He wrote:

All four regions have a coastline with thousands of square miles of the

Pacific hemmed against it. This huge liquid mirror reflects back the light,

Fving it an intensity which exposes the natural forms in sharp contrasts

of black and white: a phenomenon more true perhaps of the islands of

Japan and New Zealand than of the Pacific coasts of America and

Australia with their continental hinterlands.
The New Zealand paintings in the present exhibition have been

chosen particularly because they demonstrate this regional attachment.

For all ten artists, whether Europe Japan or America have pointed their
direction, have achieved what might be called successful regional

adaptions-which subscribe to the general theme of this exhibition.r0E

Other contributors to the catalogue discussed the works in regional terms. Laurie

Thomas, writing on the Australian exhibits, noted that'None of the artists

represented in this small and by no means comprehensive collection of

Australian paintings would want to be insular in expression, but all would hope

106 PeterTomory,'Foreword' inPaintingfrom the Pacific,Auckland: Auckland City Art Gallery, l96l'
n.p.

"" Ibid.
'08 Peter Tomory, 'New Zealand introduction' in Paintingfrom the Pacific. Auckland: Auckland City Art
Gallery, 1961, n.p.
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that something distinctively local would somehow reveal itself in their work.'10e

George Culler, writing on the American works and the idea that artistic

movements had now become'universal', suggested that'important regional and

individual differences exist within the shared idioms, the world-wide trends.

Painting in the United States has some qualities other than those found in

European work, and within the United States paintings created on the West

Coast differ in significant ways from the productions of the New York school.'lro

The New Zealand artists included were John Holmwoo4 Jean Horsley,

Alwyn Lasenby, McCahon, Mrkusich, Keith Patterson, Peebles, Freda Simmonds,

John Pine Snadden and Woollaston, each represented by a single work. The loose

grouping of Auckland painters who depicted the landscape in a semi-abstract

manner, associated with McCahon and his Summer School classes, was heavily

represented. The selection was however aimed at showing a range of stylistic

response to the Pacific situation, and therefore included the romantic realism

demonstrated by Holmwood, Woollaston's regional expressionism and the

abstract painting of Mrkusich and Peebles. While these groupings meant that

links could easily be drawn between the New Zealand painters, Tomory's

general hypothesis proved incorrect. As Brown and Keith note: 'Some

relationship could be made between the Japanese, West Coast American and

New Zealand paintings in the collection, though almost none between them and

the Australian group, but not to the extent that it could be said to derive from a

specifically Pacific context.'lrl For these commentators, the show was significant

because for the first time contemporary New Zealand painting had been aligned

'0e Laurie Thomas, 'Introduction Australia' in Painting.fi'orn the Pacific, Auckland: Auckland City Art
Gallery, 1961, n.p.

"u George Culler, 'America introduction' in Painting.from the PaciJic, Auckland: Auckland City Art
Gallery, 1961. n.p.

"tBro*n and Keith, Introduction (1969), p. i65.
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with its international counterpart. Brown and Keith's assessment was shared by

contemporary commentators, includin g Tomory himseU.

Tomory reviewed his own show in Home and Buildins. He described the

exhibition's intent as'ambitious', but acknowledged that'one would be brave

indeed to state that its aim was realised in any positive manner.'l12 Tomory did

identify one feature that all the paintings seemed to share:

there was one thing which seemed to have a regional quality and that was

the brushwork. It is difficult to define but I remember in Dusseldorf

seeing the David Thompson collection, in which nearly every well-known
20th century European artist was represented. The quality was

prodigious but there was one room containing only American
paintings-Guston, Motherwell, Rothko, Pollock, etc., and suddenly I
was aware of feeling quite at home. Now the main difference was the

putting on of the paint. It had a kind of blunt inelegance about it.113

Tomory acknowledged that this claim was tenuous, and that his suggestion was

tentative and more applicable to the American, New Zealand and Australian

works. For Tomory, unlike Brown and Keith, it was the Japanese work that did

not fit the general pattern, an aberration he put down to a long tradition of

craftsmanship leading to'subtleties and refinements' not apparent in the other

countries' exhibits. Another factor separating the Japanese works from the

otherg in Tomory's opinion, was the decorative role of painting in Japan, in

comparison to the European attitude which'eschews decoration as an aim./lr4

Tomory noted that his reaction to the Japanese works was coloured by his

Western art-historical perspective: 'we as European critics fail sometimes to

' 't Peter Tomory, 'Painting in the Pacific', Home and Building, vol. 24, no. 2, July 1961, p' 56'

"r lbid.
'ro Ibid., p. 59.
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accept decoration and try to extract something that was never there in the first

place.'tts

Wystan Curnow also reviewed the exhibition , in Landfall, where he

convincingly refuted the validiry of Tomory's daims for geographical

similarity.l16 He did allow. however, one similarity that draracterised the Pacific

Rim region:

a common concern with the overbearing presence of the land and sea, an

affinity whidr, by its very nature, leads to disparity since, in each region,

the painter must come to grips with what are, I maintain, regional

situations.... And this is a concern which is certainly not shared by the

metropolitan art centres of Europe and the American East Coast ...117

Cumow stated that metropolitan art was'much more likely to produce a

common set of symbols than is the art of the Pacific because highly urbanized,

industrialized, nations tend to present the artist in any part of the globe with

rather similar environmental tensions.'irE Art from Pacific regions, Curnow

argues, is less likely to share a common language as artists in these regions

respond to individual, regional, situations. Japan (highly industrialised and

densely populated) would appear to contradict Curnow's argument, a

coniladiction he dealt to by noting the'forbidding and menacing Presence' of its

mountainous landscape. Like Tomory, Curnow contrasted the refinement of the

Japanese exhibits with the'raw vitality' of the New Zealand, Australian and

some of the American works.

Cumow saw the New Zealand selection as the only one to directly

address the exhibition's thesis, feeling that the three other countries'

"5 Ibid.
r16WystanCumow,'PaintingfromthePacific', Landfall,vol. l5,no.3,September196l,p.259.Cumow's
emphasis.

"t Ibid., p.260.
t'8Ibid., p.2s9.
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contributions were simply representative of painting in those regions in general.

Curnow,like Tomorp discussed the works in terms of regional styles:

New Zealand painters over the last decade or so have generally sought an

effective regional definition and the works of Lasenby, Peebles and

Woollaston demonstrate a growing maturity which is unmatched by the

Australian exhibits. Mrkusich and Mdahon share with these painters a

power and honesty of conception that cannot be denied. McCahon once

again gives proof of his ability to create symbols that possess a
compulsive empathy in a work lGate, L96Il which, interestingly enough,

is compositionally akin to those of Bischoff and Diebenkotn.rle

Painting in the Pncific was a highly significant, if flawed exhibition.

Although its premise was disproved, it stands as an early instance of

contemporary New Zealandpainting shown in an intemational context'

Moreover, it is significant because it placed the regional quality of New Zealand

art-rather than a single, national style-in relation to that of other Pacific rim

nations, denying New Zealand's and New Zealand art's supposed insularity. As

the following extract from Tomory's 1985 interview with Kirker reveals-and as

will be discussed in the following chapter-regtonalism was a notion that

enjoyed significant currency in this period:

We all had ideas about what constituted an indigenous way of painting,

etc. At Auckland we organised that big show Art of the Pacifc [sic] to see if
there was some kind of common factor. In the end, I don't think there was

one. That was very revealing because what you saw was contemporary

art and each country had its own particular way of tackling it. Artists

don't think of themselves as Australians or New Zealanders or

Canadians, they think of themselves as artists - they are making 61f.120

***

"" Ibici., p.262.
'20 Kirker, Art Neu'Zealand 4l (1986), p. 76.
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Tomory saw the Gallery's cote role as the'raising and spreading of aesthetic

standards amongst the public.'lzr The development and display of the Gallery's

permanent collection was one way of educating the audience. The programme of

femporary exhibitions-intended to complement rather than outshine the

exhibitions of collecfion works-was another. While initially Tomory advised

that the Gallery should hold four or five exhibitions of oil paintings each year

(brought in from overseas) and an annual exhibition of contemporary New

Zealand painting, as this chapter has shown, the temporary exhibition

programme expanded considerably beyond this original vision, especially as the

Gallery became the leading facilitator for touring shows in New Zealand. Most

notably, Tomory's exhibition programme did much to familiarise audiences in

Auckland and throughout the country with modem art, both international and

local. The Gallery also offered significant opportunities for contemporary New

Zealand artists to show their work in a period when alternatives to the

traditional art society shows were only just beginning to emerge. In 1968, in The

pattern of New Zealand culture, Tomory noted that the regular stream of

exhibitions that now moved around New Zealand had significantly contributed

to a new level of 'public awareness and demand, resulting in the establishment of

dealer galleries and thereby serious recognition for the New Zealand artist.'lz2 In

this way Tomory (four years after leaving the Gallery) confirmed that one of his

major objectives as Director had been achieved.

'2t Tomory, 'Auckland City Art Gallery director's report April 1956', p. 6.

':r Tomory, Pattern (1968), pp. 203-4.
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IV Peter Tomory and New Zealanil art history

Like Gaul, the history of art in New Zealand can be dioided into three parts. The

topographical period, the transitional period, and the modern period- a rather similar

pattern to that uthich obtains in the lJnited States, and a pattern which is to be found in

almos t aII ex- colonial countries.l

During his twelve years in New Zealand, Tomory wrote prolifically, publishing

articles on New Zealand art in a range of books, periodicals and catalogues. This

chapter examines the tripartite structure of Tomory's history of New Zealand art.

Tomory's history is iargely one of painting (although in various texts he

considers graphic art, sculpfure, architecture, ceramics and typography) and

solely a history of artists and artistic movements that derive from European

culture.2 Tomory constructed a narrative that included or exduded particular

periods, movements and artists, on the basis of their contribution to the

development of modern painting in New Zealand. An examination is also made

of ways that Tomory's writing has been interpreted and employed, both by his

contemporaries and by later art historians. The chapter ends with a discussion of

Tomory's writing on art criticism in New Zealand, and his lobbying for a more

professional approach to this task.

*+*

' Tomory, Pattern (1968), p.176.
r Thrs thesis does not allow space for a detailed discussion of Tomory's treatment of Maori art. For a

discussion of this topic, see my art history honours paper. "Iomory's texts: a discussion of Peter Tomory's

New Zealand writings, 1956-1968'; Leonard Bell, Landfatl, the 'prirnitive', and the visuai arts in the

1950s'. Lanrlfall, uoi. 185, April 1993, pp. 106-l l3; Buck Nin and Baden Pere. Nev', Zealand Maori culture

and the contenq)oran' scene, Christchurch, 1966.
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provide a solid foundation and tradition for the fruitfui decades that were to

follow.'a6

In his later surveys Tomory took a wider view of the circumstances which

led to the rebirth of the modern movement, rather than attributing it solely to

artists being forced to come to terms with the 'real' New Zealand. ln Painting

1890-1950 Tomory considered the artists who stayed in New Zealand during the

'exodus', and the slow development of an arts infrastructure. Tomory expressed

some sympathy for those artists who remained or returned, describing, for

example, the lack of reaction to the work John Weeks brought back from North

Africa. He also pointed to the continued presence of serious artists in most of the

major centres: A.H. O'Keeffe in Dunedin; Margaret Stoddart in Christchurch;

D.K. Richmond, and in the 1920s T.A. McCormack, in Wellington. Tomory also

emphasised the importance of patronage, both direct financial support and the

'intellectual stimulus and shelter given by people such as the poet Ursula

Bethell.'a7 These factors led Tomory to conclude that when R.N. Field and

Christopher Perkins arrived in New Zealand as part of the La Trobe scheme in

the 1920s, 'the artistic ground was stony but not infertile.'a8

These English painters had significant roles in Tomory's narratives, as

each contributed to one of the two movements that for him characterised

contemporary New Zealand painting. Tomory identified Perkins as stylistically

indebted to Paul Nash, leader of the English neo-romantic movement. Perkins'

influence, Tomory wrote, 'which may be detected at its best in the early work of

Rita AngUS', gave rise to'what is known, perhaps frivolously, as the Dead Tree

and Old Colonial House School'.ao Tomory saw Field's influence as an important

oo Tomory, Painting 1890-1950 (1968), p. 5.
ot rbid.. p. 4.
o* Tomory, Painting 1890-1950 (1968), p. a.
oo Tomory, Pattern (1968), p. l8l.
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factor in a refurn to the feeling of the 1890s. He wrote that Field's theory-'that

subject or symbol were to be sought through the expressive use of form and

colour'-could be seen in his own work and also that of his students, and that in

this way'the interpretation of the New Zealand environment made by the earlier

artists was to be re-adopted.'il Tomory also noted that both McCahon and

Woollaston spent some time at the Dunedin Technical College under Field's

tutelage.

Tomory identified a number of other factors which were important in

fostering the modern movement in the 1930s. To Field's and Perkins' influence

he added the'undercurrent of emergent nationalism, which got its strength from

the generation of the twenties'.51 He noted the importance of New Zealand

artists who had retumed from Eutope, especially Mina Arndt, who had studied

under Lovis Corinth, and Flora Scales, who had studied at the Hans Hofmann

School and would later influence Woollaston. Tomory also observed that this

was the time when the first affordable, well-illustrated art books appeared on the

market--especially the Phaidon Press monographs-and noted that both

McCahon and Woollaston studied the Phaidon book on C6zanne. Reviewing the

1930s, Tomory was of the opinion that despite the New Zealander's love for the

foreign expert, the real regeneration of painting centred on Field's group of

artists in Dunedin, and was reinforced by the presence there of Charles Brasch

and Rodney Kennedy, pioneer collectors of modern New Zealand painting. He

noted that Canterbury had a similar group of artists (including Angus) and

tagged the establishment of The Group in7927 as a significant development. To

this list of artistic communities that fostered a serious attitude towards painting,

Tomory added the Mapua/Motueka area, noting that Naim, Arndt, Woollaston

'u Tomcrry, Painting 1890-1950 (1968), p. a
'' Tomory, Pattern (1968), p. 180.
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and Mdahon had all painted there: 'In its way, this area played as important a

part in New Zealand painting as Pont Aven had done in France, for without the

continuum it provided for painting and discussion from 1939 to 1948, it is

doubtful whether painting in this country would be where it is today.'52

In his writing Tomory consistently identified McCahon, Woollaston and

Angus as pioneers of the modern movement and New Zealand's senior

contemporary artists. While Woollaston and McCahon had both been recognised

by earlier writers, Tomory's attention to Rita Angus brought her work new

prominence.s3 When asked in 1985 why he singled her out, Tomory explained

that it was because of the painterly quality of her work:

When I went to her house in 1958 she had all these things under her bed.

There were these marvelous watercolours and they were completely

different, not that kind of soft line and contour stuff but very crisp and

beautiful colour. Like Woollaston you could recognise her immediately as

a painter.sa

This 'standard, accepted and authoritative trio' (as Francis Pound describes

them) was reinforced by Hamish Keith and Gordon H. Brownin An introduction

to Netu Zealand painting 7839-7967, which gave the canonical status of McCahon,

Woollaston and Angus lasting form.s5 One could argue, as Maria Brown ha+ that

in many ways this status holds strong today, and its longevity might be

attributed to the fact that many of the original sources on modemist New

Zealand painters were published by the Auckland City Art Gallery.s6 For

Tomory, Woollaston and A.gus were'the first consistently serious painters' to

emerge in the 1930s, who were'concerned essentially with the contemporary

s2 Ibid., p. 182.

" Pound, Headlands (1992), pp. 190-92.
to Kirker, Anne, 'Peter Tomory's New Zealand years' , Art Nev'Zealand 41, Summer 1986-1981 , p.71
Hereafter abbrevrated as Krrker, Art New Zealantl 4l (1986-87).
js 

Pound, Headlands (1992), p.192.
tu Brown, 'The history and function of the Auckland City Art Gallery' (1999), p. 145.
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attitude.'s7 To them he added McCahon, despite the fact that he oniy began to

exhibit towards the end of the decade:

I have used the names Woollaston and McCahon because by and large

they are the most mature. Woollaston is 54 or thereabouts; McCahon is
45; and I should indude Rita Angus as well. The three of them are much

of a painting age because they were all working in the '30s. They are

interesting because neither Woollaston nor McCahon has spent any

length of time out of New Zealand. We had a retrospective exhibition of
both of them in Auckland about two years ago, showing paintings from
1935 up to 1962. There are no other artists, except Rita Angus, you can do
this with.s8

Tomory did not attempt to draw strong stylistic comparisons between the

three painters. Tomory linked Angus to the romantic and regionalist movements

in British and American painting, in the sense that her work was concerned with

symbols of New Zealand and New Zealanders. His connection was heavily

qualified:

her vision of New Zealand, was certainly romantig but it was as

individual as that of Stanley Spencer in England or Grant Wood in the

United States, and she probably shared with them an enthusiasm for the

fourteenth century Italian and Flemish painters. Hence the clear bright
colours ... and her dearly defined yet unsophisticated forms make her art
more neo-Gothic than romantic. Her subjects, nevertheless, were

contemporary unvarnished literal truths. The up-country railway station

of Cass is as clear an identity as Mrs Betty Curnow, but the handling of
colour and form enabled the artist to transform these realities into
timeless emblems of a land and people.5o

In contrast, Tomory described Woollaston using land and peoPle as'motifs', as

Cdzanne had done: '[t]hey were to be resolved into static or articulated complex

t7 Peter Tomory, 'It started in the thirties', Listener, November 6. 1964, p. 5. Hereafter abbreviated as

Tomory. 'It started in the thirties' (1964).
t8 lbid.'The 1963 retrospective of McCahon and Woollaston's work was onginally intended to include
Angus. but she declined to be involved.
" Tomory, Painting 1890-:,950 (1968), p.5. Mrs Betfi,Curnow is better known as Portrait oJ Bettv"

Curnov,.
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forms, convex light-reflecting forms, concave shadow-harboring forms, vehides

of colour and tone, but never unfeeling forms. His aim, as he has written, is to

paint "the essence of feelin g" , and the figures, nude, and landscape [paintings]

reveal instinctive truths.'60 Tomory also made strong connections between

Woollaston's st5rle and German expressionist painters, noting that Flora Scales

had introduced Woollaston to Hans Hofmann's colour theories, 'which enabled

his style to become more fluid, more expressive.'61 In 1985 Tomory recalled a

conversation with Woollaston:

I remember in fact when I saw some Toss WooUastons for the first time, I
mean a number of them, and I was talking to him and I said 'You must
have been impressed with [Oskar] Kokoschka', and he said 'Who's

Kokoschka?'. Because there was one picture there with a setting sun and

it looked just like one of Kokoschka's townscapes. He'd never heard of
him and yet I thought there must have been some German Expressionist

background and of course there was through Flora Scales, because she

trained in Munich. So I was right in a way, but he'd never heard of

Kokoschka he'd never looked at any German expressionism . '.62

Nonetheless, Tomory saw Woollaston's work as an example of 'European

expressionist colour and form [being] perceptively employed by a New Zealand

artist.'63 As with Angus, Tomory saw Woollaston as an intensely regionalist

artist, describing him as having a 'will to express his own region'.64 Tomory did

not oppose regionalism to modernism or internationalism, as can be seen in his

linking of Angus to English and American paintert or in his commentary on

Painting from the Pacifc. 1n1,964 Tomory reminisced about showing works by

uo lbid.
o' Ibid.
ut Anne Kirker, interview with Peter Tomory 25 December 1985. Museum of New Zealand Te Papa

Tongarewa Archives, l,[U466/12 [41] 198512 P. Tomory. Hereafter abbreviated as Kirker interview. Te

Papa version, part 2.
o'Tomory. Painting 1890-1950 (1968), p.5.
"o Tomory. .4scent (1968), p. 16.
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McCahon and Woollaston to artists overseas:

the one who appealed immediately to the average European was

Woollaston. His whole style, the way he arranges his landscape, the way

he paints it, is an international style, in fact he doesn't create an image out
of the landscape; he paints an expression of the landscape through
himself. He is an expressionist, but he doesn't produce a kind of image

which ties his painting to a particular region.
McCahon, on the other hand, is very much more inventive. Out of the

landscapes he sees he creates definite images which belong to New
Zealand and are much more readily interpreted by a perceptive New
Zealander than by somebody abroad. The Europeans were all impressed

by McCahon's painting but their comments showed that Woollaston was

the painter they could understand mosi easily. On the other hand they

granted that McCahon was probably the more fundamental painter
creating the more deeply felt image, stripping down what he sees into a
basic philosophy, an attitude to life within New Zealand'65

Although he drew connections between the two painters (especially in

terms of their portraiture) Tomory located Angus and Woollaston at opposite

ends of a continuum which he used to encompass contemporcry New Zealand

painting. He wrote in'J.96'1.; 'It is possible to see in the work of Woollaston and

Rita Angus the fwo trends that largely direct New Zealand today. Woollaston,

international in style, drew mainly on European exPressionism and Cdzanne,

while Rita Angus presented a regional style which, although analogous to

kindred conceptions elsewhere, maintains its individuality.'eo Tomory located

McCahon between these two poles, stating that he combined the'formal analysis

of the landscape' made by Woollaston with a'symbolic content that stems from

an intense regional vision, like that of Angus'.67In this way, McCahon's work is

located as'complementary' to both Woollaston and Angus.\A/hen discussing

ui Peter Tomory, 'What's different about New Zealand arl'l' , Listener, 30 October 1964. p.3. Hereafter

abbreviated as Tomory, 'What's different about New Zealand art?'(1964).
uo Tomory, Pauern (1968), p. l8l.
"' Ibid., p. 183.
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McCahon's work in 1968, Tomory wrote:

Intense is the key word, for the intensity of his conception has a touch of

the messianic about if equally matched by strong dynamic forms and

colours. ... Complementary, too, has been his welding of the Cdzanne-

Cubist-Mondrian direction to the stytized landscape forms of the

quattrocento, forming an individual style which he has sustained

throughout the many facets of his insight. ... McCahon is the most

profound artist that New Zealand has produced and also one of the best

painters, for his control of tone in an almost monochromatic range is

masterly.'68

In 1985 Tomory described McCahon as a'tougher nut to crack' than a

painter like Woollaston, who had recognisable links to the European tradition.

Tomory felt McCahon had a'unique vision', and comPared him to William

Blake, a'real oddball painter in his period who created as many problems for his

time as Colin did for ours'.6e The profundity of McCahon's Painting was an

important factor in Tomory's regard for his work. As will be discussed later, the

intensely symbolic nature of McCahon's painting lent itself well to the criteria on

which Tomory assessed New Zealand artists,

Tomory's history of New Zealand art ends with a new development, a

generation of contemporary artists (building on the modern artists-McCahon,

Woollaston, Angus-before them) who emerged after the Second World War:

It was probably during this time that a hue urban consciousness began to

grow for it was in the towns that artistic circles were formed which
provided the impefus for the new movement, concerned as it was with
self-identification of the group with its chosen environment, that is, the

New Zealanders in New Zealand. National consciousness is born in the

town. Furthermore, this natural population shift from country to town
caused a greater proportion of New Zealanders in their new visual

6* Ibid., p. 183.
6e Kirker interview, Te Papa version, part 2.
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environment to be confronted with the urban landscape of architecfure.T0

The emphasis on urbanisation in this passage from Distance looks our way is

mirrored rn The pattern of New Zealand culture, where Tomory separated

Woollaston, Angus and McCahon, with their'indigenously developed styles',

from a new generaticln of artists whose experience had been markedly different,

Tomory made little attempt to identify a coherent school of contemporary New

Zealand art:

Since the early fifties artists have proliferated, and the over-all quality of
work has risen to the extent that painting in this country is now a major

force in cultural development. It has, at the same time, become more

diverse in direction and style. ... [Woollaston, Angus and McCahon] have

indigenously developed styles, for none of them has spent more than a

year out of New Zealand. Atthough the same can be said for some of our

contemporary painters, they have experienced wholly different pressures

and influences. Urbanization, the maturing of the national identity,

swifter means of communication, the growth of patronage and the

increasing professionalism of the schools have combined to change the

traditional pattem. ... One thing is certain: the painting becomes better

year by year, and more artists demand notice, necessitating a fluid critical
attitude.Tr

T'omory saw the growth of an urban consciousness and an increased diversity of

practice as the key characteristics of painting from the early 1950s.72 He observed

in The pattern of New Zealand culture that the post-war years had been notable for

the renewed emigration and immigration of artists. In his account of

contemporary trends, Tomory continued to make note of painters who mafured

toTomory, Distance(1961), pp.14-75. ReturningtothediscussioninChapterTwo, thesignificanceof thrs

final statement can be seen; if people's visual environment was urbaq their aesthetic appreciation would be

9lraped in such a way as to respond to artworks which embodied the sensation of this environment.

" Tomory, Pattern ( 1968). pp. 183-184.
72 fomory's emphasis on urbanisation here would place hrm outside Pound's assessment that 'Nationalist

art and literary ideology endlessly celebrates the rustic while reviling the city.' Francis Pound, 'Emerging

abstraction', in The Ii50s siow. Auckland: Auckland Art Gallery and New Zealand Home and Building.

1992, p.39.
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rather than lifting his eyes to the hills. This exhibition demonstrates this

new development, significantly assisted by the younger artists.Ta

This paragraph in many ways summarises Tomory's assessment of

contemporary New Zealand practice; underpinned by the examples of

Woollaston, McCahon and Angus-both their sfylistic influence and their place

as New Zealand's senior painters-the contemPorary movement was able now

to spread out in all directions.

***

Tomory's history of New Zealand art divided those artists who contributed to

the development of modern art in New Zealand from those who did not.

Throughout his texts the words'intuitive', 'feeling' and 'sensuous' are used to

describe a response to the New Zealand landscape that was oPPosed to

'topographic', 'romantic' or'merely physical' interpretations. Tomory traced a

line of descent by way of artists in whose work he detected the first response

rather than the second, responses that were the outcome of a lengthy process of

'self-identification'with the New Zealand landscape. This notion of self-

identification (which Tomory drew from the thinking of German aesthetic

philosopher Theodor Lipps) separated the'serious' and the'topographical' artisf

and'art' from'illustration' in Tomory's narrative.

Tomory insisted that the process of self-identification was 'essential if the

visual arts are to be significant in a particular environment.'7s His notion of self-

identification is clear in this highly evocative description of the work that van der

to Tomory. Contemporary painting (196a), n.p.

" Tomory, Distance (1961), p.66.
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Velden produced in New Zealand:

as he painted, his style broadened into a powerful expressionism and the

molten anger of his heart found an expressive catharsis in the molten
geology of New Zealand. He found and painted the sensuous object and

poured into it the energy of his angry will. Through his art others have

seen and felt the crouched violence of these dark, volcanic hills. So the

circuit between place and self-identification is dosed. This is the potent

capacity of the seen and felt image which the artist creates.T6

Tomory here draws on Empathy theory, a philosophy that Rudolf Arnheim

describes as a'relatively recent outgrowth of Romantic philosoPhy'. z A concept

originally coined to describe the aesthetic experience, the notion of Empathy was

used by theorists to distinguish aesthetic experience from'the mere examination

of visual and associative facts by which a work of art may be understood" 7s

The term Ein-filhlung, or Empathy, was first used by Theodor Lipps.Te In

his 1905 book Aesthetik: Psychologie des Schiinen in der Kunst, Lipps posited three

types, or directions, of enjoyment. First, we can enjoy a'sensuous object' distinct

from ourselves, such as the taste of fruit. Alternatively we can enjoy qualities

within ourselves--our power or skill-and be pleased on those occasions when

we exhibit these qualities. A third possibility'uniquely combines' these two

types of enjoyment: we can enjoy ourselves in a sensuous obiect distinct from

ourselves. This is what Lipps called aesthetic enjoymenf or'objectified self-

enjoyment'.8u 'That I enjoy myself in a sensuous object', Lipps wrote,

'presupposes that in it I have, or find, or feei myself. Here we encounter the

t6 lbid., p. 70.
tt Rudolf Amheim, 'Wilhelm Worringer on Abstraction and Empathy' in,Vew'ersc.r's ott the ps1'cholog'of

arl, Berkeley, Los Angeles and London: University of Califbmia Press, I986, p. 50.
tB lbid.. p. 54.

'o Errliiilurgcan be translated literally a-s'in-feeling' or'feehng in'.
80 Theodor Lipps. 'Empathy and aesthetic pleasure' [905] (trans. Karl Aschenbrenner) in Karl
Aschenbrenner and Arnold Isenberg. (eds.), Aesthetic theories: studies in thephilosophl'of art, Englewood

Cliffs. N.J.: Prentice-Hall Incorporated. 1965. p.403.
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basic idea of present day aesthetics, the concept of Empathy.'8i It is important to

understand that Empathy theorists see empathy not as a form of association but

rather as an internal process; as Lipps explained, "'empathy" does not mean that

that which I empathize, for example, power or ioy or longing is anything visible

or auctible, or anything outwardly perceptible, but rather that I experience all this

within myself.'82 Lipps gives the example of a storm, in which we may find'rage'

or'threat':

If it is the fact that the activity I denote by the words'rage' and'threat
cannot be seen or heard but can only be felt within me, and if I
nevertheless find something of that sort in a sensuous object, then I must

be finding myself in this sensuous object. I experience or feel myself in
it.83

Lipps noted that the word that might best be substituted for 'empathy' is

'expression': 'the form of a body expresses to me strength or health. A landscape

expresses a mood. Such "expression" says exactly what we intend by the term

"empathy".'& In this way Lipps proposed that the object of aesthetic experience

is infused with our feelings and emotional states. The aesthetic experience that

occurs before a work of art is, for Lipps, a'very special sort of case'-8s It is a

'certain mood of feeling affected when I am paying aesthetic attention, when I

give myself up wholly to what has been represented"s6 LipPs'thinking is

sfrongly reflected in Tomory's process of self-identification. The final stage of

this process, Tomory writes, is reached when 'the artist or observer transfers his

own self-enjoyment into the sensuous object; that is, he transmits into it the life

*' Ibid.
tt lbi,t., p. 404.
tt lbid.
*orbid., p. 405.
tt Ibid.. p.4n.
*u Ibid..
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or energy of his own will.'s7 This explanation closely resembles Lipps' own

description of the aesthetic experience. As Wilhelm Worringer (a German art

historian, and student of Lipps', whose writing did much to bring Lipps'

thinking to a wider audience) wrote, quoting Lipps:

To enioy aesthetically means to enjoy myself in a sensuous object diverse

from myself, to empathise myself into it. 'What I empathise into it is
quite generally life. And life is energy, inner working striving and

accomplishing. In a word, life is activity. But activity is that in which I
experience an expenditure of energJ. By its nature, this aciivity is an

activity of will. It is endeavour or volition in motion.'88

Herbert Read, in his 1931 book The meaning of art, described Empathy

theory as the most successful of the theories that accept 'instant contemplation'-

the involuntary emotional response elicited from the viewer when they first

behold an art work.se In this book Read identified Lipps as the'greatest of all

writers on aesthetics', and the writer who gave Empathy theory its classical

expression.qo Read, explaining Empathy theory to his readers, wrote:

The word 'Einfiihlung' has been translated as'empathy' on the analogy
with 'sympathy', and just as'sympathy' means feeling with, so 'empathy'

means feeling info. When we feel sympathetic for the afflicted, we re-

enact in ourselves the feelings of others; when we contemplate a work of
arf we project ourselves into the form of the work of art, and feel

accordingly. This latter process is not necessarily confined to works;

nafurally we can 'feel ourselves into' any object we observe, but when
generalized like thia there is little or no distinction between empathy and

3t Tomory, Distance (1961), p. 67. Tomory's interpretatron of Lipps' theory might be questioned here.

Lipps asserted that empathy is not a process ofexperiencing an emotion that is transferred on to a certain

object, but rather an intemal process by which one recognises one's feelings in that object. In this way, and

contrary to what Tornory suggested, the artisr should not 'transmlt' his energy into the sensuous object, but

rather recognise his energy in it.
ts Wilhelm-Worringer, Aistraction antl empatht': a contnbution to the pst'chologl' of sn'le [ 1908] (trans.

Michael Bullock), London: Routledge & Kegan Paul Limited. 1967, p. 5.
Ee Herbert Read. Ifre meaningof art,London: Faberand Faber, 193 l, p. 18.
e" Ibrd. Read's own thinking on the relationship between absffact and naturalistic art was strongly
intluenced by Worringer. through whom he absorbed Lipps' thinking; Read dedicated his 1952book The

philosoph.t, of modenr art to Worringer, his 'esteemed master in the philosophy of modem art'.
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sympathy. ... The work of art is in some senses a liberation of personality;

normally our feelings are inhibited and repressed. We contemplate a

work of art, and immediately there is a release-symPathy is a release of
feeling-but also a heightening a tautening a sublimation. Here is the

essential difference between art and sentimentality: sympathy is a release,

but also a loosening, a relaxing of the emotions; art is a release, but also a

bracing. Art is the economic of feeling; it is emotion cultivating good

form.er

In Distance looks our way Tomory drew on Lipps' ideas to define three strata of

attitude in colonial society, attitudes which he believed determined or

undermined the process of setf-identification. The first stratum was that of the

romantic intellecfual, usually found in the anny, survey, missionary groups and

administration. The second were the 'speculator settlers', brought to New

Zealand by the lure of profit. The third were the economic immigrants, who

retained a'sentimental nostalgia for "home"'.e? Each group, Tomory continued,

resolved the new land in a different way. The second two groups he quickly

dealt with; the economic immigrants scoured New Zealand for lraces of England,

and the speculators saw New Zealand in terms of scenic attractions, 'interpreted

. ". Iargely in the shape of a medieval bestiary: Rotorua, Lake Taupo-symbol,

Rainbow Trout.'e3

e' Ibid., pp. l8-20. While Tomory's writing on New 7,ealand. art does not strongly reflect Read's thinking-
otheruise we might expect to see more attention given to abstract art and an attempt to explain its origins-
it is interesting that his actions in the galleries he worked in did reveal Read's influence. From earlf in his

career, Read had strong connections to German aesthetic thinking, art history and contemporary art. first
through his involvement as a young man with the Leeds Arts Club (one of the few English institutions in

the first part of the 20th century to promote German cultural ideas rather than the pro-French attitude

typified by the Bloomsbury Group) and then in the I920s as a curator at the British Museum, where he

forged strong connections with German academics including Worringer, whose book Form and Gothic

Read translated in 1927.ln this way Read became familiar with the work of the German expressionists.

Tomory's own support of and interest in German expressionism in the 1950s was still seen as somewhat

remarkable, and this in combination with the Germanic tone of his writing (especially his emphasis upon

regional characteristics) indicates an affinity with Read's thinking. For more on the influence of German art

theory and history on Read, see David Thistlewood, Herbcrt Read: formlessness andform, an irtfi'oduction

to his aesthetics, London: Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1984

"t Tomory, Distance (1961), p. 66.
''3 rbid.. p. 67.
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Tomory's adaptation of Lipps' theory is most evident in his discussion of

the first stratum. Artists like Buchanan, Kinder and Heaphy, he argued, due to

this'romantic gift for identification', occasionally rose above the topographical

norm.ea In these exceptional works- 'images, both visual and sensuous, which

we can now recognize as true and significant', as Tomory described them in

Distance looks our way - Tomory saw evidence of the last stage of self-

identification:

The topographical instinct is, in its purest form, the first stage of self-

identification, for one must first identify one's natural environment
before one can enjoy it. By selection and repetition through visual
experience, the next stage is reached where certain natural forms and

nafural phenomena above others are recognised as sensuous; that is.'.
not only visual objects but also feeling objects. The final stage is reached

when the artist or observer transfers his own self-enjoyment into the

sensuous objecf that is, he transmits into it the life or energy of his own
will. This is in general the theory of empathy first propounded by
Theodor Lipps.es

The three stages of self-identification that Tomory described in 1961 are

repeated in the three-stage development of New Zealand art that he expounded

inThe pattern of New Zealand culture. As previously noted, Tomory believed that

while the artists of the first period-the topographical-established a visual

identity for New ZeaIand, their work was generally lacking in feeling, and for

this reason had little relation to the modern period. Likewise, artists of the

second period, the transitional, only on 'rare occasions ... created an image both

visual and sensuous'.e6 The'modern'stage, in contrast, Tomory felt to be marked

by a'more feeling conception' of the landscape, beginning in the 1890s and most

oo Ibid.
"s Ibid.
ou lbid.. p.68.
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apparent in van der Velden's work.eT

Tomory posited a clear relationship between van der Velden and

McCahon in terms of what he saw as a similar response to the New Zealand

landscape. For Tomory, van der Velden was the first to recognise'monumentai

symbols of human passion and integrity, hope and suffering' in the New

Zealand landscape, and to resolve the landscape into a'symbol of anger and

hope'.ea Similarly, he saw in McCahon's work'symbols of Man's hope and

anguish.'eeTomory clarified this relationship in a discussion of McCahon's

landscape painting in Painting 1.890-L950: 'Not since Van der Velden had the

New Zealand landscape been given such a majestic and expressive

interpretation./r00 Using his notion of self-identification, Tomory in this way

created a line of descent-a tradition of serious painting-from the late 19th

century to the 1960s. In 1961 Tomory stated that the'original romantic aptitude

for self-identification' had been transformed over time into a subconscious act,

concluding that'since the end of the war there has been the invention of a

coherent language of forms in all the visual arts significant within the regional

environment of New Zealand.'1or

***

An analysis of Tomory's writing shows that his attitude towards the possibility

of a national school of New Zealand painting evolved significantly between 1956

and 1968. In the catalogue for the 1956 exhibition Near Zealand painting, Tomory

et To*ory, Pattern (1968), p. 178.

"8 Tomory, Painting 1890-1950 (1968), p.3; Pattern (1968). p. 179.
n" Tomory, Pattern (1968), p.179; Painting 1890-1950 (1963). p.5.

'oo Tomory, Painting 1890-1950 (1968), p. 5.

'o' Tomory, Distance (1961), p.77 .
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wrote:

there is the hope that within the next few decades, which will see in any

case the fruition of a national character for New Zealand, will be seen the

birth of a native school of pahting ... Already Australia may boast of her

own school of painting [and it] is therefore not too much to hope that
within a few years New Zealand may also be proud of its artists and the

independent styles and conceptions which they will have evolved out of
New Zealand.lo2

By 1964, in the catalogue f.or Contemporary painting inNuu Zealand, the show sent

to London, Tomory was expressing doubt over the Possibility of a nationai

school of painting. While acknowledging that'the search for a national identity is

a very real endeavour for a young country', he continued:

Much is written and spoken about a regional style, particularly by the

seekers of a national identity. But it is very doubtful whether this exists in
any marked degtee, other than in the hard-edged black and white images

that come through some artists' work and in the rather blunt brush work
... which is in part due to the subconscious antipathy shared by all ex-

colonial countries to Ie bon facture.l03

As is indicated here, Tomory gave the term'regional' two inflections.

While he could, as noted earlier, describe Woollaston as an intensely regional

artist, with a'will to express his own region', he also viewed regionalism in a

wider context, a context demonstrated by the exhibiti on Painting from the Pacific.

From the early 1960s Tomory increasingly positioned New Zealand's

contemporary painting in relation to that of other Pacific nations, on the basis of

possible stylistic similarities, that he in turn related to geographical similarities.

Tomory took a connoisseurial approach to art history, and emphasised the

use of the trained 'eye'. Hamish Keith describes him as an'art historian of the old

r0: Tomory, Neu'Zealtnrd Painting (1956), n.p.
rur l'omory, Contemporarv painting (1964), n.p.
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school', with a great interest in stylistic analysis. As Keith recallt'the thing that

Peter Tomory encouraged was [that] art was a very interesting forensic business.

You would find some clues and look for more dues and then make some

assumptions and then you'd find some more clues which changed those

assumptiops./]Oa These beliefs underpinned Tomory's ideas about the regional

nafure of New Zealand painting. In 7964, in an article for the Listener titled

'What's different about New Zealand art?', Tomory recalled disputing with

Herbert Read about the validity of this approach:

He was saying that the regional aspect of art is almost done for. I disagree

profoundly. I think you can even tell West Coast American painting from

East Coast. You certainly can tell American abstract expressionism from
the European variety.

It's difficult to say what these differing characteristics are for New
Zealand because they are literally painted into the picture. There are

certain ways of applying paint to canvas or hardboard by which you

detect a particular artistic style. It's like handwriting' You can tell a

Rembrandt from a Rubens without lookhg at the whole painting. You
just look at three or four square inches. And you can actually say whether
it's a Flemish or a Dutdr painting whether it belongs to the north or the

south. 105

'So if you are looking for regional characteristics', Tomory concluded,

'you look at the paintwork, rather than the subject or the other more literary

implications./106 Tomory saw in New Zealand painting-as in Australian

painting and some American painting-a'conscious rejection of European

subtlety in painting./lo7 At this point Tomory moves into a more sPeculative tone'

He proposes that customs in New Zealand that might seem European are really

coloured by the country's colonial background, and suggests that colonial

roa Hamish Keith, personal communication to the author, 9 February 2004
rot Tomory, 'What's different about New Zealand art?' ( 1964), p. 3.

'nu Ibid.
r07 Ibid.
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countries tend to regard anything sophisticated as effete:

I think that in the colonial countries there is a conscious reiectioO in all

forms of life, of the mother country's habits. I suppose it is a move

towards a kind of national identity. In painting this comes out as a revolt

against sophisticated arrangements of brushstrokes. You can almost use

the word 'brutal'. There is a 'brutal' application of paint. New Zealand

painting in this way is closer to the American than to a European kind,

although we have some artists who are more sophisticated than others.

Tomory had since his arrival been interested in the quality of the

brushwork of New Zealand, contemporary painting. His first impression was of

flatness; he remembered being'shocked' at the first exhibition of contemPorary

painting he saw, stunned by the'complete lack of interest in the surface''r08 In

1985 he related this flatness to New Zealand artists' reliance on reProductions in

art books, and attributed some of the development to the impact of the touring

shows of international contemPolary art. At this time Tomory also tempered his

comments somewhat, noting that some artists had taken an interest in texture

and brushwork, giving Woollaston as and example; it was on the basis of

Woollaston's interest in painterly effects that Tomory made the comparison to

Kokoschka, noted earlier.rOe lt appears that Tomory did feel that this lack of

interest had changed dramatically in the time he was in New Zealand, and in

1964 could write that young artists were now appearing who showed a'feeling

for the paint itself.'110

In a recent article, Pound argues that this'rhetoric of an "ex-colonial

brutality" and coarseness of stroke compared to European suavity' was probably

borrowed from the American art critics of the 1950s who sought to distinguish

r"8 Tomory, 'It started in the thirties' (196a), p. 5.

'uo Krrker interview, Te Papa version, part 2.

"o Tomory, 'lt started in the thirties' (1964), p. 5.
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their abstract expressionist artists from EuroPean movements.rlr Clement

Greenberg for example, when comparing French and American abstract

painting wrote that the French works are composed so that they'hit the eye wiih

a certain patness', and concluded that'[I]f "abstract expressionism" embodies a

vision all of its own, that vision is tamed in Paris-not, as the French themselves

may think, disciplined./llz While Pound's point is that New Zealand nationalists

were continuing to import foreign thinking to define a'national' movement, in

Tomory's case it could be said that he was tapping into an intemational

discourse in order to analyse contemporary painting io New Zealand, and in this

way explain what differentiated it from-but also how it might be linked to-

painting internationally. Tomory's discourse of regionalism on an international

level allowed New Zealand art to both remain distinct and simultaneously be

seen as part of a wider context.

***

How has Tomory's writing on New Zealand art been received and interpreted by

later art historians?

The most intensive criticism of Tomory's apProach to the history of New

Zealand art was made by Charles Brasch in his review (published rn Ascent) of

the three books, collectively titled Painting 7827-1"967, that Tomory edited in

196,8.r13In addition to severe reprimands over plate section and production

values, Brasch differed strongly in his views on which artists should have been

"l Francis Pound, 'McCahon, Mondrian and masktng tape: a reading of the centre from the outermost

edge', Jo urnal of Nev, Zealand Art Histon,, vol. 23, 2002, p. I 4.
!r2 Clement Greenberg, 'Is the French avant-garde overrated' [953] in John O'Brien (ed.). Clement

Greenberg: the collected essat,s and criticisnt,vol. 3, Chicago and London: The University of Chicago

Press, 1993, p. 156.
r" Charles Brasch, Review of Peter Tomory @d.), Painting 1527-1967,Ascent, vol. l. no. 3. April 1969,

pp. 83-86. ln this series, Hamish Keith wrote Painting 1827-l,890, Tomory Painting 1890-1950 and Mark

Young Painting I 950- I 967.
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discussed in depth and how New Zealand artists should be placed in

generational relationships. Brasch addressed the bulk of his criticism to Tomory's

text on painting between 1890 and 1950, as he felt that the artistic generations

that Tomory outlined did not accurately reflect how painting had developed in

New Zealand. As previously noted, by 1968 Tomory's narrative had evolved to

the point where New Zealand-based artists were credited with providing the

first impetus towards a modern movement, which was fulfilled in the 1940s by

artists such as McCahon and Woollaston. Brasch objected to this approach,

writing that Tomory'is not clear enough about the divisions into which New

Zealand painting evidently falls: (1) pre-history (Mr Keith's booklet); (2) first

New Zealand-born generation, that of O'Keeffe-Frances Hodgkins-Weeks; and,

quite distinct, (3) second New Zealand-born generation, that of Evelyn Page-Rita

Angus-McCahon; (4) post-war (Mr Young's booklet).'tt+

Although acknowledging that in his book Tomory attributed the first

steps towards modem New Zealand art to New Zealand-bom artists, Brasch

criticised him for not drawing sufficient distinction between van der Velden,

Nairn and Nerli and the'first native-born painters', arguing that the latter were:

painters born in the new world and not in the old. Both what they see and

how they see are New Zealand: New Zealand, natural and man-made, is

their native ground and element, and in no way strange to them as it was

(and is) to men who grew up seeing the old world. The distinction seems

to me essential.'1r'5

While Tomory saw a stylistic adaptation in van der Velden's and Nairn's New

Zealand paintings, for Brasch they'could not become New Zealand Painters

because they did not see as New Zealanders: they had learned to see as

rra Ibid., p. 83.

"t lbid.
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Europeans./'r6 Where Tomory argued that perception was shaped by visual

environment, Brasch seems to argue that it is innate. 'Ihese differing views

divided the two writers over New Zealand-born artist Frances Hodgkins.

Hodgkins is only briefly mentioned in Tomory's book, and Brasch aPpears

incensed bv this:

Although she spent her last thirty years in Britain and made her name

there, Frances Hodgkins remains the finest New Zealand painter iust as

Katherine Mansfield is still the finest New Zealand writer' To omit any

account of her work as Mr Tomory does is nonsensical; lack of space will
not excuse it.rl7

Tomory responded to this charge (and Brasch's other criticisms) in a letter to the

editor published in Ascent:

Elsewhere, your reviewer castigates my brief reference to Frances

Hodgkins. I can assure him, that if I was to write a short survey of Cretan

arl I would exclude El Greco's work in Venice and Toledo ... what
precisely are the New Zealand characteristics in Hodgkins'mature style,

or does your reviewer base his statement on the evidence of her
passport?1i8

This question of what constitutes a New Zealand artist or New Zealand art is still

debated today. What is particularly interesting here is that two writers, both

identified by post-nationalist critics as bulwarks of the nationalist tradition, are

able to disagree fiercely over answers to this question.

Likewise, while Tomory's thinking influenced Hamish Keith and Gordon

H. Brown' s An introduction to New Zealand painting L837-7969, the authors,

although endorsing many aspects of his history, were still able to disagree with

some of his assessments. A number of passages echo Tomory's thinking; Brown

"o lbid.. p. 84.

"t lbid., p. 83.

"t Peter Tomory, Letter to the Editor, Ascent, vol. l, no. 4, November 1969, p.74.
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and Keith observe, for example, that the colonial painters who'derived their

style from an immediate response to the landscape, or successfully adapted their

existing style to what they saw around them' achieved 'by far the better

results."rn The authors' comment that later colonial painters'did little more than

impose on the New Zealand landscape the forms and light of a landscape

concept which they had carried with them from Europe']zo bears a close

resemblance to Tomory's 1956 observation that these artists:

subjected what they saw to the same formula as they used for Lake Nemi
or Conway Castle. In painting they did what settlers intended to do-
establish their physical dominion over an alien land and impose the

European pattern of life on whatever existing pattern there was.r2i

Like Tomory, Brown and Keith identify 1890 as the beginning of a new period in

New Zealand art, and see the development of professional attitudes towards

painting as one of the most significant changes at the end of the 19th century.

Brown and Keith also see the promise of the 1890s as unfulfilled, and note the

negative impact of the exodus of artists overseas in the following decades.

At times, however, the authors maintain a critical distance from Tomory's

statements. Brown, for example, observes that Tomory's description of the years

between the First World War and the depression as a'wasteland'is a'justifiable,

rrn Brown and Keith, Introduction (1969), p. 13.

''o Ibid.
r2r Tomory, New Zealancl painting (1956), n.p. 'Ihese recognitions by Tomory, Brown and Keith
undermine somewhat Pound's assertion that the main purpose of his 1983 book Frames on the land was to

'undo the official twentieth century nationalist myth about early New Zealand landscape painting: to show

that eighteenth and nineteenth century landscape painting here imposed various imported European

conventions on the land' and dispute the 'wentieth century nationalist myh of a purely New Zealancl eye,

innocent of all foreign conventions.' Tomory's recognition that the actions of colonial painters and colonial

settlers were comparable also foreshadows the second strand of Pound's argument in this book. that 'not
only was nineteenth century New Zealand landscape aestheticall.r,far from innocent: it was not politically
innocent' and that 'the political function of the depiction of land was its symbolic appropriation from its

native inhabitants, the Maori.' See Francis Pound, 'The land. the light and the nationalist myth in New

Zealand art', in Jock Philips (ed.), Te w'henua, te iwi; the land and the people. Wellington: Allen & Unwin
and Port Nicholson Press, 1987. p. 48. Hereafter abbreviated as Pound, 'The land, the light and the

nationalist myth in New Zealand art' (1987).
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though over-simplified assessment of the general artistic situation' in New

Zealand at the time.rz Brown's assessment of the artists who emerged after the

1940s also differs from Tomory's. Brown does not take up Tomory's emphasis

upon urbanisation, nor does he share Tomory's reluctance to assert similarities

between contemporary painters, as shown by his statement that:

If anything developments over the last ten years have been remarkable

for their variety. No greater contrast could be imagined than that between

the uncompromising realism of Don Binney and the elegant,

sophisticated abstraction of Milan Mrkusich or Don Peebles. Binney's

origins are in the Coonskin preoccupations with his immediate
environment while those of Mrkusich and Peebles are undoubtedly in the

careful observation of European models, yet all three painters exhibit
stylistic similarities. The specific interest in the light and rigidly defined

forms obvious in their work is equally obvious in the work of other New
Zealand painters.l2j

It is interesting to contrast this assessment of Binney and Mrkusich with the

following comment by Tomory, from 1968:

If some continuity of conception and attitude can be detected, then it is in
the most general way, and perhaps not occasioned by {amilial ties, but
through coincidence or accident. One might say, therefore, that Milan
Mrkusich and Don Binney exhibit, in the former's emblematic paintings
and in the latter's bird and landscape pictures, the same medievalism that

inspired Rita Angus.12a

Brown's assessment is based on painter's interpretation of the New Zealand

landscape and light. Tomory was more interested in the effects of an increasingly

urbanised culture on contemporary painters. Thus while for Tomory Hanly

represented'urbanized and more sophisticated trends' in New Zealand painting

'22 Brown and Keith, Introduction (1969),p.97. As noted. Tomory(in his texts from the 1960s) had also

feltthe need tomoderate his earlierassessments of thisperiod, andhis revised oprnions, as displayed in
Painting 1890-1950, although far briefer than Brown's, canvas the same ideas.

'2r Ibicl., p. 179.

'to Tomory, Pattern (1963), p. 184.
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for Brown he is an example of a painter who was significantly affected by the

New Zealand light and whose experiences in Europe'allowed him to discover

elements apparently essential to New Zealand painting.' 12s

Tomory's and Brown's positions, however, are not that far apart. Both

examine New Zealand art in terms of a response to the environmenf it is the

process by which they arrive at their conclusions that differentiates the two.

Tomory, using ideas drawn from Empathy theory, seeks a'feeling' response to

the landscape. ln Brown and Keith's history the link between art and

environment is more direct. In their introduction they famously wrote:

However, while the attempt to trace such patterns provides a theme in
this bool the general purpose in writing it springs more from a desire to

present some sort of introduction to New Zealand painting rather than a

sustained thesis. At least two main patterns emerge: a general orientation

towards landscape not only as a readily available subject matter but as a

source of imagery capable of profound implications, and a positive

response on the part of a number of more important New Zealand

painters to the distinctive qualities of New Zealand light.tzo

In their introduction Brown and Keith also noted Tomory's thinking on

New Zealand light, quoting his description of the Pacific light which burns and

bleaches, resulting in a characteristic black and white contrast.l27 As Damian

Skinner has noted, it was at the end of the 1960s that the history of New Zealand

art began to be seen as a'series of linked moments':

What held this new approach together was the idea that New Zealand's
'hard light' produced a hard-edged style in New Zealand painting. By

reference to the hard light, art historians could cope with differences in
contemporary art (say the abstract paintings of Milan Mrkusich and the

realist paintings of Don Binney) as well as link artists from different

centuries (both Kinder and Binney responded to the bright light and thus

''5 Ibid.: Brown and Kerth. Introduction (1969), p. 177.

'tu Bro*n and Keith, Introduction (1969), p. 13.
r27 Tomory, 'What's different about New Zealand art?' (1964),p.3.
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produced images of great clarity). The hard light and landscape tradition
was just the ticket for countering the lack of previous art history and

historical research.r2s

Francis Pound has convincingly shown that the claim for hard clear New

Zealand light and the argument that this light should cause a hard-edged style of

painting (what Pound calls'meteorological determinism') is directly related to

wider stylistic concerns in this period.r2e Pound associates the call for a clarity of

style with the'wider move in painting in the 1930s, here and in England,

towards a clarified, formalized naturalism' tied to the writing of Clive Bell and

Roger Fry.t:o Pound traces a history of the hard clear light rhetoric from the 1930s

through to Tomory's comments on Pacific light and to Brown and Keith's

Introduction. These claims, he contends, can 'easily be countered, for in every case

where a painter or critic calls for clarity ... it can be shown that the call reflects

current stylistic concerns.']31 Pound observes that the'cult of clarity' was not

specific to New Zea\and, but can be found in America, Australia and England;

logically, it should therefore have been rejected as foreign, but nonetheless

nationalist writers and artists claimed it as a product of New Zealand nature

itself.

Pound views Tomory's adoption of the rhetoric of harsh clear light in the

1950s as'another instance of nature used as an alibi for style'.r32 Tomory certainly

entered wholeheartedly into the dialogue concerning New Zealand's unique

light and artists' response to it. From 1956: artists 'came to see ... that the wide,

r28 Damian Skinner, Don Binney: nga manil nga motu-birds/islands, Auckland: Auckland University
Press, 2003, p. 4.
r2e See Pound. 'The land, the light and the nationalist myth in New Zealand art' (1987), pp. 48-60, and

Francis Pound, 'Harsh clarities: meteorological and geographical determinism in New Zealand art

commentary refuted', Paralla,c, Winter 1983, pp. 263-269. Hereafter abbreviated as Pound. 'Harsh

clarities' ( I 983).
rt0 Pound,'Harsh clarities'(1983), p. 148.
rrr lbid.
r32 Pound, 'The land, the light and the nationalist myth in New Zealand art' (1987), p. 54'
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bright Pacific light bleached out the colours and threw the contours of forms into

sharp relief.' 133 From 1961: painters who returned from Europe to New Zealand

came back'conditioned to the grey north light of Europe and ... were shocked

andpuzzled by the brilliant Pacific light'.tx And in 1958 he continued to discuss

the ways that Nerli, van der Velden and Nairn adapted their styles in response to

the New Zealand conditions.l35In 1964Tomory explained that light was

important because of what it did to colour, and'hence the difference between

New Zealand painting and European painting is startling.'teo The light in New

Zeal.and, Tomory continues,'tends to turn everything to black and white'; he

made a comparison in this respect to Greece, surrounded, like New Zealand, by

water and sharing the same brilliant light.trz Likewise, the coastal nature of

Japan, Australia, New Zealand and West Coast America had underpinned the

1961 exhibitton Painting from the Pacific.

Yet elsewhere Tomory observed, as Pound highlighted in the 1980s, that

the use of light by New Zealand painters was a conscious stylistic decision.

Tomory connected the use of strong light casting deep shadow to international

movements. He described how Perkins added to the traditional English romantic

interpretation of the landscape the surrealist technique of 'over-sharply defining

an object or objects and bathing them in a dear, unnatural light, thus

emphasising the romantic magnification or personification of an individual

natural or man-made form.'138 Tomory cast this trend (which he identified as

existing simultaneously in Britain, America and Australasia in the 1930s) into the

past and saw in Buchanan's Milford Sound and Heaphy's Mt Egmont from the

"t To*ory, Net+'Zealand Painting (1956), n.p.

't'To-ory, Distance (1961), p. 71.

'tt To-ory, Painting 1890-19-t0 (1963), p.3
'tu Tomory, 'What's different about New Zealand art?' (1964), p. 3.

'tt Ibid., p. 5.
rr8 Tomory, Painting 1890-1950 (1968), pp. 4-5.
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southward 'manifestations' of this surrealist technique of an isolated object'lit by

a hard, unnafural light', and fiumping forward in time) connected these artists to

the writing of Bell and Fry, and the promotion of significant form and the

elimination of the subject.l3e

None of this is to deny, however, that there was a deep interest in the

quality of New Zealand's light-a deepty self-conscious interest-that persisted

in the 1950s and 1960s, as evidenced by this exchange between Hamish Keith and

Patrick Hanly in7979:

H.K.: Looking back now, there was a lot of talk then about light. We'd put
the Great New Zealand Light on the front of our bicycles-for
illumination, we thought. Did that have any influence?

P.H.: It must've done. We were all there at the same time talking about

light, so one was contributing to that discussion. It wasn't something that
someone else was doing and you were ioining in. It was happening all at

the same time.14

t **

Francis Pound frames Tomory as the first in a new generation of New Zealand

art critics who assumed the authority previously held by the'literati', or those

writers and commentators, primarily interested in New Zealand writing who

also wrote on the visual arts. Although Pound acknowledges Tomory's

difference from this previous generation, his conviction remains that Tomory stili

subscribed to the nationalist myths.ial Pound regards the re-shaping of the canon

in Tomory's writing and actions as director as the next evolution of the

''o Tomory, Ascent (1963), p. 10.
ra" Hamish Keith, 'Patrick Flanly: a conversation with Hamish Keith', Art New Zealand 14, 1979,p. 46.
lt' See Francis Pound Headlands (1992) and 'Painting and Landfall, and painting as literature's death',

Landfall, vol. 185, April 1993, pp. 78-85.
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Nationalist canon; the new generation of museum professionals, he writes,

rejected the literati's canon as'too literary, too illustrative, too lacking inJbrmal

interest', but the similarities between the two generations are strong; both sought

a national style, both presumed this style will be figurative, and both repeated

the mantra of harsh clear light.l+2

Tomory's place in Pound's discussion is as a late nationalist writer who,

aithough familiar with modernist art history, continued to propagate what

Pound identifies as nationalist myths of light, landscape and'place. Pound

therefore uses extracts from Tomory's writing in order to support or illustrate his

revision of these myths. I would argue, however, -along with Wystan

Cumow-that in Pound's writing the original context of the texts he draws upon

is often overlooked in favour of adding strength to his polemic. ln his review of

Pound's The space between: Pakeha use of Maori motifs in modernist New Zealand art

(1994) Curnow noted that he was'as concerned about the methods of Pound's

argument as about the argument itself.'l{3 Curnow chose in his review to

interrogate Pound's use of quotation, as he felt it related to'the broader issue of

appropriation, the use of intellectual "property", and is crucial to his

construction of Bad Nationalism./ I{4

Curnovv tackled Pound's use of quotation head-on. Focusing on the first

page of Pound's book, where Pound quotes twice from the work of New Zealand

poet and anthologist Allen Curnow, Cumow took the quotations selected by

Pound, reinserted them into their original context and removed ellipses to

restore sentences to their full length. In doing so, Curnow showed how Pound

had manipulated Allen Curnow's texts. As Curnow writes: 'All this cutting and

pasting changes the meaning; it constructs the author as a dogmatic proponent of

'ar Pound, Headlands (1992). p. 192.

'ot Cumow, 'sewing up the space between' (1995). p. 18
r44 Ibid.
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insularifr, and makes him appear as one-eyed as Pound would want him to be

for the pu{poses of his argument./l4s Allen Curnow is not the only figure to have

received this cut-and-paste treatment. As the following example shows, Pound

has also selectively used quotations from Tomory's texts to support his

arguments. On page 58 of.The spacebettaeen, Pound writes;

The 'absorption' of the Polynesian 'primitive' answered also to that

Nationalist New Zealand revolt which Auckland City Art Gallery
director Peter Tomory proclaims: 'a revolt against sophisticated

arrangemefits"t+o fuelled by that'subconscious antipathy shared by all ex-

colonial countries' for the 'effete aspects of European culture.'ra7 What

Tomory had remarked of Rita Angus' recourse to the 15th century

European 'primitives', might be equally applied to Pakeha recourse to the

traditional arts of the Maori: 'this selection of unsophisticated influence

would come naturally to the painter concerned with an ex-colonial

regionalism./l18 If New Zealand art sought 'something stron& and,

perhaps, primitive', it was also in order to'find a New Zealand school of
painting' suited to'express that strength and vitality which has produced

the Kiwis and the All Blacks'.r4e It was to assert what Tomory called 'a

quality of virility totally lacking in the art of previous generations' of
New Zealand artists. It was to announce 'the fruition of a national
character for New Zealand ... the birth of a native school of painters who
have not since their cradle davs had their art emasculated by the fevers of

Eutope'.tso

A reader unfamiliar with Tomory's writing could easily assume from this

assemblage that Tomory argued that a specifically New Zealand art might

'naturally' or logically find its origins in the'primitives', whether this was the

1Sth-century Italian painters or traditional Maori aft. An unfamiliar reader might

also assume that all the quotations in this paragraph-as it is not otherwise

'ot Ibid.
rau Tomory, 'What's different about New Zealand art?' (1964), p. 3. Pound cites this article as 'What's new

about New Zealand art'.
'oi Tomory, Conlempora4,painting in Nev,Zealand (1961), p.3.

'oB Tomory, Pattern (1968), p. l8l.
''o Anon, 'Art notes', Art in New Zealand, vol. I 7. no- 6, 



indicated in the text-are drawn from Tomory's writing and equally easily

assume that they might all be drawn from the same text. Neither of these

assumptions is true. The quotations are from five different texts; four by Tomory

(a7956 catalogue essay, a1964 catalogue essay, a1964 article and a 1968 essay)

while the quotations in the third sentence are drawn from an anonymous writer

rn The Arts in Netu Zealand rn 1946. Nor does Tomory in his texts ever encoura$e

the notion that contemporary art (which is always contempotary European or

Pakeha art in his narrative) might find its roots in traditional Maori art.

The first quotation comes from the 1.964 arttcle'What's different about

New Zealand art?'. It is drawn from the section where Tomory considers how ex-

colonial countries share a conscious rejection of the'habits of the motherland',

manifested in painting by'a revolt against sophisticated arrangements of

brushstrokes./rsr The second and third fragments are drawn fuom Contemporary

painting in New Zealand (1964), also concerning the possibility of a regional sfyle

which Tomory feels can not be pinned to anything more than:

the hard-edged black and white images that come through some artists'

work and in the rather blunt brush work-coarse, some Europeans might
say-which is in part due to the subconscious antipathy shared by all
ex-colonial countries to le bon facture, connoted generally with some of

the effete aspects of European culture.r52

Though the original meaning of the fragments is not lost, the speculative and

somewhat tentative tone of their original context is. Through conflating these

sentences, Pound gives these speculative statements more force than they were

originally voiced with, so that they indeed sound like proclamations of a revolt.

In the next sentence Pound writes:

15r Tomory, 'What's different about New Zealand art'l' (1964),p. 3. The section of the sentence that Pound

cites is in bold.
'5t Tomory, Contemporary painting (1964), n.p. The sections of the parcgraph that Pound cites are in bold.
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What Tomory had remarked of Rita Angus' recourse to the 15th century

European 'primitives', might be equally applied to Pakeha recourse to the

traditional arts of the Maori: 'this selection of unsophisticated influence

would come naturally to the painter concerned with an ex-colonial

regionalism.'

This quotation comes from Tomory's contribution to The pattern of Neut Zealand

culture. Suggesting that Tomory's observation of the early-Renaissance influence

upon Angus might equally be applied to'Pakeha recourse to the traditional arts

of the Maori'does not accurately reflect Tomory's opinions on European artists'

use of Maori motifs. In his endnotes Pound acknowledges this, writing:

'Tomory's constant rhetoric of anti-sophistication and refusal of the European

effete is itself primitivis! even though Tomory advised against the'absorption'

of Maori motifs, since he associated them with touristic advertising and thought

the conditions appropriate to a properly primitivist use of non-European art did

not exist in New Zealand.'l53

Even in this qualification Pound simplifies Tomory's argument. He is

right to assert that Tomory felt New Zealand painters had no need to ape the

early-20th-century modernist enthusiasm for'primitive art'. Tomory in his

Landfall article argued that'enthusiastic reception' of primitive art by European

painters from the end of the 19th century stemmed from the stagnation of

European imagery at this time and the growing'disillusion' among'thinking

men' as 1914 approached; the continuation of the European painfing tradition, he

wrote, has been dependant on its ability to absorb such influences.ln This

however was not the case in New Zealand:

In New Zealand, anyone may see that none of these particular

I5r Pound in this footnote advises readers to refer to lronard Bell's'Landfal/, the 'primitive', and the visual

arts in the 1950s', Land-fall. vol. 185, April 1993, pp. 106-l13.

'ta Tomory. Landfatt(1958), p. 167-168.
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circumstances occurred to produce this rush of primitive blood to the

head. Here is a land embedded in the Pacific with its own virile
indigenous alt and inhabited by Europeans who over a hundred years

have produced the beginnings of a civilization quite different to that of

Europe. And yet suddenly there is this same yearning for the 'impact of
primitive art'. This is a book-learnt yearning sprouting from busy

browsers in bookshops.r5s

Tomory did note that it was'of course, possible for the European artist in New

Zealand to borrow from Maori art, but any mouthful he takes must be fully

digested.'rs6 Tomory's objection here was the same as it was to-in fact, follows

on from his discussion of -the importation of the British neo-romantic traditions

masked as a New Zealand style. Half-digested adaptations were not, for Tomory,

'serious' art. While Tomory did link the use of Maori motif with touristic kitsch,

he notes that Maori motifs had come to be perceived in this way because of the

manner in which they had been appropriated for use in advertising rather than

because such motifs were inherently kitsch. Tomory was most concemed by the

appropriation of these motils into a pseudo-primitive art:

What is more serious is the rather sorry attempt made by certain New
Zealand artists in adapting the elements from these indigenous cultures

into European idioms. There were first the illustrator ethnologists whose

work had historical value but no painterly value, and I think their case

can be allowed to resf but what needs examining more closely is the

adaptation of elements in the more serious painterly sense. It is almost

simply a case of too much book learning.'s7

As this shows, to cite Tomory's texts in an argument for the validity of

traditional Maori art as a well-spring of contemporary New Zealand art is to

seriously misrepresent his ideas.

r55 Ibid., p. r68.
r56 Ibid.
r" Ibicl., p. 167.
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The next sentence in Pound's paragraph is more easily dealt with-it is

not actuallyby Tomory, although Pound does not indicate this in the paragraph,

and the reader must refer to the endnotes to discover this. Pound links this

search for'something strong, and, perhaps, primitive', to Tomory's detection of

'a quality of virility totally lacking in the art of previous generations' of New

Zealand artists. This and the final quotation in Pound's paragraph come from

Tomory's catalogue essay New Zealandpainting (1955). This'virility' has nothing

to do with the inspiration drawn from the primitive, but rather refers to those

modernist artists who emerged during the depression, and who were prevented

from leaving New Zealandby the Second World War. In full, the sentence reads:

'Therefore there is a hope that within the next decades, which will see in any case

the fruition of a national character for New Zealand, will be seen the birth of a

native school of painters who have not since their cradle days had their art

emasculated by the fevers of Europe./iss I fhat is framed as an announcement in

Pound's text is actually a hopeful prediction in the original. Moreover, by the

end of his time in New ZealandTomory had himself come to question what he

had written here, feeling that he had not known enough about the history of

New Zealand art when he voiced the very definite opinions the essay contains.l"'

This in itself reveals one of the major flaws of Pound's practice; he occludes the

fact that the texts come from a range of sources and from a l2-year period, within

which-as has been shown-Tomory's ideas about New Zealand art developed

markedly.

I accept that criticism such as this opens my own use of quotation and

provision of an adequate context for extracts up for scrutiny. However, grven

that Tomory's texts are not usually read in the original but more often by way of

"8 Tomory, New Zealand painting (1956), n.p. The sections of the paragraph that Pound cites are in bold.

'tt See footnote 25.
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quotation in other, better-known texts (how many readers, for example, will have

read Tomory's 7958 essay in Landfall rather than Pound's extracts from that text

in Headlands?)I think it important to show that at certain times his writing,

removed from its context, has been used to reinforce arguments Tomory did not

make and to exempli{y ideas that he did not support.

***

As noted in previous chapters, Tomory's various endeavours at the Gallery-the

consolidafion of the collection, the showing of international modern art-were

undertaken in an attempt to educate audiences about art in order that they might

come to support New Zealand's artists of their own volition. The lack of a

receptive audience for the visual arts in New Zealand was exacerbated, in

Tomory's opinion, by a lack of good art criticism. For Tomory the role of the

critic was not to find fault with works of art, nor to instruct the artist, but to

analyse art and interpret it for the'interested audience'.160 Van der Velden served

as Tomory's example of how the lack of an understanding audience could

negatively affect the artist. Noting that van der Velden had limited success in

New Zealand, he painted a sorry scenario of an embittered, alcoholic old man,

the'tragedy of the serious artist brought to his knees, not by antagonism but by

the sheer indifference of society.'tat

Amateur art criticism, exemplified by that published in the literary

quarterly Landfall, was the focus of Tomory's critique. Tomory felt that New

Zealand's writers on the arts were largely unable to mediate between artist and

audience: they were generally ill-equipped for the task they performed, and he

'60 Tomory, Lantlfatl (1958), p. 164.
r6r Tomory. Pattern (1968), p. 179.
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concluded that the combination of a lack of properly informed opinion on the

part of art commentators, and a lack of professionalism on the part of painters,

resulted in a cult of amateurism. Amateur critics could, to his mind, only mouth

indiscriminate encouragement; they did not possess the ability to'sweeP away

the dross and explore what is good' and as a result were unable to encourage

serious painting.l62

Francis Pound has identified Landfall as the most influential site of New

Zealand art criticism from the late 1940s to the late 1960s.161 In Landfall during

this period Pound sees the first attempt to establish a canon of New Zealand art;

the 'literati', he observed, were'already practised canon makers in their own

field' and felt the need to be selective in their regard, both for intellectual reasons

and because space for the reproduction of works in the journal was restricted.ril

The writin gin Landfall, he argues, was closely tied to the nationalist project of

defining a New Zealand identity and the search for a national style of arts and

letters. Most art of the nationalist period, writes Pound, was literary in nature

and the literati formed the first audience for this art:

from about 1930 to about 1970 in New Zealand, during what may be

called the regionalist or Nationalist period, art was inextricably literary. . . .

The kind of audience Nationalist art had first, the kind of audience which
inaugurated it, and which published criticism about it, was very largely,

or most noisily, a literary audience. Nationalist painting shared with the

literati all their myths and predispositions.r65

In his essay, Pound constructs an opposition between'a nationalist

rhetoric of words and paint', typified by the Landfall school of art writinp and'a

"'t Tomory, Lanclfalt (1958). p. 165.
r6r Pound, Headlands (1992\.p. 187.

'6t Ibid.

'ut lbid.
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new professionalism', of which Tomory was the first exernplar. i66 Pound's

contrast is between the 'literati' and a 'new generation of critics'-the museum

professionals. Pound describes a scenario where the 1950s saw a shift in

influence from the literati to writers like Tomorl, who were more interested in

the formal or painterly qualities of painting. Pound pinpoints the shift in critical

dominance to 1958 and in particular to Tomory's essay'Looking at art in New

Zealand', published inLandfall that year.

In the 1940s and 1950s, Pound explains, Colin McCahon, Doris Lusk and

Toss Woollaston were identified by the literati as among New Zealand's leading

artists, while John Weeks and T.A. McCormack were also occasionally

favoured.l67 In the 1950s, however, Eric Lee-Johnson was increasingly singled out

as the artist who embodied nationalist ideals. As evidence, Pound cites E.H.

McCormick's Eric Lee-lohnson (7956), the first monograph published on a living

New Zealand artist.r6s In the introduction to the book, editor Janet Paul explained

why Lee-Johnson was selected as the first subject of what was intended to be a

series of monographs:

Eric Lee'Johnson has an awareness and an accuracy of observation rare in
New Zealand. He also has a fine perception of the character of place or
person or inanimate objecg and he is a good draughtsman. It is his double

ability as a good draughtsman to comment on the nature of what he

draws, that gives to Lee-Johnson's work its special character. ... It is

particularly in [his] character-revealing paintings of house or landscape

that Lee-Johnson stands out as a peculiarly New Zealand artist'r6e

In the Landfall essay, published two years after the Lee-Johnson

monograph, Tomory decried the poor state of art criticism in New Zealan4 the

'bo lbid., pp. 189-90.

'ut lbid., p. r9o.
ru8 Ibid. E.H. McCormi ck, Eric Lee-Johnson. Hamilton: Paul's Book Arcade, 1956. Hereafter abbreviated

as McCormick, Eric Lee-Johnson (1956).
rbe Janet Paul, 'Introduction' in McCormick, Eric Lee-Johnson (1956), n.p.
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literary nafure of art writing n Landfall, its support of the Lee-Johnson school,

and the consequences of this support for New Zealand art. Pound extracts from

this essay at length for his own argument, In the essay, Tomory deplored the

amateur nature of art criticism in New Zealand, noting that:

many a serious artist has been ignored partly through the fact that critics

have been singularly insensitive to painting. ... One must respect at all

times the ability of many New Zealanders who have a wide interest in the

arts ... but it is true, unfortunately, that it is not Philistinism necessarily

that depresses the sensitive artist, but the misguided criticism
administered by those that profess to cherish him.r7o

Pound identifies the last sentence of this passage as an unspoken reference to

Fairburn's derision of McCahon's painting in a 1948 Landfall review.rTt Tomory

also criticised the literary art critics for supporting the strain of New Zealand

neo-romanticism, which'might be called the early colonial house o'ergrown by

the native bush clich6,.'1n Pound sees this passage as another unspoken reference,

this time to McCormick and Lee-Johnson. He writes:

This art is damned as merely 'illustrative'-and, by implication (an

implication Tomory was soon to spell out elsewhere), illustrative of the

poems and prose of those literary men and women who presume to play

the role of art critic.rT3

ln Distance looks our way, Tomory wrote that there was a 'marked imbalance of

evaluation ... of the illustrator and the serious artist.'l7a In 1985 Kirker asked

Tomory about this statement. Tomory replied that it was a problem in Britain at

the time as well-literary people with little visual sense who saw art as

'70 Tomory, Landfalt (1958), pp. 165-166.
rtl Pound, //e adlands ( 1992)" p. l9l; A.R.D. Fairbum, 'Art in Canterbury: some notes on the Group show',

Landfall 5, vol. 2, no. l, March 1948, pp. 49-50.

'tt Tomory, Landfall (1958), p.161.
r73 Pound, Headlands (1992),p. l9l.
t?o Tomory. Distance ( l96l), p. 78.
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Tomory placed great weight upon this distinction between'art'and 'illustration':

i have been trying to stress the painterly qualities of painting, because I
think these the most important. There are hidden dangers lying in wait
for the person who reads off the subject of a painting, as though it were a

literary statement. The subject ... requires to be 'read' or discovered in the

language of paint ... it is the artist's manipulation of this language which
will communicate his idea ...We should therefore be able to distinguish
quite clearly what is art and what is illustration.lso

Illustration, for Tomory, was art that depicted the familiar without any'critical

acuteness'-what in the eighteenth cenfury had been called'furniture painting'.

In late 1950s New Zealand:

The process has been going on for so long that what is at best mediocre

illustration of the familiar, has become art in the eyes of most of us, so

that when we are shown a painting which sets oul eyes exploring and

makes us think, we almost instinctively reject it because instead of being

an air cushion of placid familiarities, it is a nettlebed of sharp

stimulants.rBr

By relocating an English style to New Zealand, painters of the Lee-

|ohnson school were working in terms of the illustrative and familiar. 'To rePlace

a'Nash oak root with a kauri root', wrote Tomory,'does nothing for New

Zealand painting except to send it up a picturesque cul-de-sac./r82 He saw this

particular style as'propped up largely by the literary art critic', and stated that

painting and sculpture had suffered at the hands of such critics, as their

interpretation of art works in terms of a literary idea meant that'the fact that

both painting and sculpture are visual arts is quite forgotten."F Tomory made it

amply clear that the romantic realist painting favoured by some critics as a

l80 Ibid.. p. 162.
rsr Ibid., p. 163.

'8' Ibid., p. 167

'83 Ibid.. p.164.
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potential national style was in fact the New Zealand version of British neo-

romanticism, absorbed largely by way of Perkins' teachings.rsa

Tomory's criticism must be seen in the context of the British ari world that

he had recently left. As Richard Lummis has noted, Tomory's previous position

with the British Arts Council would have'afforded him a front row seat to the

downfall of neo-romanticism in England./r8s In Britain in the mid 1930s a new

representation of landscape had emerge4 a modernist reconsideration of the

topographical tradition led by Paul Nash and Graham Sutherland.tM British critic

Raymond Mortimer was among the first to use the term'neo-romantic' in

reiation to British painting; he identified Frances Hodgkins, Sutherland, Ivon

Hitchens and Henry Moore as artists whose approach shared'an identification

with Nature, a visionary quality and a rejection of European humanisln./r87In 2

1,947 artrcle on the'new romanticism in British painting', Kenneth Clark

emphasised the importance of the neo-romantic identification with nature,

naming Moore, Sutherland and John Piper as leading exponents in the

movement.l88 Critiquing the post-impressionist movement in Britain, which

'80 As the comment about the 'Nash root' demonstrates, Tomory noted early on that romantic realism was

by no means a'homegrown'style of the tlpe the some commentators were searching for. FIe observed

again in Distance looks our tya.y that Nash's neo-romanticism had a general influence on New Zealand arl
from tlre 1930s to the 1950s (p. 74) and in The pattenr of Nerv Zealand culture noted that Perkins was

implicated in its importation (p. I 8 | ). Tomory believed any artistic concept that was adopted unaltered

from another culfure could not contrjbute to the development of a New Zealand style. He expresses this

opinion in LandJ-all, in relation both to the importation of British neo-romanticism and modemist
primitivism, and also in Distance. where he acknowledged that while New Zealand's relnoteness may tnake

borrowing a necessity, all borrowings must be adapted: 'although the personilication of natural fonns is

characteristic of English romantic attitudes, it is not so in New Zealand' (p. 7a).
lss Lummis, 'Dennis Tumer in context' (1996)" fn. 49, p. I18.
r*6 David Mellors, 'A British chronicle: a chronology of neo-romantic art and culture 1935-55', in I
paradise lost: the neo-ramantic imagination in Britain Ig35-55, London: Lund Humphnes in association

with the Barbican Art Gallery, 1987, p. I L
'*t Iain Buchanan, 'Frances Hodgkins and neo-romantrcism' in James Ross, Lrnda Gill and Stuart McRae

(eds.), W'rtting a new countn,: a collection qf essavs presented to E.H. McCormick in his 88lh vear,

Auckland: J. Ross, 1993, p. 156.
r88 Kenneth Clark. 'The nlw romanticism in British painting', Art News, February 1941 , pp. 24-29, 56-58.

Hereafter abbreviated as Clark. 'The new romanticism in British painting' (1947).
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Clark considered to have been'blind io certain values inherent in English art', he

wrote:

Now the English are a literary and a poetical people, and to cut out ot

English painting anything which can be described as literary is seriously

to impoverish it. Yet this is what Roger Fry, in reaction against the trivial
anecdotalism of the Royal Academy, felt bound to do. He thus cut off
English painting from one of its most fruitful traditions, that to which
belonged Blake, Turner and Samuel Palmer. ... These are the three native

painters who have inspired the group of younger British artists whom i
have called the New Romantics. I must, however, immediately dispel the

idea that these artists look back wistfully on the past, like the Gothic

revival; on the contrary, they have all been deeply influenced by Picasso,

and nearly all have at one time or another worked in an abstract style.

They are romantic only in the sense that they allow their visions of nature

to be coloured by associations, and that they are often inspired by those

mysterious, solemn or arresting aspects of nature which inspired the

romantic poets.rse

The heavily literary style was, as Frances Spalding puts it, a movement

'fuelled by nostalgia and inclined towards the melodramatic [but which]

provided an appropriate style for wartime subjects'.le0 After the Second World

War the neo-romantic movement, with its nostalgic and literary aspects, lost

most of its prestige. As David Mellors writes, the movement was'first

discredited by the cool sneers of Pop Art critics ... and then destroyed by the tide

of formalism and the impact of American Abstract Expressionism.'le1 By the time

that Tomory left England neo-romanticism had become unfashionable. In his

article, Clark had identified the dangers that the new romanticism faced. His

description of one of these - the peril of 'linear decoration' - iS remarkably

similar to Tomorv's comments on New Zealandneo-romanticism:

r8" Ibid., pp.25-26.
'e0 Frances Spalding. British art since 19}2,London: Thames and Hudson, 1986, pp. 133-4.
ler David Mellors, 'Preface' rn A paraelise lost. the neo-romuntic imagination in Britain 1935-55, London:

Lund Humphries in association with the Barbican Art Gallery, 1987, p. 9
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But romantic art, being basically organic, must spring from absorption in
nature: and when it aims too directly at picfure-making it becomes

merely decorative. So the imitators of Sutherland who use his

properties-the roots of trrttisted treet for example-without having

experienced thern as expressive elements in nature, soon degtade them to
hieroglyphs, with about as much significance as a cloud pattem on a

Chinese pot.tnt

Tomory's criticism of the New Zealand adaptation of the movement is therefore

consistent with the critical attitude in Britain at the time he left.

Pound sees the ideas about illustration that Tomory expressed in his

Landfall essay as being fulfilled in his contribution to Distance looks our vt)ay.

'several years later,' Pound writes, 'from the vantage point of the new canon his

views and his position of institutional power had helped to achieve, Tomory is

confident enough to name some artists'names'.re3 Pound then quotes the

following extract from Tomory's essay:

The writer and the poet tend to look for illustrations to their work. Thus

they will tend to admire the artists in whose work they can find some

literary element and will dismiss those who are purely painterly. This

would not matter so much if New Zealand at the same time had a

perceptive audience for the visual arts, but it had not ... the writers and

the poets did a double shift as art critics. They delivered themselves of

some well written misinterpretations because, in their new-found
confidence, they were unaware that they were ignorant in the main of the

art of painting. ... Therefore it was not difficult for the writers and poets

to go astray, not so much in whom they selected but in whom they

ignored. Subject painters like Eric Lee-Johnson and Russell Clark, with
their realistic drawing their romantic colour and their choice of
significant subjects were quickly admired. ... But the image makers like
Rita Angus and M.T. Woollaston failed to generate the sarne

enthusiasm.rea

"'2 Clark, 'The new romanticism in British painting' (1947),p.57.
rer Pound, Headlands (1992), p. l9l.
roo Tomory, Distance (1961), pp.13-74. Pound's ellipses.
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This is the end of the argument for Pound. He concludes:'So one of the first

canons of twentieth-century New Zealand painting, that of the "old colonial

house and dead tree school", with Lee-Johnson confirmed as its head master by a

monograph in 1956, is no sooner decided uPon by the literati than it begins in

1958 aggressively to be undone by a museum professional, Peter Tomory''1es

However, it is important to recognise that Tomory assigned'subject painters' like

Clark and Lee-Johnson a specific role in the history of New Zealand art. Tomory

felt these painters contributed little to the development of the modern

movement, but acknowledged nonetheless the role the neo-romantic school had

played in raising the awareness of painting as an art form in New Zealand'1e6 He

also credited this school with the creation of a 'popular symbology of New

Zealand,isms', which the'image makers' would later convert into the'feeling'

works that Tomory sought.leT

For Pound, the similarities between the literary critics and the new

museum professionals are as important as the differences:

That this new generation are museum professionals, and that the old

generation are mostly literary people, is less importanf perhaps, than the

differences in their critical concerns. Both share the concern that there be

a national style, both call for it to be one of harsh clarity, and both assume

it will be figurative (abstraction is still out of the question) but for the new

critics, the old canon was too literary, too illustrative, too lacking informal

interest.les

In 1985 Tomory described how he saw the vision of New Zealand art put

forward by literary-minded writers as something that had to be overcome in

order for contemPorary art to Progless. This is perhaps why he was so critical of

lt5 Pound, Headlands (1992),P- 192.
reo Tomory, Distance (1961), P.7a.
l"t Tomory. Pattern (1968). p. l8l.
re8 Pound,llea cllands (1992).p. 192' Pound's emphasis'
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these writers' efforts. while Tomory notes that these writers were doing'double-

time' as art critics in the absence of anyone better qualified for the task, neither

he nor Pound acknowledge that some of these writers openly admitted their

limitations, and added caveats to their art criticism'

McCormick, for example, (singled out by Pound as one of the most

influential voices of the literati) was one writer who acknowledged his

limitations as a writer on art. In the Lee-Johnson monograph McCormick opened

what is clearly termed a'biographical introduction'with a disclaimer:

I am not attempting here in any real sense an estimate of Lee-]ohnson's

achievement as a painter. I am content to resign that task to qualified

critics or ... leave it to posterity.leq

Compare this to his earlier disclaimer in Letters and Art in New Zealand:

The terms used in the discussion of graphic alt... are a'literary'

observer't not those of an artist or critic of arU for this reason the sections

on art may be best regarded as pendants to the larger literary

undertaking.2oo

Gordon H. Brown has noted that Landfall to some extent stopped the gap left

when the Arts Year Bookceased publication in 1951, and in this way the journal

became the most important forum for art criticism in New Zealand' Yet as

Wystan Curnow observed rn1g63, Landfatl contributors (of whom he was one)

were not trained for the role they had assumed:

Our art criticism remains, by and large, the hobby of versatile poets,

journalists, historians and literary critics; in other wotds, o( people whose

training and practice is primarily to do with another thing'201

'n'Mccormick, Eric Lee-Johnson (1956), p. l.
t* p g McCormick. Letters and art in New Zealand, Wellington: Department of Intemal Affairs,

1940, preface.
2or Wystan Curnow, 'Auckland Gallery lectures', Landfall, vol. 17, no. 2, June 1963, p. 196.
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Such statements indicate that these writers did not necessarily claim for

themselves the authority on artistic matters that others have attributed to them'

While Tomory's (and Pound's) observations about the alfinity between literary

critics and literary art are well grounded, Tomory also understood that

'proselytising' was a necessary component of promoting contemporary art in

New Zealand in the late 1950s,202 The literary critics and the fondness shown in

the art market for the works of 'sentimental' painters like Goldie and Lindauer

were for Tomory the biggest obstacles to creating an appreciation for modern art'

and his writing on art critics and sentimental painting discourages the reader

from taking either seriously. Tomory's polemic was pulPoseful; as he told Kirker

in 1985;'I wrote something pretty hard about [Goldie and Lindauer] and that

was what you had to do in those days-I found that in Britain-I mean you

really had to be very tough and of course you made enemies.'2o3

Tomory's proselytising appears to have some impact' ln a 7963letter to

Woollaston, Ron O'Reilly discusses a recent review of Woollaston's work by

wystan Cumow, which appearc to have puzzled or uPset woollaston:

I didn't think his point about shelley was meant to be derogatory of s' or

your taste in liking him but rather that he as an artist is a rather different

proposition from C6zanne, so that the link between these two affinities of

yorr., requires more explaining. Even though this could be argued it

seems to say something-perhaps however rather more about Curnow

whose pose is that of Tomory's art critic who is not (or not primarily) a

literary critic, as against us literary gents.2()a

***

2nl As Tomory said in 19g5, ,At some stage, such as the late 'fifties, we had to proselytize a great deal

about establishing a New Zealand contemporary art'' Kirker. Art Netu Zealand 4l (1986-87)' p' 76'

2nr Kirker interview, Te Papa version, part I 't* n"n O'n itty, f"ir". to ioss Woollaston, l0 July 1963. Museum of New Znaland Te Papa Tongarewa

Archives, CA000457/3 Box 4Item 3.
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Tomory's history of New Zealand art sought to define a line of artistic descent

over the cenfury of European settlement in this countryby way of artists who

developed styles that allowed them to convey a feeling response to the New

zealandlandscape. His history eschewed those artists who he believed

employed styles or conventions inappropriate to this effort' Despite this, his

narrative allowed artists, such as Angus and Woollaston, to be connected to or

understood in terms of international movements. Tomory emphasised the need

to develop a style suitable to communicating the nature of New Zealand' but it is

important to note that he did not argue for or attemPt to define a single,

,national' style. As his discussion of the work of McCahon, Angus and

woollaston reveals, Tomory's use of Lipps' theory enabled him to easily

encompass different stylistic approaches to the depiction of New Zealand in his

history.

In Tomory',s history a number of artists, movements, and periods (for

example, Eric Lee-Johnson, late-19th-century history painting and the years 1'905

to 1930) are treated as generally unprofitable offshoots from the central progress

towards modern New Zealand art. His writing on art produced since the mid-

1950s shows little attempt to group or analyse contemporary painting; Tomory

seems content to remark that artists were now (to use an anachronistic term)

responding to an increasingly globalised world, and observe that contemporary

art was lively and diverse. This is consistent with Tomory's art-historical

attitude. It is the task of the art historian, working with the benefit of critical

distance, to trace patterns and trendg while it is the task of the critic to explicate

contemporary practice. And while Tomory lobbied passionately for more

professional, better-informed art criticism, he did not identify himself as a critic'

The impact of Tomory's formulation of a history of New Zealand art' both

at the time and in subsequent reincarnations and revisions, is undeniable' It is
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unfair however-unfair to Tomory, and. unfair to other figures in this period-to

treat him as simply one of a SrouP of commentators homogenised by the epithet

'nationalist writers'. While his thinking bears similarity to those who went before

him, and those who succeeded him, it is also strongly individual and at times

even idiosyncratic. Indeed, if this study has achieved anything, it reveals that the

period from the mid 1950s to the late 1960s was both more and less than it has

been portrayed in later criticisms. It was more diverse, more complex, more

debated; but less dogmatiq less insular, and decidedly less'nationalistic''
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Conclusion

I always inteniled, zoherever I usent, to build up the best thing I could.l

Looking back, Tomory saw his time in Auckland as his most fruitful in terms of

achieving for an institution an'extraordinary influence and general

breakthrough'.t Tomory left the Gallery in late 1964, for a lectureship in art

history at the university of Auckland school of Arts; he had previously taught

part-time at the university, between Fairburn's death in1957 and the

appointment of Kurt von Meier in 1963. In 1968 he left Auckland for New York'

to an appointment as associate professor in art history at Columbia University'3

After two years at Columbia Tomory moved to Florida and the Ringling

Museum of Art in Sarasota, where he was chief curator for two years, working

with the Museum's significant baroque collection'

Tomory's final professional appointment came in1973, when he became

head of Art History at La Trobe University, Melbourne, where he was given the

opportunity to build a new department from scratch. Tomory said in 1985 that he

still firmly believed that art history was not a bread-and-butter subject, and that

the majority of graduates would not pursue a career in the field; the best possible

outcome, he believed, was the creation of a highly informed public able to

appreciate and support the arts.a This strongly reflects his attitude as director in

Auckland, where he felt the Gallery's core role was to build up a discerning

' Kirker interview, Te Papa version, part 2'
2 Ibia.
t in an intervtew with Robert ftgnard and Wystan Cumow, Jim Allen remembered seeing Tomory at

Columbia soon after the 1968 student riots: 'Peter Tomory was teaching at Columbia' Well' he was taking

his classes in the park under the trees. The blood was still being washed from the steps of the University

following the suppressron of the recent student strike. Most ofihe University staff remained locked in their

rooms but peter had elected to continue outdoors.' Wystan C'umow and Robert Leonard, 'Contact: Jim

Allen talks to wystan cumow and Robert Leonard'. Art Netv zealand 95, Winter 2000' p' 5l '
o Kirker interview, Te Papa vercion, part 2.
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audience for the visual arts. Tomory retired from La Trobe rn7987, at which time

he was made an Emeritus Professot.lnlgglhe returned to Britain, settling in

Dorset, where he lives now. He continues to publish, and in 1997 produced with

Anne Kirker the summary catalogu e British painting, L800-'1"990, in Australian and

New Zealand public collections.

An evaluation of Tomory's strengths and weaknesses as director of the

Auckland City Art Gallery could be made using his own criteria. This extract

was cited in the discussion of Tomory's initial vision for the Gallery:

our main concern must be for the public and not for the artist, for true

and lasting support for the artist must come from the patronage of the

public and not from the Art Gallery. No cultured civilisation has yet

owed its existence to an art gallery. This is not to deny the position of the

Gallery in the cultural life of a city. It plays, or must play, the part of the

preserver of standards and the authorify in visual arts matters' Its

collections and exhibitions must provide a comprehensive view of all

periods of art which will interest and inform the public and stimulate the

artist. In fact the heir to the well endowed private patron of the past is the

art gallery. It must therefore be well informed so that its authority is

unquestioned. It must be well-endowed with works for all to see' It must

be host and mentor to the public and artists of serious intent' It must be

quick to quash the second rate and resist with all its might any attempt to

undermine its prestige and weaken its authority. The Gallery must never

become the unprotected king on the board of local art politics, nor the

Hyde Park of every art orator. For the Gallery has a serious duty to

perform and it must be allowed to perform this duty under the care of its

professional staff and to follow a policy which will bring with it
increasing respect and importance''

Tomory believed that the Gallery should primarily concern itself with the

education of the public. To this end he consolidated the Gallery's collection in

order to, aS he wrote, 'provide a comprehensive view of all periods of art which

will interest and inform the public and stimulate the artist'' The ltalian

collection, the print collection and the collection of modernist sculpture still bear

5 'Auckland City Art Gallery Director's Report April 1956" p l '
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his mark. Through the Gallery's exhibition programme-particularly the touring

shows-audiences around the country were exPosed to international and local

art from all periods, including challenging contemporary work'

Tomory felt it was not the Gallery's role to be at the forefront of

contemporary art but rather, as he noted, to be'the Preserver of standards and

the authority in visual arts matters'. For this reason, the Gallery must be'well

informed so that its authority is unquestioned'; the emphasis placed uPon

scholarship at the Gallery is evidenced by the careful research into and accurate

cataloguing of the permanent collection, and the Gallery's impressive publishing

record. Tomory felt the Gallery had to be'quick to quash the second rate and

resist with all its might any attempt to undermine its prestige and weaken its

authority'; this statement accords with his opposition to both the Kelliher Prize

exhibition and the imposition of an advisory committee' To exercise such

authority the Gatlery's own professionalism had to be indisputable, and

Tomory's emphasis upon staff training can also be seen in this context' Building

on the foundations laid by Westbrook, Tomory firmly established the Gallery as

New Zealand's leading authority on the visual arts. As Hamish Keith observed'

when asked what he thought to be the Gallery's greatest achievements at this

time:

Its professionalism and its ability to maintain itself with a minimum of

public scandal. ...I think that was good management, we didn't invite

controversy but that didn't mean to say we didn't avoid it either "' you

always had a feeling with the Gallery that it was serious, you didn't have

the feeling that you were being duped or somebody was experimenting

on vou.6

6 F{amish Keith, personal communication to the author, 9 February 2004
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Tomory',s emphasis upon professionalism characterises his tenure' If,

however, one were to seek Tomory's weakness, one could find it in his

somewhat circumscribed approach to New Zealand'art' He consistently placed

greater emphasis on the international collection than the New Zealandcollection'

His writing on New Zealandart seems most fluent he discusses style, rather than

subject or content. Although abstract artists were shown at the Gallery' their

work was only discussed in passing in his writing. Tomory's dismissal of the

neo-romantic school of painting in New Zealandhas had long-lasting

consequences for the appreciation of artists such as Eric Lee-Johnson and Russell

Clark. Yet the Gallery undoubtedly advanced the cause of New Zealand art' In

the absence of a network of dealer gallerieg it provided a high-profile sPace

allowing contemporary artists who did not fit with the attitudes of traditional art

societies to show work publicly. Touring exhibitions of contemporary New

Zealandart gave audiences the opportunity to see recent painting and sculpture'

Shows of historical New Zealandart reinforced the emerging sense of a history

of artistic practice in this country, and exhibitions such as Painting from the Pacific

aligned New Zealand art with intemational contemporary art for the first time'

Tomory brought with him the knowledge, contacts and attitudes he

developed at Edinburgh University, in provincial art galleries, and with the Arts

Council of Great Britain. on his departure from New Zealandhe left behind not

only a model of professional museum practice, but also a well-defined history of

New Zealand art. Tomory's writing has often been employed by critics in

attempts to expose the tropes of nationalist art history-of the hard dear light' of

the unique New Zealand landscape, of the vitriolic rejection of modernist art and

internationalism-but a close study of Tomory's writing reveals the danger of

creating a category such as'nationalist writers', oI even the'nationalist period''

While Tomory's writing certainly reflects the contemporary concern with
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defining a New Zealand identity, his attitude towards the possibility ol or need

for, anational school of painting had become lukewarrn by the early 1960s'

Tomory's opinions reflected current British thinking and his history was

underpinned by a subtle understanding of the relationship between visual

environment, perception and art, built on ideas drawn from German aesthetic

theory. Tomory's emphasis on the emergence of a new generation of artists that

was concerned primarily with the urban experience undermines the

characterisation of nationalist writers as'pro-rural' and' anti-urban''

Tomory's twelve years in New Zealandintersected with a period of rapid

growth in the arts infrastructure. By the end of the 1960s, professional practices

were being followed by trained staff in New Zealand's public art galleriet and a

dealer gallery scene had emerged. ContemPorary art was more widely shown

and accepted, art criticism was flourishing artists were on the brink of being able

to make a living from art-making, and a sense of New Zealand's artistic history

was well established. In all these developments we can trace the influence of

Peter Tomory.
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Note to the bibliography

While Tomory is tikely to have written many more articles for the Auckland City

Art Gallery Quarterly, which was one of his most important initiatives at the

Gallery, only those entries which cany his initials have been cited here. The

Quarterly was edited by different staff members between 1955 and 1964, arrd

entries (which were not all attributed) were written by Tomory, Colin McCahon,

Ross Fraser and Hamish Keith.

For the following catalogues published by the Auckland City Art Gallery,
Tomory wrote forewords or brief introductory texts:

1956

An exhibition of drawings by four realist painters

Ecole de Paris

Josef Herman

1957

!. C. Richmond

Recent French graphic work
Rouault's 'Miserere'

l. C. Hoyte

British fine crafts

Costume and daily life in the drawings of three centuries

XXth century F rench p ainting
Eight New Zealand painters

1958

Rembrandt:69 etchings

P icasso: litho gr aphs and aquatints

John Kinder
British abstr act p ainting
A priaate collection of New Zealand paintings
A colonial aiew

Twentieth century sculpture (from the permanent collection)

Twentieth century British drawings
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Rowlandson

Eight New Zealand Painters lI
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Contemporary New Zealand drawings

Frances Hodgkins paintings and drawings

Colonial Auckland

lames Preston

Petrus uan der Velden

Eight New Zealand Paintns III
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Contemp or ary Au str alian Art
Ald master prints frorn the Montad collection

Los Caprichos

Mod.ern European p aintings in N eut Zealand

Prints from France

Con t emp or ary | aP ane s e w oo d cut s

old master drawings ftom the witt collection lwith a historical notel

Contemporary Ne.ru Zealand painting and sculpture

1.967
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'[,andmarks in the history af medicine

The wars inNeut Zealand
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Mina Arndt
Contempor ary N ew Zealand painting 19 67

1962

Nineteenth and Twentieth century French prints

Six New Zealand exPatriates:

Art in ltaly 7500-1800

British taste in the nineteenth century
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1963

A rctt ospectia e exhibition: M.T. Woollaston, Colin McCahon

Etchings of Piranesi

Sculpture in France

Contemporary New Zealand painhng 1963

1,964

P ablo Picasso: 702 linocuts
Three British painters

James Nairn and Edward Fristrom

Captain James Cook: his artists and draughtsmen

Contemporary New Zealand painting
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